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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) Is required, under

Executive Order 12291, to conduct periodic reviews of the regulations It has

Issued. The purpose of these reviews is to measure the impact of those

regulations In terms of both the benefits and costs to the American public.

This study 1s a review of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 301 - Fuel

System Integrity (FMVSS 301). The Fuel System Integrity Standard is Intended

to reduce the chances of injury and fatality due to fires which result from

motor vehicle crashes.

Though crashes with fires are relatively rare, fires in motor vehicle crashes

have long been a topic of interest and concern. By Its very nature, the

occurrence of fire can significantly Increase the risk of injury 1n motor

vehicle crashes. F1re 1s of particular concern in crashes where entrapment of

the vehicle occupants has occurred, due to jammed doors, or other collapsed

vehicle structures that may have pinned the occupant(s) Inside the vehicle.

Fire is also of concern 1n crashes where the nature or extent of Injury

prohibits occupants from extricating themselves. In both of these instances,

the presence of fire has the significant potential for Increasing Injury

beyond that caused by crash impact forces.
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Due to the hazard 1t creates, and the speed with which 1t can spread, it is

obviously preferable to attempt to reduce the risk of crash fires occurring

rather than to rely on potential rescue efforts, once a fire has started.

This is the aim of FMVSS 301. The requirements of this Standard are Intended

to strengthen and protect the vehicle's fuel system, so that In a crash event,

the chances of fuel leakage, and consequently the chances of fire and occupant

injury, will be reduced. Because of the highly flammable properties of

gasoline, it is an obvious first choice as the source of combustible material

In motor vehicle crash fires.

FMVSS 301 was first issued by the National Highway Traffic Safety

Administration In 1967. In its initial version, the Standard applied only to

passenger cars, manufactured after January 1, 1968, and the fuel system

requirements covered only Impacts to the front of the vehicle.

Subsequently, the Standard was revised, both to Increase the individual

performance requirements, and to extend the requirements to other classes of

vehicles. In 1975, protection against rollover crashes was added to the

frontal requirements for passenger cars. In 1976, these requirements were

further increased to include protection against rear and side impacts. In

1976 and 1977, the requirements for cars were extended to light trucks

(pickups, vans, multipurpose passenger vehicles, and buses) with gross vehicle

weight ratings of 10,000 pounds or less. Finally, In 1977, a fuel system

Integrity requirement was established for Type I (large) school buses which

included frontal, rear, and side protection.
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In order to comply with the FMVSS 301 requirements, vehicles must withstand

certain specified Impact tests ranging from 20 to 30 miles per hour, without

leaking fuel In excess of one ounce per minute following the tests.

Study Approach

This study Is a statistical evaluation of the effectiveness of the 1975

through 1977 (upgrade) versions of FMVSS 301 1n reducing vehicle crash fires,

and associated Injuries and fatalities. Descriptions of vehicle modifications

resulting from the Standard are also Included together with estimates of the

consumer costs of the these modifications. Thirdly, selected statistics which

portray the magnitude and nature of fires In motor vehicle crashes are

presented.

The effectiveness analyses are based on the police reported motor vehicle

crash files from five States, plus the files of NHTSA's Fatal Accident

Reporting System (FARS). Multiple years of data from both sources are used,

providing a total of over 14.5 million police-reported crashes from the States

and approximately 700,000 fatal vehicle crashes from FARS. Thus, the data

represent real-world traffic crashes, and the primary basis for estimating

effectiveness Is the statistical comparison of fire rates for vehicles

manufactured after Standard 301 went into effect, as compared with the fire

rates for vehicles produced before the Standard.

Estimates of the costs of Standard 301 are based on Information obtained from

the motor vehicle manufacturers. Both vehicle modification costs, and fuel
i

penalty costs to cover the added weight of the vehicle modifications are

considered.
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In most of its evaluation projects, NHTSA develops cost information through

Independently conducted vehicle teardown studies. These studies disassemble

affected components from actual production vehicles, and estimate the costs of

the component changes by comparison with baseline components produced prior to

the issuance of the Federal standard. Due to the more subtle and varied

nature of the vehicle modifications made in response to FMVSS 301, the vehicle

teardown approach to cost estimation was not practicable.

Data Limitations

While police reported accident files are considered the best source of data on

motor vehicle crash fires, they are nonetheless subject to certain limitations.

First, fires 1n traffic crashes Include both those that result from the crash

(post-crash fires) as well as those that are initiated prior to the crash

<pre-crash fires). While It is not possible to reliably distinguish between

post-crash and pre-crash fires, limited data indicate that pre-crash fires

could approach 1/2 of all fires reported In police reported traffic crash

data. The proportion of total fires that are post-crash would be expected to

increase as the severity of the crash Impact Increases. FMVSS 301 is

primarily designed to affect post-crash fires.

Secondly, 1n police reported accident data, it Is not possible to distinguish

between injuries caused by fire and Injuries caused by crash impact forces.

Since both injury severity and the likelihood of vehicle fire increase with
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Increasing crash severity (I.e., Impact force), delineating the role of fire

1n Injury causation 1s further compounded.

Lastly, the data obtained from motor vehicle manufacturers concerning the

cost and type of vehicle modifications made in response to FMVSS 301 was less

complete than desirable. While some companies supplied quite detailed data,

other firms were able to provide only limited, or in some Instances, no data.

One of the hindrances to providing information was the span of several years

between the time FMVSS 301 was Issued and the time the information was

requested from the manufacturers.

Prior Studies

Several prior studies have dealt with fires 1n motor vehicle crashes and the

effects of FMVSS 301 in reducing these fires. Primarily, these earlier

efforts studied only fires 1n passenger car crashes, and all were conducted

several years ago when both the available sources and quantity of fire data

were much more limited than today. One of the reasons for lack of data at the

time the earlier studies were made was that Insufficient time had elapsed,

following the Issue of FMVSS 301, to permit the accumulation of a large sample

of on-road accident experience for vehicles Incorporating FMVSS 301

modifications.

Generally, the safety effects of Standard 301 found in this study, for

passenger cars, are in agreement with those found in the earlier studies, with

one principal exception. This study finds no significant reduction for
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fatalities in fire crashes whereas an earlier (1983) NHTSA evaluation

estimated a substantial reduction in fatalities. The principal reason for

this difference in findings for fatalities is the limited amount of data used

in the earlier study. The study was based on only three years of data from

one State and did not analyze data on fatal passenger car crashes.

Principal Findings

The Frequency of Fires in Motor Vehicle Crashes

o Motor vehicle fires in all police-reported traffic crashes are

relatively rare, occurring at the rate of approximately 3 fires for

every 1,000 vehicles involved in crashes.

o For all vehicles involved in fatal crashes, fires are considerably

more frequent, with about 26 fires per 1,000 vehicles in crashes -

nearly 9 times the rate for all crashes.

o For each of the 3 classes of vehicles of primary interest in this

study - passenger cars, light trucks, and school buses, the fire rate

and estimated number of fire crashes annually are:

Fires per 1,000 Total Number of
Vehicle Crashes Fires Annually

passenger cars: 2.9 23,600
light trucks: 2.9 5,200
school buses: 2.4 60
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o For injury crashes involving passenger cars or light trucks, the fire

rate is higher at 7 to 8 fires per 1,000 crashes.

o Fire in fatal collisions of passenger cars has increased

significantly over the last several years, from 20 per 1,000 crashes

in 1975 to 28 per 1,000 crashes in 1988. A primary reason for this

increase is believed to be an increasing proportion of older vehicles

in the car population. Older vehicles are more likely to experience

fire, given a crash. The fire rate was not found to be related to

car size, as defined by vehicle curb weight. Therefore, the trend to

smaller cars over the last several years does not appear to be a

factor in the Increased rate of fires in fatal passenger car crashes.

Casualties in Fire Crashes

o From 1975 to 1988, over 1,600 people per year died in vehicles

involved 1n fire crashes. The number of fire-related fatalities has

increased over the 14-year period, from 1,300 in 1975 to over 1,800

1n 1988, due primarily to the Increase in fire rate for passenger

cars.

o Slightly more than 4 percent of all occupant fatalities occur In fire

crashes. For passenger cars, the rate is just under 4 percent, and

for light trucks, the rate is 5 percent.
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o Over the same period, total estimated occupant casualties In fire

crashes Involving cars and light trucks, annually, are:

Number of Casualties
Injurv Severity

K (fatal)
A (serious)

B (moderate)
C (minor)

Passenaer Cars

1,020
2,900

4,300
2,800

Light Trucks

345
600
800
500

o The available sample of school bus fires was insufficient for

estimating occupant casualties in fire crashes.

The Effectiveness of FMVSS 301

Passenger Cars:

o It 1s estimated that FMVSS 301 has reduced fires 1n all passenger car

crashes by 14 percent. This translates to 3,900 fewer fires annually,

once the entire car fleet has been modified 1n accordance with the

Standard's requirements. Presently, about 85 percent of the car fleet

contain these modifications.

o Some evidence exists that fire ratts in injury crashes may be lower for

post-standard vehicles, but the infcmation is insufficient for definitive

statistical conclusions.



o In fatal passenger car crashes, there was no significant reduction 1n the

fire rate for vehicles produced after the Standard took effect. Fire Is

associated with the more severe Impact crashes which also tend to be fatal

crashes.

Light Trucks:

o No significant reduction In crash fires was found for post-standard light

trucks, both for all police-reported crashes, and fatal crashes alone.

While data were Insufficient for analysis of fire rates In Injury crashes,

the finding of no fire reduction for all crashes or for fatal crashes

Implies that none would be found for Injury crashes as well.

School Buses:

o Data were Insufficient to develop reliable estimates of the effect of

FMVSS 301 for school buses.

The Costs of Modifications Made for FMVSS 301:

o Various types of vehicle modifications were made In response to FMVSS

301. As would be expected, most of these changes were designed to provide

Increased protection to the fuel tank.. Some of the modifications involved

the fuel tank Itself, while other changes involved vehicle components in

or near the vicinity of the tank, which could come into contact with the

tank, and cause fuel leakage during a crash situation.
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o The estimated increases in vehicle weight, due to FMVSS 301 modifications,

and the resultant cost, in 1988 dollars, to the consumer are:

Per Vehicle

Height Increase

Cost Increase

Passenger

3.1 1

$9.70

Car

bs.

Light

7

$30

Truck

.8 lbs.

School
Tvpe I

140 lbs.

$234

Buses
Tvpe II

7.8 lbs

$25.60

Other Findings

The Aae Factor

The presence of fire In vehicle crashes is strongly related to the

age of the vehicle. Older vehicles are more likely to experience

fires. This is believed to result from the general degradation

(corrosion, weakening of metal structures; hardening, cracking of

flexible hoses, etc.) of vehicles over time. Another possible factor

that could contribute to the age effect 1s the probable

under-reporting of accidents involving older vehicles, owing to their

decreased worth.

The Severity of Fire Crashes

o Fire 1s associated with substantially more serious accidents, in

terms of injury severity to vehicle occupants. Even for crashes at
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the most extreme level of injury — i.e., fatal crashes - vehicles

with fire experience anywhere from 70 to 80 percent more occupant

fatalities than do vehicles in all fatal crashes.

o For nonfatal crashes, occupants of vehicles with fire sustain 3 to

4 times the chance of serious <A) Injuries as occupants of vehicles

1n all crashes. For moderate (B) Injuries, the risk 1s about 2 times

greater for occupants of vehicles in a fire crash.

o Crashes with fire are also more severe In terms of crash Impact

forces exerted on the vehicle and its occupants, and In terms of the

extent of damage sustained by the vehicle:

among all crashes resulting in fatal injury, those that Involved

fire are 30 percent more likely to occur on roadways with the

highest speed limits. Higher speed limits indicate higher

traveling speed and hence, higher Impact speeds and crash forces.

among all fatal crashes, those that involve fire are 70 to 90

percent more likely to be single vehicle collisions with fixed

objects; this indicates more severe impacts for crashes with

fire.

for all police reported crashes, vehicles with fires are 2 1/2

to 5 times more likely to have sustained the highest levels of

damage due to the crash, as recorded by vehicle damage Indices.
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Fire Crashes bv Direction of Impact

o Impacts to the front of the vehicle account for 60 to 70 percent of

the crash fires, for both passenger cars and light trucks. This

applies to fatal, as well as non-fatal crashes.

o Rear impacts are over-represented (3 times as likely) 1n fatal fire

crashes involving passenger cars, but not for light trucks. This may

be a reflection of the more vulnerable location of fuel tanks In cars

than In light trucks. For less severe, non-fatal collisions, this

over-representation of fire in rear impacts does not appear.
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Conclusions

o FMVSS 301 has been effective in reducing the incidence of fire in

passenger car crashes. No reduction in fire-related fatalities was found;
the force levels encountered in fatal fire crashes may generally exceed
the levels set by the Standard. Burn injuries may have been reduced, but
available information is insufficient for definitive conclusions.

o For light trucks built after FMVSS 301 took effect, no reduction in fires
was found, either for all police-reported crashes or for fatal crashes,
alone. It is possible that the pre-existing design and location of fuel
system components afforded greater Impact protection for light trucks than
for passenger cars.

o Data on fires in school bus crashes were insufficient to permit reliable
conclusions of the effect of FMVSS 301 in these vehicles.

o Older vehicles are more likely to experience fire crashes than new

vehicles. One reason for this is believed to be the general degradation
and weakening of vehicle structures and components over time.

o The fire rate in fatal passenger car crashes has increased significantly
during 1975 - 1988. An increased proportion of older cars In the
population (greater longevity of cars) is believed to be a principal
reason behind this Increase. Vehicle downsizing does not appear to be an
Important factor since fire rates did not vary with vehicle weight.

o In police accident data, burn Injuries cannot be distinguished from
injuries caused by impact forces. Since both fire risk and Injury
severity increase with increasing Impact forces, the role of fire in
injury causation cannot be determined.
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1-1

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This report is another in a continuing series of studies that have been

completed by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) in

recent years for the purposes of reviewing and evaluating the effects of

certain Federal safety regulations which the agency has promulgated. NHTSA

along with other Federal agencies are required to carry out such studies In

order to measure the actual benefits and costs which result from their

regulations. In addition, a more recent directive requires that agencies

develop, and make public, a plan for the review of their existing
2

regulations.

This study is a review of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 301; Fuel

System Integrity (FMVSS 301). The purpose of FMVSS 301 Is to provide a

specified level of protection to the fuel system of motor vehicles in order to

reduce deaths and Injuries that result from fires caused by fuel spillage 1n

motor vehicle crashes.

1 Federal Register 46, February 17, 1981, 13193.
2 Federal Register 50, January 8, 1985, 1036.
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1.1 REQUIREMENTS OF FMVSS 301

FMVSS 301, the fuel system Integrity standard, first became effective In

1968. Only passenger cars were covered by the Initial version of the

Standard. Subsequently, FMVSS 301 was revised several times, both to upgrade

the individual requirements of the standard and to extend the requirements to

other classes of vehicles.

Table 1-1 summarizes the test requirements, showing the period, 1968 through

1977, over which FMVSS 301 was Implemented, and the classes of vehicles

covered. The test requirements show the direction and speed of impacts

which the vehicles are required to sustain, during and after which fuel

leakage from the vehicle's fuel system shall not exceed specified maximum

limits. A static rollover requirement also applies (currently) to all covered

vehicles except school buses. Appendix A contains a copy of the detailed

FMVSS 301 requirements as listed 1n the Code of Federal Regulations.

Essentially, the Intent of FMVSS 301 is to strengthen, or protect the

vehicle's fuel system such that, in a crash event, the chances of fuel system

breaching will be reduced. Less chance of fuel leakage, of course, means less

chance of vehicle fire which poses an additional hazard and potential source

of Injury to the vehicle occupants, apart from the crash forces experienced.

3 49CFR 571.301 Standard No. 301; Fuel System Integrity.
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Table 1-1
Chronological Summary of Requirements:
Federal Motor Vehicle Standard 301,

Fuel System Integrity

Period of
Vehicle
Manufacture

1-1-1968
to

8-31-1975

9-1-1976
to

8-31-1977

after
9-1-1977

Vehicle Tvpe(s)

Passenger Cars

Impact
Velocity

30 mph

Test Requirements
Impact
Mode

Frontal

With Static
Rollover

No

9-1-1975
to

8-31-1976

after
9-1-1976

9-1-1976
to

8-31-1977

Passenger Cars

Passenger Cars

Trucks, MPVs, and
Buses <6000#>GVWR<10000#)

30 mph

30 mph
30 mph
30 mph
20 mph

30 mph

Frontal

Frontal
Oblique
Rear
Lateral

Frontal

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No

Light Trucks, MPVs, 30 mph Frontal
and Buses (GVWR<. 6000 #) 30 mph Rear

Light Trucks, MPVs,
and Buses (GVWR< 6000 #)

30 mph
30 mph
30 mph
20 mph

Frontal
Oblique
Rear
Lateral

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

after
9-1-1977

Trucks, MPVs, and
Buses (6000#>GVWR<10000#)

30 mph
30 mph
30 mph
20 mph

Frontal
Oblique
Rear
Lateral

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

after
4-1-1977

School Buses
(GVWR>10000 #)

30 mph Any Point
and Angle

No

NOTE: MPV - multipurpose passenger vehicle
GVWR - gross vehicle weight rating.
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1.2 STUDY OBJECTIVE

The primary objective of this study Is to statistically estimate the

effectiveness of the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 301> as it

currently applies to three principal classes of vehicles - passenger cars,

light trucks (Including MPV's), and school buses. Effectiveness is defined

in terms of the reduction in motor vehicle crash fires, and the reduction In

occupant casualties (fatalities, Injuries) that can be attributed to vehicles

produced subsequent to the effective date of the Standard, as compared with

vehicles manufactured prior to the Standard.

The 1968 version of FMVSS 301 for passenger cars Is not
studied 1n this report. An insufficient sample of data to
cover this period would be available 1n current crash data
files. Two earlier studies of effects of the 1968 version
found no significant difference in fire rates between
pre-1968 and post-1968 vehicles. Also, an earlier study of
the costs associated with pre-1968 version of Standard 301
found the costs to be negligible and that most pre-1968
passenger car designs already met the requirements Imposed
by this first version of the Standard. (Ref: Evaluation of
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 301-75, Fuel System
Integrity: Passenger Cars, DOT HS-806-335, January 1983).
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A second objective of the study Is to describe the vehicle modifications

which .vere made in response to the Standard, and to estimate the cost, to the

consumer, of these modifications.

Thirdly, it 1s intended to present selected statistics which assist in

describing the frequency, nature, and severity of fires which accompany motor

vehicle accidents.

1.3 DATA SOURCES

Data for the study come from three principal sources. For the estimation of

effectiveness, State compiled motor vehicle accident files are used, together

with fatal motor vehicle crash data from NHTSA's Fatal Accident Reporting

System (FARS). The presence of fire 1n motor vehicle accident data is

recorded in only a few States. A review of the State reporting procedures for

data files available at NHTSA resulted 1n 5 States, Michigan, Ohio, Maryland,

Illinois, and Indiana being selected as the best sources for fires as reported

1n police accident data. For each of these States, six calendar years of

data, spanning the period from 1982 through 1987, were used. For fatal

accidents, FARS data from 1975 through 1988 are used. FARS has contained a

data element for reporting vehicle fires since the system's Inception in

1975. Altogether, data from over 14.5 million State reported vehicles in

accidents plus data from nearly 700,000 vehicles in fatal crashes are

represented In the effectiveness analyses.
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To support the cost side of the study and to provide Information on vehicle

modifications due to FMVSS 301, special data were solicited from the motor

vehicle manufacturers.
\

1.4 LIMITATIONS OF FIRE DATA IN MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT FILES

While police reported accident data are the best source of Information on

fires accompanying motor vehicle crashes, certain difficulties emerge In using

these data to evaluate the safety Impacts of FMVSS 301.

The first Issue Involves the cause of fire, whether It was a result of the

crash, or whether 1t resulted from other causes — I.e., occurred before the

crash. Of course, FMVSS 301 can only be expected to have an effect on

post-crash fires. However, In the available accident data, 1t 1s generally

not possible to distinguish between post-crash and pre-crash fires. It can be

expected that, as accident or crash severity Increases, the proportion of

reported fires that are post-crash In nature would also Increase. For fatal

crashes, while some reported fires could have a pre-crash origin, 1t Is

believed saf« to assume that the vast majority of the fires would have stemmed

from the crash forces Involved.

A second concern 1n police reported dat* on crash fires 1s the contribution

the fire may have had on Injury to the vehicle occupants, as distinguished

from the Injury due to the forces experienced from the crash Itself. Only

Injuries (for fatalities) that result fro« fire (i.e., burn Injuries) can be
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expected to be affected by FMVSS 301. Again, such distinctions as to cause of

Injury are not available In either the State data or the FARS data.

A third, less important concern 1s whether a fire, given 1t was post-crash 1n

nature, resulted from leakage from the vehicle's fuel system. Once more, this

level of detail Is not available in the data. However, It 1s assumed that

post-crash fires would most likely be fuel fed-fires.

In summary, it is emphasized that the last two deficiencies noted above -

contribution of fire to Injury, and role of fuel in post-crash fires - are not

deficiencies peculiar to the data used In this study. While some fragmentary

estimates exist, no source Is known that provides reliable Information on

these issues. To attempt to acquire this Information would require intensive

accident follow-up studies Involving medical and autopsy specialists,

veh1cle/f1re specialists, etc. Even then, the phenomenon of our study, fire,

would doubtless have destroyed, or consumed, much of the evidence needed to

successfully complete such studies.

1.5 PRIOR FIRE STUDIES

Other studies of motor vehicle crash fires and the effects of FMVSS 301 have

been conducted. These studies began In the late 1970's and were either

conducted by NHTSA or were contractor studies sponsored by NHTSA. The

earliest efforts were searches for data which recorded fire In motor vehicle

crashes in sufficient quality and quantity to support a definitive evaluation
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of the effects of the Standard. All earlier studies of the benefits of

Standard 301 were based on limited quantities of State accident data. Fatal

accident data were not analyzed in any of the studies. These prior studies

are discussed In Chapter 3 of this report.

1.6 REPORT OUTLINE

The study 1s presented 1n the three chapters which follow. Chapter 2

contains a detailed discussion of the statistical analyses conducted to

estimate the effects of FMVSS 301 1n reducing vehicle fires and associated

Injuries and fatalities. Analyses are conducted for each of three vehicle

classes, passenger cars, light trucks, and school buses. In this chapter, the

various accident data sources are also discussed with the methods used to

report vehicles fires, for each data source, described.

Chapter 3 contains statistics and analyses which describe the nature,

frequency, and trends of fires In motor vehicle crashes. Comparisons are

made, for various accident parameters, between crashes Involving fire and all

motor vehicle crashes. Chapter 4 estimates the safety benefits attributable

to FMVSS 301, 1n terms of vehicle fires and associated occupant casualties

avoided. In this chapter the overall consumer costs (Including both hardware

and fuel penalty costs) of the Standard are also developed, for each of the

three vehicle classes, together with descriptions of vehicle modifications

made for each class of vehicles.
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Appendix A contains a copy of the requirements of FMVSS 301 as taken from the

applicable Code of Federal Regulations. Appendix B contains copies of the

State and FARS accident report forms - the data sources used In the study.

Appendix C contains tables of frequency counts of fires and vehicles from the

State sources. Copies of letters to motor vehicle manufacturers requesting

Information on FMVSS 301 modifications are shown 1n Appendix D. Appendix E

discusses the results of certain analyses conducted to examine the effect of

vehicle age on fire rates.



CHAPTER 2

EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS OF FMVSS 301: FUEL SYSTEM INTEGRITY

2.0 INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes the analyses which were conducted to estimate the

effectiveness of FMVSS 301. The primary measure of effectiveness of the

Standard, as chosen 1n this study, Is defined as the magnitude of the

reduction 1n vehicle fires, as reported by police, per accident Involved

vehicle.1 Both State accident files and NHTSA's fatal accident files

(Fatal Accident Reporting System) have been analyzed. Separate analyses

have been conducted for each of the three classes of vehicles to which the

Standard applies - passenger cars, light trucks, and school buses.

In order to estimate the effectiveness of Standard 301, accident

experience for vehicles manufactured prior to the Standard (Pre-standard

vehicles) will be compared with the accident experience of vehicles

produced subsequent to the Standard (Post-standard vehicles). For

passenger cars, Pre-standard vehicles are those produced In Model Year

1975 or earlier, while Post-standard vehicles are those manufactured 1n

The stated purpose of FMVSS 301 (Title 49. CFR, Section
571.301) Is to "reduce fatalities and injuries resulting
from fires which occur from fuel spillage during and after
motor vehicle crashes." The potential effect of reduced
fires on injuries and fatalities is addressed later in this
chapter and in Chapter 4.
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1976 and later years. Pre-standard vehicles for both light trucks and for

school buses correspond to Model Years 1976 and earlier while

Post-standard vehicles are represented by Model years 1977 and later.

2.1 DATA SOURCES USED

The sources of data for this study consist of motor vehicle crash files

as compiled by five States (Michigan, Ohio, Maryland, Illinois, and

Indiana) and the Fatal Accident Reporting System files (FARS) which are

maintained by NHTSA. In recent years, several States have made their

accident data bases available to NHTSA as a source of assistance in

various highway safety research and other analytical studies. These State

data have been particularly useful to the agency in Its evaluation studies

of the effectiveness of Its motor vehicle standards. The Fatal Accident

Reporting System has been in operation by the agency since 1975. Compiled

and maintained with the assistance of the States, FARS produces, annually,

computerized records of every fatal motor vehicle crash which occurs

within the United States.

The occurrence of fire 1n motor vehicle accidents Is recorded by only a

few States 1n their annual compilation of motor vehicle accident files.

Those States that do record fire data typically use different reporting

formats. The FARS system, which augments the data collected in a typical

police accident report, has contained Information on vehicle fires since

the system's Inception in 1975.
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Table 2-1 summarizes the data sources used In this study, showing the

number of calendar years of accident data from each source, the time

period represented by the data, and the total number of accident Involved

vehicles of the three types (passenger cars, light trucks, school buses)

subject to analysis.

Table 2-1
Sources of Accident Data Analyzed

Number of
Source Accident Years

State Data:
[All accident
severities]

Michigan

Ohio

Maryland

Illinois

Indiana

Fatal Accident
Data:
FARS

6

6

6

6

6

14

Time
of

1982

1982

1982

1982

1982

1975

Period
Data

through

through

through

through

through

throuah

1987

1987

1987

1987

1987

1988

Total Number of
Accident Vehicles

3,158,237

3,407,259

1,185,915

4,772,105

2,037,231

687.530
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The above data set represents over 14.5 million Individual crashes and

almost 700,000 fatal crashes Involving a passenger car, a light truck

(I.e., pickups, vans, multipurpose passenger vehicles, and small buses),

or a school bus, where the presence of fire Is a recordable Hem. These

sources represent the best accident data available to NHTSA on the

occurrence of vehicle fires in accidents.

2.1.1 Reporting of Vehicle Fires

The mechanism for reporting vehicle fires differs among the five States

used in this study. Appendix B contains a copy of the State Accident

Report Form for each of the States, Michigan, Ohio, Maryland, Illinois,

and Indiana, and a copy of the FARS report form with the data elemerit(s)

for recording vehicle fires highlighted.

Fire Data From Michigan

The State of Michigan uses a four-part code to record the occurrence of

fire for each vehicle 1n the accident. The coding 1s as follows:

Code "1" - fuel leaked from vehicle

Code "2" - vehicle/cargo caught fire

Code "3" - fuel leaked from vehicle and there was a fire

Code "4" - no vehicle fuel leak or fire occurred
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Note that in order to capture all vehicle fires, both codes 2 and 3 must

be retrieved from the computer records. Also note that fuel leakage is

recorded as part of the reporting mechanism to capture vehicle fires.

This variable could be analyzed along with the fire variable since the

purpose of FMVSS 301 Is to prevent fires by reducing the chances of fuel

leakage In a vehicle crash. It was decided not to analyze the fuel

leakage data since Michigan was the only State, among the States chosen

for analysis, to record this item. Furthermore, it Is believed that fuel

leakage 1s more likely to escape detection, 1n a vehicle crash, compared

to the occurrence of fire which should leave more distinct evidence.

Also, for fuel-fed fires, the presence of fuel, as the ignition material,

might often be difficult to judge by the investigating officer,

particularly 1n more severe fires which do major damage to the vehicle.

Fire Data from Ohio

The State of Ohio uses a different convention to record the presence of

fire In Its accident files. As per Michigan, a separate block for each

Involved vehicle Is contained on the Ohio Traffic Accident Report Form

(see Appendix B) for the recording of fire. However, the reporting

convention covers only fire (not fuel leakage), and the coding

possibilities are:
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code "1" - no fire

code "2" - fire due to crash

code "3" - other fire

Ohio attempts to distinguish between fires which result from crash forces

(I.e., crash fires) and "other" fires. Presumably, these other fires are

pre-crash fires. Fires which do not result from crash forces (and are

also fuel-fed) would not be fires that are reducible by FMVSS 301. Here

again, however, It might be difficult for the Investigating police officer

to discern between fires which are pre-crash versus post-crash In origin.

Fire Data From Maryland

Still a third reporting convention 1s used by the State of Maryland to

record vehicle fires. Instead of a direct "box" on the Motor Vehicle

Accident Report Form (see Appendix B), a more Indirect method Is employed

by Maryland. Under a variable for "Areas Damaged" 1s a general damage

category of "fire damage". Typically, areas damaged refers to specific

areas of the vehicle (front, top, rear, etc.) which sustain physical

damage due to crash or Impact force. Under the areas damaged variable, up

to three areas may be recorded for each Involved vehicle. Fire damage may

be recorded 1n one of these three areas and Is a general damage code which

does not refer to any specific part, or area of the vehicle. The State of

Maryland has yet a second way 1n which fire can be reported. "Primary

Contributing Factor" and "Secondary Contributing Factor" are variables for
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reporting factors which contributed to, or caused*(1n the opinion of the

reporting officer) the accident to happen. Under these contributing

factors Is an exhaustive 11st of possibilities, one of which Is fire. The

reporting Instructions here for the police officer are that "fire 1s not

to be listed as a causative factor (either primary or secondary), If the

fire resulted from the accident. F1re reported under primary or secondary

cause 1s an accident level variable (not tied to a specific vehicle),

whereas fire reported under vehicle damage Is a vehicle specific

variable. Once again, 1t may be difficult for the officer to distinguish

between these possibilities, and attempting to separate vehicle fires on

this basis In the accident data analysis may be somewhat tenuous.

Fire Data From Illinois

The State of Illinois provides for the reporting of vehicle fires In a

block titled "Miscellaneous Information". This block also provides for

three other items labeled "traffic control/sign visible?", "tested for

drugs?" and "controls functioning?" The fire categories are as follows:

Did Fire Occur? 1 Yes - No 2 Yes - No

While the Illinois convention does provide for reporting fire on a (two)

vehicle level, the placement of the Information block Is away from the

basic vehicle ID data at the beginning of the report form, 1n contrast to
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some of :he report forms cited earlier, such as Michigan and Ohio <see

Appendix B). Also placing the fire items under "miscellaneous," near the

end of the accident report, and along with other miscellaneous data may

result in less reliable reporting of vehicle fires. This may be one

reason why the unreported rate for fire 1n the Illinois files 1s so high,

running up to 40 percent unreported.

Fire Data From Indiana

The fifth State, Indiana, whose data are used In this study, provides for

the reporting of fire on a vehicle level. A separate coding block called

"Fire" is located In each of the "Vehicle 1," "Vehicle 2" sections near

the top of the "Indiana Officer's Standard Accident Report" (see

Appendix B). The fire block Is set up as follows:

Fire? _ Yes

No

F1re Data In FARS

The Fatal Accident Reporting System, «rt»1ch Is a compilation of (fatal)

accident data from all 50 States, augatnttd by special reporting

procedures, has a simple, two element codt for reporting fires:
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code "1" - fire occurred in vehicle during accident

code "0" - no fire

The fire variable is on a per vehicle level. However, it is understood

that in multi-vehicle fatal crashes where two or.more vehicles catch fire,

FARS reporting cannot distinguish whether the fire originated in one

vehicle and subsequently spread to another vehicle. It Is entirely likely

that this restriction applies as well to all State reported accident

data. However, such accidents should be very rare events, and the

inability to distinguish the "fire starter" vehicle in such cases should

have no bearing on the analysis of fire data from accident files to

estimate the effect of FMVSS 301.

Pre-crash Versus Post-crash Fires

To conclude this section on the reporting of vehicles fires, a few

comments are offered on the subject of pre-crash fires as opposed to

post-crash fires.

Since FMVSS 301 1s intended to increase the crashworthiness of motor

vehicle fuel systems against rupturing or leakage, it follows that data on

post-crash fires Is the preferred choice for analysis as to the Standard's

effectiveness. One might suppose that most, if not, all fire data

reported In motor vehicle crash, or accident files would be of the

post-crash variety. However, such 1s not the case. Pre-crash fires do

occur. Pre-crash fires could result from a variety of sources such as
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electrical shorts; oil or transmission fluid leaks that come into contact

with sufficently hot surfaces, such as exhaust manifolds; or gasoline from

a flooded carburetor, loose line fitting, or deteriorated/cracked fuel

hose. Also pre-crash fires could start from flammable cargo being

transported in the vehicle, or from personal items such as cigarettes,

matches, or other flammable/explosive items.

After working with the accident data from a number of States, it is

concluded that while some States make an attempt to do so, in general,

post-crash fires cannot reliably be distinguished from pre-crash fires.

More will be said about this later as it is germane to the Interpretation

of the analyses performed in this study.

2.2 EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS FOR PASSENGER CARS

The analysis of the effectiveness of FMVSS 301, Fuel System Integrity,

for passenger cars is presented in two sections. First, State data are

analyzed to estimate the effect of the Standard on all accidents (i.e.,

all accident severities - those that result in injury as well as those

that result in property damage only). This 1s followed by analyses of

State data on Injury crashes and of the FARS data to estimate the effect

of the Standard on injury crashes and on fatal crashes (i.e., accidents

which result 1n one or more fatalities).
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Fire Rates* 1n Passenger Car Crashes by State

and Vehicle Model Year
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Model
Year
1987
1986
1985
1984
1983
1982
1981
1980
1979
1978
1977
1976

S T A T E
Michigan

,451
.375
,365
,377
,557
,582
,697
,915
,882
,247
,232

2.429

Ohio
641
553
863
415
092
416
511
954
200
442
760

Maryland
1.026
0.853
0.821
1.
1.
1.
1,
2,
2,
2.
3,

180
227
493
763
085
435
542
007

4.092 3.559

Illinois
0.382
0.689
0.636
0.697
0.715
0.814
0.837
0.891
0.896
0.934
1.032
0.922

Indiana
0.489
0.664
0.570
0.702
0.542
0.591
0.808
0.731
0.870
0.967
0.900
0.906

1975
1974
1973
1972
1971
1970
1969
1968
1967
1966

660
160
343
594
917
380
299
894

3.265
2.932

,024
,329
,169
602
,463
,173
,305
,206
,431

.012

.526
4.539
4.636
4.781

130
800
952
746

4.103 3.338

1.027
1.171
1.352
0.966
1.300
1.249
1.352
1.437
1.532
1.315

1.165
1.201
1.300
1.650
1.719
2.189
1.567
1.283
1.030
2.000

Fire rates are police reported fires per 1,000
passenger cars 1n accidents. Appendix C contains the
actual counts of fires and passenger cars for each
Model Year and State.

The data are for calendar years 1982-87.
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2.2.1 Analysis of State Accident Data

Fire data from five States are analyzed - Michigan, Ohio, Maryland,

Illinois, and Indiana. As a first step In the analysis process, an array of

the data has been constructed in Table 2-2, showing the f1 re rate (I.e.,

number of fires per 1,000 accident-involved vehicles) by Vehicle Model Year

and State. The actual frequencies of fires and accident-involved passenger

cars are contained in Appendix C. For each State, six calendar years of

data, 1982-1987, are represented. Model Year 1966, 10 years prior to the

implementation date of FMVSS 301 has been chosen as a convenient truncation

point. The resulting range, Model Year 1966 through Model Year 1987, spans a

22-year period and accounts for the vast majority of the accident-involved

passenger cars (well over 90 percent even including unknown Model Year

vehicles) for the six year period in each State.

The incidence of fire 1s based on the individual reporting methods for the

five States, as described in the preceding section (2.1). For Michigan, the

fire rates include both code 2, "vehicle/cargo caught fire and," and code 3,

"fuel leaked from vehicle and there was a fire". For Ohio, codes 2 and 3,

"fire due to crash", and "other fire" are included. In the Maryland files,

fire occurrence 1s based on the AREA DAMAGE variable. Three AREA DAMAGE

variables per vehicle are permissible, and the fire rates in Table 2-2 for

Maryland include all such cases where the AREA DAMAGE variable is coded as

fire (I.e., area damage 1 - fire, area damage 2 - fire, and area

damage 3 - fire).
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F1re rate data for the State of Illinois Include all such cases where the

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION variable, "Did F1re Occur?" 1s coded "YES". For

the fifth State, Indiana, the Incidence of fire 1s based on all cases where

the designated vehicle coding block for "FIRE?" Is coded "YES".

Based on the above definitions for recording the Incidence of vehicle fire,

it 1s evident that pre-crash fires, as well as post-crash fires (I.e., fires

due to the crash event) could be Included In the fire rate data. In general,

it is not possible to separate fires which result from crash forces from

fires which were initiated prior to the crash.

Returning to Table 2-2, a brief perusal of the data reveals several

preliminary observations. First, a Model Year, or age trend is noted 1n the

fire rates - older vehicles tend to have higher rates than newer vehicles.

This observation is generally consistent throughout the entire model year

range of 22 years, and the trend Is evident among all five State data bases.

The rate of fire varies from about 0.4 per 1,000 vehicle crashes (Illinois,

Model Year 1987) to as hight as 6.8 per 1,000 vehicle crashes (Maryland,

Model Year 1969). The actual frequencies on which the Individual fire rates

are based range from 9 to 935 for fire counts and from 5,393 to 368,30 for

vehicle counts (See Appendix C ) .

Another observation from Table 2-2 is that fire rates vary among the States,

particularly between Michigan, Ohio, and Maryland, which have consistently

higher rates, and Illinois and Indiana, which have similar rates, but
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considerably below those for the first three States. Reasons for these

differences are not readily apparent, but the most likely candidate is

believed to be reporting differences among the States.

Finally, with respect to fire rates before and after FMVS 301 - the primary

focus of this study - It Is noted that the rates for Model Year 1976, the

first year of the Standard, are in all Instances lower than the rates for

Model Year 1975, the year Immediately preceding the Standard. Nhile rather

large rate decreases are observed for Ohio and Maryland (changes consistent

with a beneficial effect of FMVSS 301), it is not possible to ascertain the

extent to which these decreases may be attributed to the Standard without

further statistical analyses of the data.

2.2.1.1 Analysis of Data From Michigan, Ohio, and Maryland

Since the fire rates from Michigan, Ohio, and Indiana are considerably

higher than the rates for Illinois and Indiana, data from these three States

will be analyzed first.

Data From Michigan

As a first step 1n analyzing the Michigan data, plots were made of the fire

rate as a function of vehicle age and as a function of vehicle model year.

The plots appear in Figures 2-1 and 2-2, respectively. The data points
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represent fire rates for each model year by calendar year combination (or

cell) 1n the six years of Michigan data. These plots clearly Illustrate the

age trend In the data. The age plot and the model year plot are virtual

"mirror Images" of each other.

Simple linear models (regression) were fitted to t^e data In the two plots.

The following functions were fitted:

Age Model: R^j - a +

where B M • fire rate (fires per accident Involved vehicle) for
model year 1 and calendar year j

and xjj - vehicle age at time of crash (I.e., calendar year minus
model year) for model year 1 and calendar year j.

(1 - 66 to 87; V1 • 82 to 8,7)

Model Year Model:

Same model as above except xjj • vehicle model year for model year
1 and calendar year j.

The total number of observations (I.e., number of calendar year * model year

combinations) was 117, for each irodei. The observations were weighted since

considerable variation existed among the number of accident Involved vehicles

per cell.

The resulting equations were:

Age model: R - 0.001204 + 0.0001593*

Model Year Model: P. - 0.01348 ~ 0.0p01439x
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In both models, the x-coeff1dents are highly significant ( age = 16.09;

* model year = -15.04), Indicating a significant Increase 1n fire rate with

vehicle age, or conversely, a significant decrease In fire rate as model
2year Increases (I.e., as vehicles become newer). The fit of the models

2
was reasonably high with R s of .69 and .66, respectively, for age and

model year, Indicating that nearly 70 percent of the variation In fire rate

Is explained by the-single variable, vehicle age, or vehicle model year).

In order to estimate the effect of FMVSS 301 on fire rates, 1t 1s obvious

that the concomitant effect of vehicle age must also be taken Into account.

The model must consider age, together with the effect of the standard. A

multiple liriear model was chosen:

R = a + b x + c x
1j 1(1,j) 2(1.j)

where R,., and x, ,. ., - fire rate, and vehicle age, as before
*v = standard effect <- (

1 for Post-standard vehicles)
and x 2 d i) = standard effect <- 0 for Pre-standard vehicles,

2 In this study, statistical significance Is assessed at
the o C • -05 level <5 percent risk, or 95 percent
confidence). The probability of grtater t-values In each
of the above models Is 0.0001. Thtrtfore, the age and
model year effects are significant «t nwch higher levels -
99.99 percent confidence).
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Observations were weighted, as before, and an additional step was taken to

"balance" the sample of Pre-standard and Post-standard vehicles. Within each

calendar year, the number of Model Years of Pre-standard vehicles was kept

eqgal to the number of model years of Post-standard vehicles. This reduced

the total number of observations for the model to 108.

The fitted model, Incorporating both age and FMVSS 301 effects was:

R - 0.001820 + 0.0001253X} - O.OOQ5285X2

Both the age effect (t-» 8.98) and standard effect (t - -3.95) are

significant. S^ce th^ analysis shows a signifiqant effect for the

standard, the effectiveness, 1n terms of percent reduction In vehicle fires

will be estimated.

The average (weighted) age of the Pre-standard sample of passenger cars Is

11.171 years. Therefore, the effectiveness estimate of FMVSS 301 Is:

3 Probability of greater t - .0001 for both age and standard
effects. Hence, both effects are highly significant.
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Effectiveness = =0.-0005285
0.001820 + 11.171 (0.0001253)

. -0.0005285
0.0032195

= -0.1641 = -16.41 percent

Hence, there is a 16.4 percent reduction in fire rate for cars produced

after the Standard became effective. The 95 percent confidence limits on

this reduction are + 8.14 percent giving a 95.percent confidence band of 8.27

percent to 24.55 percent. The Pre-standard fire rate is 3.2195 fires per

1,000 cars (from the denominator, of the above equation); the Post-standard

fire rate is 2.691 fires per 1,000 cars (i.e., 3.2195 - 0.5285). These

rates take into account the age effect on fire rates which is a very strong
2

effect. The R value for the multiple variable model was .73, indicating 73

percent of the variation in fire rates explained, somewhat more than the

single variable models of age and model year.

Similar to the plots for Michigan, Figures 2-3 and 2-4 contain plots of fire

rate versus vehicle age and vehicle model year for the State of Ohio. Again,

the distinct relationship of fire rate and age is seen, although the Ohio

data exhibits somewhat less variation in fire rates than did the data from

Michigan.

Simple linear (weighted) models of fire rate as functions of age, and model

year produced the following equations:
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Age ipodel: R = 0.001746 + 0.0002876X1 (age)

Model Year Model: R = 0.02246 - 0.00024135X2 (model year)

As with the Michigan data, the age and model year effects are significant

having very large lvalues of 21.78 and -14.63, respectively. For the

Ohio data, the fit of the age model was even better than for the Michigan
2

data, with an R value of .81 versus .69 for Michigan. The model year

equation for Ohio gave a fit very close to that for Michigan, with an R of

.65, compared to .66 for Michigan. Once again, the single variable, age, 1s

seen to be very closely associated with fire rate, the correlation being 0.9,

and this single variable produces a model which accounts for the major

portion of the variation 1n fire rate.

The next step 1s to add a second variable to the model to determine the

effect of FMVSS 301 on fire rates In the Ohio data, given the effect of the

age factor. The same model as before will be used, I.e.,

R - a + bX1 (age) + cX2 (Std)

The model was weighted, as with Michigan, and balanced for equal number of

Pre-standard and Post-standard model ytar cells within each of the six

4 Probability of great t - 0.0001 for Doth effects; hence,
they are highly significant.
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calendar years. Again, the total number of observations was 108 (model year

by calendar year combinations).

The resulting equation was:

R = 0.002361 + 0.0002574 X] (age) -0.0005736 X2(Std)

Both effects are highly significant with t - 13.64 for age and t = -3.33 for

the Standard.5 R2 for the fitted model was .84, indicating about 4 percent

more explained variation over the simple model with age only.

The average (weighted) age of the Pre-standard cars in the Ohio data Is

11.356 years. The estimated effect of Standard 301 on fire rate Is thus:

Effectiveness - -O.QOO5736 _
0.002361 + 11.356 (.0002574)
-0.0005736

0.005284

« -.1086 - -10.86 percent

After accounting for vehicle age, the Standard Is estimated to have reduced

the fire rate by 10.86 percent over the fire rate for passenger cars built

prior to the Standard. Ninety-five percent confidence limits on the estimate

are:

+ 6.39% or 4.47% to 17.25%

5 Probability of greater t=.0001 for age; probability of
greater t for Standard = .0012.
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In the data, the fire rate for Pre-standard vehicles is estimated at 5.284

fires per 1,000 vehicles and the fire rate for Post-standard vehicles at

4.710 fires per 1,000 vehicles.

Overall, the analyses of the Ohio data give results which closely parallel

the results from the Michigan data, with the single exception that the

overall fire rates are higher for Ohio.

Data from Maryland

The last State to be analyzed In the first group Is Maryland. Following the

procedure used for Michigan and Ohio, the data are first plotted 1n Figures

2-5 and 2-6 to provide a visual picture of the relationship of fire rate with

vehicle age and with model year. Trends very similar to those noted before

are seen - fire rates distinctly Increase with vehicle age.

Simple linear functions for age and for model year give:

Age model: R - 0.0006493 + O.OOO355O X] (age)

Model Year Model: R - 0.02677 - 0.0003076 X2 (model year)

As with the first two States, the age and model year coefficients are highly

significant, with t-values of 19.93 and -15.24, respectively.6 R2 for

the age model is .78 and .69 for the model year function, again showing good

fits, as with the previous States.
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Converting to the 2-variable model to estimate the effect of the Standard

resulted 1n the following equation:

R = 0.001511 + 0.0003104 X] (age) - 0.0007670 X2 (Std)

T-values for the age and Standard effects are 11.01 and -2.84, respectively,

Indicating, once again, high signifIcanci

only slightly better than the age model.

7 2Indicating, once again, high significance. R was .80 - a good fit but

Turning to the effectiveness estimate for FMVSS 301, given the average age

of the Maryland cars to be 11.484 years:

Effectiveness - -Q-QOQ767Q
.001511 + 11.484 (.0003104)
-0.0007670

.005075

-.1511 - -15.11 percent

After accounting for the effect of vehicle age, passenger cars produced

after FMVSS 301 took effect show a 15.11 percent lower fire rate In the

Maryland data, than cars made prior to the Standard.

6 Probability of greater t = .001 for both effects.
7 Probability of great t for age coefficient -.0001;

probability of greater t for Standtrd coefficient - .0054.
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Attaching 95 percent confidence limits to the estimate of effectiveness

gives:

15.11 ± 10.43% = 4.687. to 25.54%

The fire rate for Pre-standard vehicles in Maryland is estimated at 5.075

fires per 1,000 crash involved cars compared to the Post-standard rate of

4.308 fires per 1,000 crash involved cars.

Overall, the results from the Maryland data are quite similar to the results

from Michigan and Ohio. With respect to the overall fire rate, Maryland data

are quite close to the Ohio data, with both States showing higher fire rates

than the State of Michigan.

Overall Results from Michigan. Ohio, and Maryland

Since the analyses results from Michigan, Ohio, and Maryland were so

similar, the data were combined and and analyses performed on the composite

data set. The modeling procedures were the same as for the individual State

analysis. Plots of the data appear in Figures 2-7 and 2-8.

At this juncture, the primary interest is in obtaining a "best" estimate for

the effect of FMVSS 301. In the preceding analyses, generally similar

relationships were noted for fire rate as a function of vehicle ngp ,nul fire

rate as a function of vehicle model year. Furthermore, this similarity was

noted among all three States, Michigan, Ohio, and Maryland. The most

reasonable explanations for these findings is believed to be that vehicles
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are more susceptible to fire as the vehicles become older. The "mirror"

trend of decreasing fire note with newer model years is interpreted as

evidence of this same age trend, rather than a consistent structural

improvement, model year by model year, that decreases the chances of fire.

Therefore, only the model with age and the Standard as independent variables

Is fitted in the overall analysis. The combined data produced 324

observations (after balancing for model years). The average age of the

Pre-standard sample of passenger cars was 11.314 years.

The fitted model for the three States, combined, was:

R = 0.002005 + 0.0002237 X] (age) - 0.0006435 X2 (Std)

Both coefficients were significant, having t-values of 12.88 and -3.95,

respectively, for age and the Standard. R was somewhat less than for the

Individual State runs at .62.

The estimated effect for the Standard is:

Effectiveness = -0.0006435
.002005 + 11.314 (.0002237)

= _ .0006435
.004536

= .1418 = - 14.18 percent

8 Probability of greater t=.0001 for both Xi and X2
coefficients.
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The fire rate for Post-standard cars, after adjusting for the effect of

vehicle age, is 14.18 percent less than the rate for Pre-standard cars.

Ninety-five percent confidence limits on the effectiveness estimate are:

1 4 . 1 8 + 7 .04% = 7 .14% t o 21 .22%

As would be expected, the 14.18% reduction is within the range of the three

Individual State estimates of 16.41%, 10.86%, and 15.12%, respectively, for

Michigan, Ohio, and Maryland. It is also interesting to note that the

regression estimate of effectiveness Is very close to that obtained by merely

taking a simple average of the three individual estimates, I.e.,

. 1 0 8 6 + . 1512 + . 1641 = . 1413 = 14 .13%
3

2.2.1.2 Analysis of Data from Illinois and Indiana

This section discusses the analyses of data from the States of Illinois and

Indiana. Recall that the fire rates from these two States (Table 2-2) were

considerably less than the fire rates from Michigan, Ohio, and Maryland,

ranging from 0.4 fires per 1,000 vehicles to slightly above 2.0 fires per

1,000 vehicles.

Recalling also the accident reporting Instructions for the two States,

Indiana fires are to be defined by "vehicle caught fire as a result of the

crash", while Illinois fires are to be positive answers to the question, "Did

fire occur?" From these definitions alone, Indiana fires could be said to be

post-crash fires, whereas Illinois fires would appear to cover pre-crash,
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as well as post-crash fires. Given these conditions, it 1s Interesting to

note that the overall fire rates 1n the two States are surprisingly similar

In magnitude (refer again to Table 2-2).

Figures 2-9 and 2-11 display the fire rate by age plots for Illinois and

Indiana, respectively. Figures 2-10 and 2-12 contain the fire rate by model

year plots.

Employing the same analysis procedures as used for the first three States,

regression runs were made on the data from Illinois and Indiana, with the

following results:

Data from Illinois

For the fire rate by age model, the age effect was significant with a
g

t-value of 4.76, the fitted equation being:

R « 0.0007455 + 0.0000291 Xi (age)

2
The R was .18, Indicating significantly less of the variation in fire

rate being explained by age than in the cases for Michigan, Ohio, and

Maryland.

9 Probability of greater t - .0001.
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Turning to the two-variable model to Include the Standard effect, the fitted

equation was:

R = 0.001022 + 0.0000120 X] (age) - 0.0002240 X2 (Std)

In this model, the Standard effect was significant, but the age factor was

not significant. The t-value for the Standard effect was -2.84, while the
10 2

t-value for the age effect was 1.41. The R of 0.23 showed some

improvement over the single variable (age) model, but still much below the

model fits obtained for the States of Michigan, Ohio, and Maryland.

The next step 1s to estimate the effectiveness of the Standard from the

fitted model. Given the age of the Pre-standard vehicles at 11.217 years,

the effectiveness estimate is:

Effectiveness = -.0002240
.001022 + 11.217 (.0000120)
-.0002240
.001157

-.1937 - -19.37%

The fire rate for the Post-standard of vehicles was significantly below the

fire rate for Pre-standard vehicles, the magnitude of the difference being

19.37 percent.

10 For Standard effect, probability of greater t - .0054;
for age effect, probability of greater t = .1601.
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Attaching 95 percent confidence limits gives:

19.37 ± 13.367. - 6.01% to 32.73%

Data from Indiana

The fire rates from Indiana are plotted in Figures 2-11 and 2-12. The

regression equation for the single variable, age, was:

R = 0.0005085 + 0.0000669 X] (age)

The fit was considerably better than t+iose for the Illinois data, with an

R2 of .38. Age was significant with a t-value of 8.08.1]

Adding the second variable to estimate the effect of the Standard gave the

following equation:

R = 0.0009783 + 0.0000374 X] (age) - 0.0003724 X£ <Std)

In this model, both the age and the Standard effects are significant with

t (age) = 3.24 and t (Std) - -3.50. 1 2 The fit was somewhat Improved over

the single variable (age) model with the R rising to .45, from .38. The

average age of the Pre-standard vehicles Is 11.65 years.

11 Probability of a greater t-.OOOl.
12 Probability of greater t - .0016, and .0007, for age

and Standard coefficients, respectively.
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Estimating the Standard effectiveness from the Indiana data gives:

Effectiveness = -0.0003724
.0009783 + 11.65 (.0000374)
-0.0003724
0.001414

-.2634 = -26.34 percent

The 95 percent confidence limits on the estimate are:

26.34 + 14.74% = 11.60% to 41.08%

Discussion of Results from Illinois and Indiana

Both the Illinois and the Indiana data produce effectiveness estimates that

are higher, and at the same time, more variable, than the results from the

three States, Michigan, Ohio, and Indiana. Illinois was the only State among

the five where age was not a significant effect in the effectiveness model

(i.e., 2-variable model). The five rates were generally of the same order of

magnitude for Illinois and Indiana, even though one State apparently records

only post-crash fires (i.e., Indiana) while the other State (Illinois)

appears to record both pre-crash and post-crash fires. One other item of

some concern for the Illinois data is the unusually high rate of "unknowns"

for the fire variable. For the six years of Illinois data, the rate of

unknowns ranged from 35 percent to 43 percent. The unknown rate for Indiana

ranged from 3 percent to about 7 percent.
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2.2.2 Analysis of State Injury Accident Data

In the preceeding section (2.2.1), analyses of data for passenger car

crashes from the States of Michigan, Ohio, and Maryland found a 14 percent

reduction 1n fires for cars manufactured after Standard 301 took effect.

That analysis and estimated reduction pertained to fires In ^11 police

reported accidents most of which are non-1njury. A logical follow-on

question 1s: "what effect has the Standard had In reducing Injuries — I.e.,

burn Injuries resulting from vehicle crash fires?"

In order to explore this question, the analysis will focus on the rate of

fire 1n injury crashes Involving passenger cars and whether or not fires have

been significantly reduced for vehicles produced after the Standard took

effect.

Table 2-2a shows the fire rates for passenger cars 1n Injury crashes for the

three States, Michigan, Ohio, and Maryland, which have been shown to have the

most complete data on fires. The table entries are the number of police

reported fires per 100 crashes 1n which the driver sustains Injury at

severity level A (serious) or at severity level B (moderate). The data are

overall, or aggregate values for the six calendar years, 1982 through 1987.

It will be noted that the fire rates givtn here, for Injury crashes, are 2 to

3 times higher than the fire rates for all reported crashes (I.e., both

Injury and noninjury) as shown 1n Tablt 2-2. This Is true for Michigan and

Ohio, but not for Maryland where the firt ratts for Injury crashes and all
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Table 2-2a
Fire Rates* 1n Passenger Car Injury Crashes

by State and Vehicle Model Year

Model S T A T E
Year Michigan Ohio Maryland

1987 0.44 0.54 0.40
1986 0.53 0.80 0.09
1985 0.43 0.52 0.22
1984 0.50 0.53 0.15
1983 0.39 0.55 0.10
1982 0.36 0.54 0.10
1981 O;43 0.48 0.16
1980 0.55 0.61 0.29
1979 0.64 0.76 0.27
1978 0.66 0.84 0.20
1977 0.68 0.80 0.35
1976 0.90 0.88 0.42

1975 0.82 1.08 0.44
1974 0.82 1.21 0.38
1973 0.97 1.11 0.44
1972 1.08 1.33 0.56
1971 1.30 1.06 0.34
1970 0.91 1.08 0.34
1969 1.19 1.45 0.56
1968 0.68 1.51 0.55
1967 1.53 1.45 0.36
1966 0.90 0.98 0.16
1965 1.39 1.25 0.99

Fire rates are police reported fires per 100 passenger car crashes
where the driver is injured at severity level A (serious) or severity
level B (moderate). Appendix C contains the actual counts of fires
and injury crashes (vehicles) for each Model Year and State.

The data are overall aggregates for calendar years 1982 through 1987.
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crashes lie approximately within the same range. Intuitively, fires would be

expected to occur more frequently in injury crashes than in all crashes,

because of their typically higher crash forces. Why the data from Maryland

display a departure from this pattern Is not apparent at this juncture.

The reasons for combining Injury levels A and B 1s that the cell counts

(I.e., number of fires for separate Injury levels within some model year by

calendar year combinations) are too small to support reliable analysis. Of

course, all statistical Inferences resulting from the analysis will apply to

the rate of fires 1n the population of Injury crashes where Injury is defined

as either A or B severity (to the driver). Separate Inferences, with respect

to A-injury crashes, or with respect to B-Injury crashes will not be

appropriate.

The individual counts of vehicle fires In A + B injury crashes and of all

vehicles In A + B Injury crashes are given in Appendix C, Table C-2a, where

the counts are the 6-year totals for each of the three States. A quick

review of Table C-2a reveals that the fire counts for Maryland are relatively

small. Recalling that the data to be submitted to the model for analysis,

following the convention 1n the preceeding section for all accidents, are the

Individual model year x calendar year counts, this means that the Maryland

data will be too sparse and must therefore be dropped from further analysis.

The unusually low rate of fires 1n Injury crashes for Maryland, as noted

earlier, constitutes a second reason for excluding Maryland and restricting

the effectiveness analyses to the data from the States of Michigan and Ohio.
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The Michigan data will be analyzed first. The analysis approach is similar

to that used in Section 2.2.1 for the analysis of fire rates in all police

reported crashes.

Figures 2-12a and 2-12b are plots of the fire rates in A + B injury crashes

by vehicle age and by vehicle model year, respectively. Each data point

represents the fire rate for vehicle model year 1, and calendar year j. As

with the plots of fire rates in all crashes, the fire rates in Injury crashes

are also shown to have a distinct relationship with age (or model year), with

the rate Increasing with age.

Simple and multiple linear models were fitted to the data as follows:

Age Model: R,.. = a + b X..

Model Year Model: R ^ - a + b

Age, Standard Model: R^. = a + b X ^ . j + c

In these equations, the dependent and independent variables have the same

Interpretation as those used in the analysis of fire rates in Section 2.2.1,

with the exception that here the fire rates are those for injury crashes.

The subscripts 1,j, refer to vehicle model year and the calendar year in

which the crashes occurred, respectively.
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Fitting the data to the models produced the following results:

Age Model: R - 0.00344053 + 0.00051505 X^age) R2 = .44

Model Year Model: R = 0.04692532 - 0.00051447 Xjdnod. yr.) R2 = .46

Age, Standard Model: R = 0.00464540 + 0.00044165 X^age)

- 0.00098141 X2<Std) R2 - .45

In all three cases, the age (or model year) coefficients are highly

significant (P>t= .0001) while the coefficient for the effect of Standard 301

is non-significant (P>t = .20). Even though not significant, the effect of

the Standard will be estimated. Given the average age of Pre-standard

vehicles is 11.2 years, the estimate is:

Effectiveness - -0.00098141

.0046454 +11.2 (.00044165)

= -.102

= -10.2%

Thus, the results of analyzing the Michigan fire rate in Injury crashes for

passenger cars finds the effect of the Standard to be not signifif;uii n! a

numerical reduction in fires of 10.2 percent.
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Turning next to the data from Ohio, the fire rates in injury crashes as a

function of age and model year are graphed in Figures 2-12c and 2-12d,

respectively. Once again the relationship of fire rate and vehicle age 1s

readily evident.

Fitting the Ohio data to the same 3 models produced the following equations:

Age Model: R = 0.00401897 + 0.00063687X1(age) R2=.57

Model Year Model: R = 0.05526704 - 0.00060391 X](mod.year) R2=.54

Age, Standard Model: R = 0.00612149 + 0.00050309X^6)

-O.OO16781OX2(std.) R2=.59

Similar to the results from Michigan, the coefficients for the age variable

are highly significant (P>t=.OOOl) in all three equations, and the

coefficients of determination indicate that age explains a substantial

portion of the total variation in fire rates. Moving to the coefficient

measuring the effect of Standard 301, however, a different result is noted

from that obtained with the Michigan data. Here, the coefficient is

statistically significant (P>t=.O17O) indicating that fire rates in injury

crashes are lower for Post-standard vehicles than they are for Pre-standard

vehicles. Estimating the effect of the standard using the e:;t imr>fcis from the

last equation,-above, and the average age of the Pre-standard vehicles at

11.41 years, yields;
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Effectiveness = - 0.00167810

0.00612149 + 11.41 (0.00050309)

= -.141

= -14.1%

Therefore, using data from Ohio, a statistically significant reduction of 14

percent In fires 1n Injury crashes is found for cars produced after FMVSS 301

took effect.

2.2.3 Analysis of Fatal Accident Data

In the previous sections, analysis of State data from five States was

discussed. Analysis of State data can provide Insight Into the effect of

FMVSS 301 on property damage and Injury accidents. However, for the effect

of the Standard on fatal accidents, th« numbers 1n the State files are too

small. Therefore, the data from the Fatal Accident Reporting System (FARS)

are used.
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To recall, FARS records, for each vehicle In the accident, the presence of

fire according to the following convention:

NO - No fire

YES - Fire occurred In vehicle during accident

As with the State files, fires 1n the FARS files may contain fires which

resulted from the crash as well as fires which occurred prior to the crash.

The FARS data contain an additional variable, "FIRST HARMFUL EVENT," which

can provide Information on the origin of the fire. One of the codes for

First Harmful Event (an accident-level variable) is "f1re/explos1on." Fires

which are coded as "first harmful event" would presumably be pre-crash,

rather than post-crash events. A sample check of the FARS data for six

calendar years revealed that less than one percent of passenger car fires

were coded 1n the "first harmful event" category.

Thus, It could be said that 1n excess of 99 percent of passenger car fires

associated with fatal crashes are a result of the crash Itself. However,

while post-crash fires are expected to represent a much larger proportion of

"fatal crash fires" than they are among "all accident fires" - owing to the

much more severe forces Involved in fatal accidents - it must still be

recognized that to discern, reliably, the origin of the fire could still be a

tenous task for police Investigating officers. It seems reasonable to assume

that the very large majority of fires In fatal crashes would indeed be of the

post-crash variety. However, to state that such proportion is over 99

percent of all fires associated with fatal car crashes may be a more precise

statement than 1s warranted based on the overall data reporting mechanisms.
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Given the above conditions, Table 2-3 lists the fatal crash fire rates for

passenger cars as recorded In FARS from calendar years 1975 through 1988.

Fire rates are given by vehicle model year, along with the actual frequencies

of vehicle fires and frequencies of all passenger cars Involved In fatal

accidents. One item to note is that fire rates for passenger cars In fatal

crashes is much higher (up to 10 times as high) as fire rates for cars in all

(severity) accidents. This is no doubt a reflection of the much higher crash

forces Involved 1n fatal accidents.

Analyses similar to those performed on the State data were performed on the

FARS data. Regression models, with weighting of Individual observations, and

balancing of Pre and Post model years within calendar years were run. For

the FARS years 1975 through 1988, this produced a total number of 182

observations, each observation being the fire rate (I.e., number of passenger



Table 2-3
Fire Rates* in Fatal Passenger Car Accidents

by Vehicle Model Year
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Model
Year

1989
1988
1987
1986
1985
1984
1983
1982
1981
1980
1979
1978
1977
1976

1975
1974
1973
1972
1971
1970
1969
1968
1967
1966
1965
1964
1963
1962
<1961
UNK

No. Passenger
Car Fires

3
56
150
218
256
339
278
319
382
538
808
800
870
857

771
864
879
813
637
561
505
419
320
241
189
109
76
46
88
67

No. Passenger Cars
in Fatal Accidents

133
2,798
6,015
8,969
11,428
14,289
12,538
14,645
18,544
23,578
30,569
33,308
34,249
33,121

27,191
34,996
37,211
31,948
25,371
23,804
21,558
17,769
13,701
12,129
9,587
6,117
3,803
2,332
3,792
3,420

Fire
Rate*

2.256
2.001
2.494
2.431
2.240
2.373
2.217
2.178
2.060
2.282
2.643
2.402
2.540
2.587

2.835
2.469
2.362
2.545
2.511
2.357
2.343
2.358
2.336
1.987
1.975
1.782
1.998
1.973
2.321
1.959

SOURCE: Fatal Accident Reporting System files for calendar years 1975 through
1988.

* Fire rates are reported fires per 100 passenger cats
in fatal accidents.
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cars with fire divided by total involved passenger cars) for a given calendar

year - model year combination.

The data are plotted In Figures 2-13 and 2-14 as a function of vehicle age

and vehicle model year.

Fitting a simple function of fire rate versus age gave the following equation:

R = 0.02174 + 0.0006329 X] (age)

The age coefficient was significant at a t-value of 9.21. This simple

model of age explained approximately 32 percent of the variation 1n fire rate
p

(R = .32), somewhat less than was typically noted In the earlier age models

of the State accident data.

Adding a second variable to account for the effect of FMVSS 302 resulted In

the following model:

R * 0.02192 + 0.0006218 X1 (age) -0.0001739 X2 (Std)

13 Probability of greater t = 0.0001).
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While the sign of the X2 coefficient Is In the right direction, It's

magnitude 1s far from being sufficient for statistical significance, the

t-value being only -0.22.14 Therefore, the Standard effect 1s not

significantly different from zero. The age factor, on the other hand,
15 7

maintains significance with a t-value of 7.32. The R value remained

unchanged (from the age only model) at .32, Indicating further than the

addition of the variable for the Standard had no effect 1n further explaining

the variation In fire rate.

The average age of the Pre-standard cars was 9.066 years. Although not

significantly different from zero, the estimate of the effect of the Standard

1s:

Effectiveness . -0-0001739
.02192 + 9.066 (.0006218)
-0.0001739

.02756

-.006310 - -0.63%

N1nety-f1ve percent confidence limits are:

.63 ± 5.51% - -4.88% to 6.14%

14 Probability of greater t - .8226.
15 Probability of greater t = .001.
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Based on this analysis, no effect is found for FMVSS 301 in reducing fires

in fatal passenger car crashes, there being no difference In fire rates

between Pre and Post-standard cars.

An alternate method of analyzing the fatal accident data for passenger cars

1s summarized 1n Table 2-4. Here, Pre-standard and Post-standard fire rates

are compared for one, two, six model years before and after FMVSS took

effect. For example, ±1 MY In the first column of the table refers to Model

Year 1975 for the Pre-standard sample and Model Year 1976 for the

Post-standard sample. The comparisons are cumulative, I.e., ± 2 MY Includes

±1MY and ±2MY and encompasses Model Years 1974, 1975 In the Pre-standard

group, and Model Years 1976, 1977 1n the Post-standard group. The fire rates

Include all eligible FARS data from calendar year 1975 through 1988. The

comparisons are balanced in the same manner as was done for the regression

analyses - in each calendar year of FARS, the number of model years 1n the

Pre-standard group 1s kept equal to the number of model years in the

Post-standard group.

It should be borne 1n mind that the comparisons In Table 2-4 do not account

for the effect of the vehicle age upon fire rates. This will be considered

later.

Columns 4 and 5 1n the table give the actual and relative differences 1n fire

rates between the Pre- and Post- groups within each comparison group. The

difference is defined as the Pre-standard fire rate minus the Post-standard

fire rate. The relative difference 1s the difference expressed as a percent

of the Pre-standard fire rate.
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Table 2-4
Selected Comparisons of Pre-standard and Post-standard

Fire Rates for Passenger Cars
Fatal Accident Data

Comparison
(No. of Pre,
Post Model
Years)

+ 1 MY

Fire Rate (xlO"2)

Pre-
Standard

Post-
Standard

722 855
25175=2.868 32995=2-591

Difference
(xlO-2)

(Pre-Post)

0.277

Percent
Difference

9.65°/.

+ 2 MY
1429 1724

52878=2.702 66158=2-606 0.096 3.55%

± 3 MY
2084

78354=2.660
2520

99321=2.537 0.123 4.62%

+ 4 MY
2598 3324

96139=2.702 T29712=2.563 0.139 5.14%

+ 5 MY 153122=2-520 0.196 7.22%

+ 6 MY 113365=2-730 171572=2.471 0.259 9.49%
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For each of the six comparisons, it is seen that there is a small, but

consistent difference between the Pre-standard and Post-standard groups, with

the fire rate being lower for the Post-standard vehicles. On a relative

basis, this difference ranges from about 3.5 percent to 9.5 percent. The

direction of these differences is in line with a favorable effect of FMVSS 301

In reducing fatal crash fires.

However, recall that the comparison in Table 2-4 are confounded with the

effect of vehicle age, which has been shown 1n prior analyses to have a

significant impact on fire rates. In the two prior regression analyses, age

was seen to increase the fire rate by 2.91 percent per year

(.0006329/.02174 = .0291 = 2.91%) In the age only model, and by 2.84 percent

(.0006218/.02192 = .0284 =2.84%) in the age by Standard model. The average of

these Is approximately 2.9 percent per year - Increase 1n fire rate due to age.

If the effect of age 1s Introduced, the differences In Table 2-4 essentially

disappear. Table 2-5 contains estimates of the adjustment effects for vehicle

age. Columns 2 and 3 of the table list the average age of the Pre-standard

and Post-standard samples within each of the six comparison groups. The

average age 1s the weighted age, based on the total number of vehicles

Involved 1n fatal crashes within each group. Column 4 is the difference 1n

age (1n years) between Pre- and Post-standard samples. The last column

contains the age adjustment factors for each of the six comparison groups.

This 1s merely the product of the average age difference, 1n years, between

Pre- and Post- samples times the average effect of age on fire rates (i.e., =

+ 2.9%/year, from the above calculation).
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Table 2-5
Adjustment for Vehicle Age on the Selected Comparisons

of Pre-standard and Post-standard Passenger Cars
(see Table 2-4)

Comparison Vehicle Age (Years) Difference Age Adjustment (%)
Group Pre-standard Post-standard (Pre-Post) (Difference x 2.9%/Vr)

+ 1 MY 5.88 5.26 0.62 1.8%

+ 2 MY 6.38 5.14 1.24 3.6%

+ 3 MY 7.08 4.96 2.12 6.1%

+ 4 MY 7.63 4.78 2.85 8.3%

+ 5 MY 8.05 4.63 3.42 9.9%

+ 6 MY 8.37 4.50 3.87 11.2%
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Comparing the last two columns In Tables 2-4 and 2-5, It 1s seen than the

lower rates for Post-standard vehicles are negated by the effect of vehicle

age. While an advantage still remains for Post-standard vehicles In the

± 1 MY comparison, this Is considered the result of statistical fluctuation,

with the successively higher sample sizes 1n the subsequent fire comparisons

(+ 2 MY through + 6 MY) producing more stable results: In all 5 of these

comparisons, the age effect exceeds the magnitude of the lower rates for

Post-standard vehicles from Table 2-4.

The result of this alternate analysis of fire rates in fatal passenger car

crashes is similar to the results of the prior regression analyses. No

difference is found between Pre-standard and Post-standard vehicles.

2.3 EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS FOR LIGHT TRUCKS

This section discusses the analysis of State and FARS data to estimate the

effect of FMVSS 301 In reducing fires In light truck crashes. The analysis

proceeds along similar lines as employed in Section 2.2 on the analysis of

passenger car data.

The procedures for recording light truck fires in the State accident data and

in the fatal accident data are the same as described in Section 2.2 for

passenger cars.
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2.3.1 Analysis of State Accident Data

Table 2-6 lists the fire rates in light truck accidents for each of the five

States. The Individual counts of fires and accident Involved vehicles are

included 1n Appendix C. The data covers the same 1982 through 1987 time

period as was the case for passenger cars. It Is noted that the fire rates

for trucks display essentially the same patterns found for passenger cars. In

general, older vehicles have higher fire rates, and the data from Michigan,

Ohio, and Maryland show considerably higher incidence of fire than do the data

from Illinois and Indiana. In terms of overall magnitude, the fire rates for

trucks are generally similar to those noted for passenger cars.

As was done for passenger cars, the analysis of the light truck data will be

discussed In two separate groupings, owing to the overall difference 1n fire

rates for the States of Michigan, Ohio, and Maryland, as compared to the fire

rates from Illinois and Indiana. Data from the former three States will be

analyzed first.

2.3.1.1 Data from Michigan, Ohio, and Maryland

Regression analysis of the data from thtse three States was performed 1n a

manner similar to that for passenger ciri. First a simple linear model was

fit to evaluate the effect of vehicle *g« on fire rate. Secondly, a multiple

linear model was fit, adding a second v#ri«blt for FMVSS 301, along with the



Table 2-6

F1re Rate* In Light Truck Crashes
by State and Vehicle Model Year
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Model
Year

1987
1986
1985
1984
1983
1982
1981
1980
1979
1978
1977

1976
1975
1974
1973
1972
1971
1970
1969
1968
1967
1966

Michigan

1.984
1.200
1.245
1.739
1.785
1.630
1.669
1.500
2.320
2.057
2.118

2.349
3.068
2.951
2.655
4.059
3.941
2.270
2.870
3.345
1.607
1.884

Ohio

2.345
2.150
2.623
2.686
3.360
2.519
3.268
3.086
3.662
4.485
4.010

4.395
5.737
4.995
4.789
4.286
4.853
6.922
5.778
6.347
5.958
4.865

S T A T E S
Maryland

1.013
1.895
1.313
1.838
2.100
2.267
2.155
3.350
4.525
4.235
4.832

3.816
5.031
4.853
5.670
4.381
8.368
5.287
5.123
9.582
4.237
6.593

Illinois

0.844
0.917
0.875
0.942
0.603
1.079
1.112
1.060
1.110
1.409
1.109

1.404
1.805
1.619
1.247
1.760
1.683
1.393
0.931
2.185
0.679
0.962

Indiana

0.196
0.497
0.383
0.694
1.469
0.944
0.779
0.433
1.061
0.855
1.349

1.295
1.329
0.808
0.727
2.370
1.978
1.362
1.882
0.918
1.421
0.956

Fire rates are police reported fires per 1,000 light trucks Involved In
accidents. In order,,to obtain the actual fire rate, table entries should
be multiplied by 10~3

Appendix C contains the actual counts of fires and light trucks for each
model year and State. The data art for calendar years 1982-1987.
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variable for age. As with the analysis for passenger cars. The data were

balanced to give an equal number of vehicle model years, within each calendar

year, for the Pre-standard sample and the Post-standard sample. This produced

102 Individual observations for each model, with each observation being the

fire rate for a given model year, 1, and a given calendar year, j. In

carrying out the model runs, the variable for the FMVSS 301 was coded one for

Post-standard vehicles (I.e., i model year 1977) and zero for Pre-standard

vehicles <1.e,, i model year 1976). As with passenger cars, the regression

runs were weighted. The following paragraphs summarize the analyses results

for each of the three States.

Data from Michigan

The fire rates for light trucks from the Michigan accident files are shown In

Figures 2-15 and 2-16, as a function of vehicle age and model year,

respectively.

The simple model of fire rate as a function of age produced the following

equation:

R - 0.001279 + 0.0001495 X] (age)
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The age effect was significant with a t-value of 7.60. R2 was .37,

Indicating a fit only about half as good as that obtained for passenger cars.

The 2-variable model assessing the effect of the Standard gave the following

fit:

R = 0.001625 + 0.0001270 X] (age) - 0.0002965 X£ (Std)

Here, age was again significant, the t-value being 4.48, but the Standard

effect was not, the t-value being -1.10.18 The fit of the model, as
2

Indicated by R , remained unchanged at a value of .37.

While the Standard effect was not significantly different from zero, Its

magnitude will be estimated. Given the average age of Pre-standard trucks at

10.403 years, the estimate 1s:

Effectiveness = -Q.QQQ2965
.001625 + 10.403 (O.OOO127O)

. -0.0002965
.002946

* -.1006 = -10.06 percent

!6 Probability of greater t - 0.0001.
17 Probability of greater t - 0.0001.
18 Probability of greater t - 0.2757,
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The fire rate for Post-standard trucks 1s 10 percent below that for

Pre-standard trucks, after accounting for vehicle age, but this 1s not

sufficient for statistical significance. The 95 percent confidence based is

rather wide at:

-10.06 ± 18.0% « - 7.94 % to 28.06%.

Data from Ohio

Plots of fire rate for trucks versus age and model year, for Ohio, are

contained In Figures 2-17 and 2-18, respectively.

Fitting a simple linear function for vehicle age gave:

R = 0.002424 + 0.0002337 X, (age)

iq

Once again, age was significant ( t-10.27>. The fit was considerably

better than for Michigan, with a R2 of .51.

Adding the second variable, for the effect of the Standard, resulted In the

following fit:

R - 0.002506 + 0.0002283 X] Ug«> - 0.00006924 X2 <Std)

19 Probability of greater t » 0.0001
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20Age remained significant at a t = 6.76, but, as with Michigan, the effect
21

for the Standard was not significant, the t-value being only -0.22.

The effectiveness of the Standard, while not significantly different from

zero, 1s estimated as:

Effectiveness = -Q. 000069.1
.002506 + 10.495 (.0002283)

= - 0.0000692
.004902

= - .01412 = - 1.41%

Adding 95 percent confidence limits gives:

- 1.41 ± 12.73% = - 11.32% to 14.14%

Data from Maryland

Fire rate versus age and model year plots for Maryland are shown In Figures

2-19 and 2-20. As with almost all data previously analyzed, the age

relationship with fire rate Is again apparent.

Fitting the simple linear model, fire rate as a function of age, gave the

following result:

20 Probability of greater t = 0.0001.
21 Probability of greater t=0.8285.
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R - 0.0Q1247 + 0.0004227 X, (age)

22

Age 1s again significant (t-9.24), and the amount of variation 1n fire

rate that 1s explained by age Is 46 percent (R » .46), about the same as

noted for Ohio, and slightly more than was found for Michigan.

Turning to the multiple linear model to evaluate the effect of FMVSS 301 1n

the Maryland data produced the following fit:

R - -0.001151 + 0.000^842 X] (age) + 0.0020754 x2 (Std)

Age remains significant 1n the 2-variable model at a t-value of 8.52.23

However, the effect of the Standard Is not 1n the favorable direction In this

model, but rather It has a positive sign, Indicating that fire rates for

Post-standard vehicles are higher, rathe/ than below, the fire rates of

Pre-standard vehicles. Furthermore, the estimated effect of the Standard here
24

1s significantly positive, having a t-value of 3.07.

22 Probability of greater t • 0.0001.
23 Probability of greater t - 0 oooi
24 Probability of greater t-o.oo:»
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These results seem unusual at first. However, a review of the Maryland fire

rates in Table 2-6 and in Figure 2-20 shows that Model Year 1977, the first

year following FMVSS 301 for trucks, had a considerably higher fire rate than

1976, the year immediately preceding the Standard. In interpreting these

results, the most reasonable explanation is the variation Inherent in the data

for Maryland rather than an indication that the Standard acted to actually

increase the fire rate. Both the fire frequencies and the number of accident

involved trucks in Maryland are small, compared to the data from Ohio and

Michigan (see Appendix C). A final observation is that the estimate of the

intercept indicates a negative fire rate when the vehicle age is zero. The

estimate is not significantly different from zero, however, with a t-value of

-1.38, and is again believed to be the result of the smaller numbers in

2:he data from Maryland. The R value for the model was .51.

The conclusion from analysis of the Maryland data is that there is no effect

of FMVSS 301 in reducing vehicle fires in light truck accidents.

Overall Results from Michigan. Ohio, and Maryland

Since the overall magnitude of the fire rates from Michigan, Ohio, and

Maryland, as well as the preceding individual analysis, were generally

25 Probability of greater t = .1699.
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similar, the data were combined and analyzed. The number of observations for

the combined data set was 306. Plots of the combined data showing fire rate

by age and model year are contained 1n Figures 2-21 and 2-22, respectively.

The single variable model of fire rate as a function of age produced the

following fit:

R - 0.001686 + 0.0002339 X] (age)

The t-value for age was 12.12, again denoting age was a significant

effect. 26 The R2 value was .33.

The 2-var1able model, Incorporating the effect of the Standard gave the

following result:

R * 0.0001597 + 0.0002397 X] (age) + 0.0000760 X2 (Std)

27

The age effect remained significant at a t = value of 8.42. The

standard effect gave a positive value, Indicating negative effectiveness.

However, the standard coefficient of 0.0000760 was not significantly different
28 2from zero. R remained at .33, the same as for the simple model of age.

26 Probability of great t - 0.0001.
27 Probability of greater t - 0.0001.
28 Probability of great t - .7799
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The average age of the trucks in the combined 3-State model is 10.431 years

Therefore, the effectiveness estimate from the overall data set is:

Effectiveness = 0-0000760
.0001597 + 10.431 (.0002397)

= 0.0000760
.00266

= .02857 = 2.86 percent

Nhile the estimate of 1.86 percent is positive, this is not to be interpreted

as an indication that Post-standard fire rates are higher than Pre-standard

fire rates. This "negative" difference is considered to lie within the range

of normal statistical, or "chance variation', and the proper inference to be

drawn is that the difference between Pre and Post-standard fire rates is zero.

This concludes the analysis of data from Michigan, Ohio, and Maryland for

light trucks. Fires in light truck crashes involving occupant injury were too

sparse for reliable analysis.

2.3.1.2 Data From Illinois and Indiana

As was the case for passenger cars, the fire rates for light trucks from the

States of Illinois and Indiana were considerably below the rates found in the

three States of Michigan, Ohio, and Indiana. Therefore, data from Illinois

and Indiana are analyzed separately.
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Dai;a from Illinois

Figures 2-23 and 2-24 show the fire rates for light trucks from Illinois,

respectively, as fgngtions of age, and model year. For this State, the age

effect 1s not so apparent as has been the case with most all data, Including

that for passenger cars, analyzed to this point.

The simple model fitted with age was:

R - 0.0008965 + 0.0000480 X] (age)

The age coefficient was significant at a t-value of 3.83. 29 The fit was
2 7

rather low, at an R of .13, and this Is considerably below the R values

obtained for all preceding analyses of State data.

Turning to the 2-var1able model with age and the Standard effect, the result

was:

R - 0.001296 + 0.0000219 X, (age) - 0.0003403 X2 (Std)

In this case, the Standard effect 1s significant at a t-value of -2.03, while

the age effect, with a t-value of 1.23, Is non-sign1fleant. 30 R2 was

29 Probability of greater t - 0.0002.
30 Probability of greater t for Standard coefficient -

0.0452; probability of greater t for age coefficient
0.2227.
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again quite low at .16, only a .03 Increase from the simple age model.

Estimating effectiveness for the Standard from the Illinois data, given the

average age of Pre-standard trucks to be 10.387 years, gives:

Effectiveness = - 0-0003403
0.001296 + 10.387 (.0000219)

= _ .0003403
.001523

- - .2234 = - 22.34 percent

The Post-standard trucks are estimated to have fire rates 22 percent below

the fire rates for Pre-standard trucks. Adding 95 percent confidence limits

gives:

22.34% ± 21.60% =. 1.74% to 43.94%

The wide band on the effectiveness estimate (which nearly encompasses the

zero, or non-s1gnfleant point), the relatively poor fit of the model, the lack

of significance of the age effect, and the generally higher variability 1n the

Illinois data make this State suspect 1n terms of providing a good basis for

estimating the effect of FMVSS 301.

Data From Indiana

The fire rate by age and model year, frc* the Indiana data, are depicted in

Figures 2-25 and 2-26 respectively. As with Illinois, the generally more

sparse data from Indiana do not evidence as distinct an age relationship as

found for the other States.
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Fitting the simple linear model by age produced the following equation:

R - 0.0006756 + 0.0000543 X] (age)

31
Here, age was significant at a b»3.22, but the fit was even poorer than

for Illinois with an R of only .09.

Adding the second variable for the Standard effect gave:

R - 0.009118 + 0.0000388 X] (age) - 0.0002002 X£ (Std)

In the model, neither the age, nor the Standard effect was significant,
3? 2although the age effect came closer. R was .10, quite low and

essentially the same as for the single model with age.

Discussion of Results from Illinois and Indiana

The analysis results from Illinois and Indiana were Inconsistent. While age

was significant In the simple models for both States, It was not significant

for either State 1n the 2-var1able model. The effect of the standard was

31 Probability of greater t-0.0017

32 T-value for age coefficient » 1.52 (probability of
greater t-0.1307); t-value for Standard coefficient
—0.81 (probability of greater t-0.4180).
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significant 1n the Illinois data, but was far from being significant 1n the
2

Indiana data. The fit of the models was not good 1n either States, with R

values ranging from only .09 to .16 - much lower than found In the prior

analyses of the Michigan, Ohio, and Maryland data. Small cell frequencies of

fires were also more numerous In the Illinois and Indiana data.

2.3.2 Analysis of Fatal Accident Data

This section discusses the analyses of fire data for light trucks Involved In

fatal crashes. The data files used are those from NHTSA's Fatal Accident

Reporting System for calendar years 1975 through 1988, the same as used In the

analysis of fatal accident fire rates for passenger cars.

Table 2-7 summarizes the fire rates by truck model year. The data are

aggregated over the 14 available years of FARS data, I.e., from 1975 through

1988. The fatal accident fire rates for trucks are seen to be reasonably

close to those for passenger cars shown previously. Again, the fire rates for

fatal crashes are seen to be an order of magnitude higher than the fire rates

In all police reported accidents (I.e., State data).

Regression analyses were performed on th« rates as 1n the prior analyses for

passenger cars. The data were balanced »o that the number of Pre-standard

model years was equal to the number of Pott-standard model years within each

of the 14 FARS calendar years. Also th« data wtrt weighted as 1n prior runs.

The number of observations for each of tn« two •odtis fitted was 156, each

observation being the fire rate for an Individual model year - calendar year



Table 2-7

Fire Rates* in Fatal Light Truck Accidents
by Vehicle Model Year
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Model
Year

1989
1988
1987
1986
1985
1984
1983
1982
1981
1980
1979
1978
1977

1976
1975
1974
1973
1972
1971
1970
1969
1968
1967
1966
1965
1964
1963
1962
<1961
UNK

No. Light Truck
Fires

2
32
79
127
146
139
117
124
146
141
332
330
350

322
256
307
273
284
176
174
194
104
72
66
76
48
26
15
151
26

No. Light Trucks
in Fatal Accidents

57
1,361
2,937
4,786
5,505
6,179
4,873
5,163
5,586
6,380
12,386
12,840
12,593

11,584
8,920
11,172
10,171
8,017
5,604
5,049
5,227
3,303
3,196
2,670
2,251
1,672
1,255
877

4,153
960

Fire Rate*

3.509
2.351
2.690
2.654
2.652
2.250
2.401
2.402
2.614
2.210
2.680
2.570
2.779

2.780
2.870
2.748
2.684
3.542
3.141
3.446
3.711
3.149
2.253
2.472
3.376
2.871
2.072
1.710
3.636
2.708

* Fire rates are reported fires per 100 light trucks in fatal crashes.

Source: Fatal Accident Reporting System, NHTSA; calendar years 1975 through
1988.
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combination. Figures 2-27 and 2-28 show the data plots of fire rate by age

and model year.

The first model fit, that of fire rate as a function of vehicle age, produced

the following results:

R = 0.02376 + 0.0007069 X] (age)

The age effect was significant, the t-value being 5.26. Age, however,
2

did not explain much of the variation 1n fire rate with the R being only

.15. In this model the fire rate Is seen to Increase about 3 percent

(.0007069/.02376 = .0298) per year of vehicle age.

The second model, with age plus the Standard effect resulted In the following

equation:

R = 0.02559 + 0.0005885 X] (age) - 0.001806 X£ (Std)

In this 2-var1able model, age remained significant (t«3.45), while the

Standard effect was not significant (t—1.12). 3 4 Adding the Standard effect

had negligible effect on explaining more of the variation In fire rate, as the

R Increased by only .01, from .15 to .16.

33 Probability of greater t-0.0001.
34 Probability of greater t for age coefficient =.0007;

probability of greater t for Standard coefficient
=.2632.
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The fire rate 1s estimated to Increase about 2.3 percent (.0005885/.02559 =

.023) per year of vehicle age. Although not significantly different from

zero, the effect of the Standard, given the average of Pre-standard trucks to

be 9.20 years, is estimated at:

-0.001806 _____
0.02559 + 9.20 (0.0005885)

_ -.001806
.03100

- -.05826 • - 5.83 percent

Alternate Analysis of Fatal Accident Data for Trucks

As was done for the analysis of fatal crash fire rates for cars, an alternate

approach 1s taken to the analysis of fatal crash fire rates for light trucks.

Six comparisons of Pre-standard and Post-standard fire rates are made, each

comparison based on an Increasing period (I.e., number of years) of time

before, and after FMVSS 301 took effect. Pre-standard vehicles are model

years 1976 and earlier, and Post-standard vehicles are 1977 and later. The

six comparisons are ±1 model year, +2 model years, .... +6 model years. The

comparisons are balanced with the Pre-standard and Post-standard samples

containing an equal number of model years within each calendar year. Finally,

the comparisons are cummulative — I.e., ±2 MY comparison Includes ±1 MY

comparison, ±3 MY comparison includes •! MY. +2 MY, etc.

The data are shown 1n Table 2-8. In the first comparison, the Post-standard

fire rate 1s slightly greater than the Pre-standard fire rate, the difference

being -0.030 fires per 100 fatal truck crashes, or -1.1 percent. In the
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remaining five comparisons, the Post-standard rate 1s less than the

Pre-standard rate, the difference generally Increasing from 2.8 percent for

the ± 2 MY comparison to 11.1 percent for the ± 6 MY comparison. If age were

a significant factor, the progression would be expected to follow such a trend.

Since age is Included 1n the comparisons in Table 2-8, a second Table 2-9,

has been constructed, which lists adjustment factors for age. The adjustment

factors are based on the difference in vehicle age, between Pre-standard and

Post-standard samples within each comparison group of Table 2-8, and the

average age effect on fire rate. The age effect is taken as the average

effect obtained In the two prior regression analyses described above, or 2.7

percent.

Comparing the last column of Table 2-9 with the last column of 2-8, it is

seen that the age effect essentially cancels out the difference in Pre- and

Post-standard fire rates. This is taken as further evidence that the Standard

has had no effect on fires 1n fatal crashes involving light trucks, and is a

finding similar to that for passenger cars discussed in Section I.Z.I.

2.4 EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS FOR SCHOOL BUSES

The analysis of fire data on school bus crashes 1s presented In this

section. First, State data on all accident severities are analyzed. This is

followed by an analysis of FARS data on fires in fatal school bus crashes.

The reporting of fire for school bus crashes 1n the State and FARS data bases

follows the same convention as discussed earlier in the analyses of fire rates

for passenger cars and light trucks.
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Table 2-8
Selected Comparisons of Pre-Standard Versus Post-Standard

Fire Rates in Fatal Light Truck Crashes

Comparison
(No. of

Pre- Post
Model Years)

Fire Rate <x 10~2)

Pre-Standard Post-Standard
Difference
(Pre-Post)

Percent
Difference

± 1 MY -- 2.760 350 = 2.790
10,579 12,545

-0.030 -1.1%

+ 2 MY
16,771

2.761 680
25,341

2.683 °-078 2.8%

± 3 MY . 2.813 101Q__ = 2.682
23,103 37,661

0.131 4.7%

± 4 MY = 2.721 H 5 J — = 2.616
29,145 44,006

0.105 3.9%

+ 5 MY . 2.836 129I__ = 2.616
32,438 49,578

0.220 7.8%

+ 6 MY 1002 „ 2.920 1421 = 2.597
34,320 54,718

0.323 11.1%

Source: FARS files, NHTSA
Fire rates are based on aggregated frequencies for years
1975 through 1988.
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Table 2-9

Age Adjustment Factors for Selected Comparisons
of F1re Rates 1n Pre and Post-Standard

Light Truck Fatal Crashes

Average Age (Years) Difference Age Adjustment

Comparison Pre-Standard Post-Standard (Pre-Post) (Difference x 2,77.)

± 1 MY 5.34 4.60 0.74 2.0%

± 2 MY 5.96 4.47 1.49 4.0%

+ 3 MY 6.49 4.28 2.21 6.0%

+ 4 MY 6.85 4.16 2.69 7.3%

± 5 MY 7.18 4.06 3.12 8.4%

± 6 MY 7.43 3.95 3.48 9.4%
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2.4.1 Analysis of State Accident Data

The fire rates for school buses are shown in Tables 2-10a and 2-10b. Table

2-10a lists the rates for the 3 States of Michigan, Ohio, and Maryland while

Table 2-10b contains the rates for Illinois and Indiana.

Overall, it is seen that fire rates are higher in the States of Michigan,

Ohio, and Maryland, than they are for Illinois and Indiana. This is

consistent with the fire rates for passenger cars and light trucks analyzed In

the previous sections.

Since the absolute frequencies of school bus fires and total crashes are very

small, In comparison to the corresponding frequencies noted for cars and light

trucks, the rates have been summarized In Table 2-11, by State and by

Pre-standard (Model year 1976 and earlier) versus Post-standard vehicles

(Model Year 1977 and later). Instances where the bus model year was unknown

have been excluded from these data. A glance at the table reveals that 2 of

the States (Michigan and Ohio) show lower fire rates for Post-standard buses,

while for the other three States, fire rates are higher for Post-standard

buses.

The data are much too sparse for performing regression analyses as was done

for passenger cars and light trucks. Instead a simple test of hypothesis Is

made to determine whether the overall fir» rate for all States is lower for

Post-standard school buses than the ritt for Pre-standard school buses.

Although differences among States are indicated, this approach is considered

reasonable In view of the extremely small frequencies Involved. Letting p.
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Table 2-10a
Fire Rates* In School Bus Crashes by State and Vehicle Model Year

Model
Year Michigan

S T A T E S
Ohio Maryland

1987
1986
1985
1984
1983
1982
1981
1980
1979
1978
1977

0/47
0/270
0/509
1/593 (1.686)
0/386
0/492
1/626 (1.597)
1/938 (1.066)
2/1124 (1.799)
2/830 (2.410)
1/661 (1.513)

1/105
1/278
2/524
0/617
0/522
2/649
1/651

(9
(3
(3

(3.
(1.

524)
597)
.817)

082)
536)

8/1328 (6/024)
3/875 (3.429)
1/716 (1.397)
7/662 (10.574)

1/88 (11.364)
0/144
0/277
0/237
0/308
0/271
1/243 (4.115)
0/487
0/530
2/535
1/600

(3.738)
(3.333)

1976
1975
1974
1973
1972
1971
1970
1969
1968
1967
1966
1965
1964
1963
1962
< 1961
UNK

1/563 (1.776)
2/587 (3.407)
0/303
1/151 (6.623)
0/111
1/63 (15.873)
0/44
1/23 (43.478)
0/26
0/21
0/16
0/10
0/2
0/6

0/6
1/703 (1.422)

5/637 (7.849)
2/616 (3.247)
0/445
1/361 (2.770)
0/330
1/201 (4.975)
3/147 (20.408)
0/101
0/108
0/78
0/47
0/11
0/3
0/6
0/1
0/20
1/1099 (0.910)

Fire rate is number of police reported fires per
1,000 school buses involved in crashes. Only
non-zero rates are given (in parentheses).

1/411
1/581
0/222
0/269
0/232
0/99
0/60
0/38
0/34
0/12
0/5
0/4
0/6
0/3
0/1
0/5
0/48

(2.433)
(1.721)

Data are aggregated for calendar years
through 1987.

1982
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Table 2-10b
Fire Rates* 1n School Bus Crashes by State and Vehicle Model Year

Model
Year

1987
1986
1985
1984
1983
1982
1981
1980
1979
1978
1977

1976
1975
1974
1973
1972
1971
1970
1969
1968
1967
1966
1965
1964
1963
1962

< 1961
UNK

S T A T E
Illinois

0/182
1/533 (1.876)
2/868 (2.304)
0/1070
2/1104 (1.812)
1/899 (1.112)
2/1085 (1.843)
2/1411 (1.417
0/1501
1/1280 (0.781)
1/904 (1.106)

0/663
1/833 (1.200)
0/529
0/307
1/203
0/134
0/122
0/50
0/41
0/12
0/23
0/13
0/2
0/1
0/1
0/21
2/2092 (0.956)

Indiana

0/198
0/221
0/318
0/341
1/460 (2.174)
0/253
0/535
3/561 (5.348)
0/493
0/298
0/322

0/248
0/370
0/452
0/170
0/108
0/182
0/47
0/40
0/15
0/31
0/3
0/2
0/1
0/4
0/1
0/6
0/104

F1re rate Is number of police reported fires per 1,000 school buses Involved In
crashes. To obtain actual fire rate table values should be multiplied by 10~3-
Only non-zero rates are given (1n parentheses).

Data are aggregated for calendar years 1982 through 1987.
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Table 2-11
Fire Rates* in School Bus Crashes

by State and Pre-Standard
versus Post-Standard Vehicles

Fire Rates

State Pre-Standard Post-Standard Overall

Michigan (3.1932) S (1.2348) —& (1.6750)
1879 6479 8358

Ohio —12 (3.8548)
3113 6931

(3.7513) 25 (3.7834)
10044

Maryland
2072

(0.9653) & (1.6506)
3635 5707

(1.4018)

Illinois
2907

(0.6880) 12 (1.1026)
10883

14 (1.0152)
13790

Indiana
1680

(0.000)
4040

(0.9901)
5720

(0.6993)

Overall 22 (1.8882) 5fi
11,651 31,968 43,619

(1.7882)

* Fire rates are x liP, or fires per 1,000 bus crashes.
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and p2 represent the fire rates for Pre-standard and Post-standard buses,

respectively, the test statistic, I, Is:

where,

and,

Pi - P2

Pi - P2

Pi - P2
A A 1 I
p (1-p) (ni + n

A
p

P2 + "2 P2

Substituting the respective values from Table 2-11 gives:

n = 11651 (.001888) + 31968 (.001752)
11651 + 31968

= .001788

- P2 I .001788(.

.0004572

.001888 - .
.004572

.000136
.0004572

9982) 1 1y if U k / — — —

11651 + 31968

001752

= 0.2975

1
2
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The Z-value 1s non-s1gn1f1cant, being less than the critical value of Z =

1.645. Thus, while the fire rate for Post-standard buses Is lower than

the Pre-standard rate by .000136 or 7.2 percent (.000136/.001888), this

difference 1s not significantly different from zero.

If the comparison of Pre and Post-standard buses 1s performed using balanced

(I.e., equal number of) samples of model years for each period, as was done

earlier for cars and trucks, the overall rates become:

Pre-standard: - i ? _ = .0018425
10855

56
Post-standard: = .0017547

31914

The corresponding test statistic 1s:

Z - .1880

which, again 1s not significant. The difference In rates In this case 1s

.0000878 or 4.7 percent, with the Post-standard group having the lower rate.

35 Test performed atO(-.05, or 95 p«rc»nt confidence
level.
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The above comparisons do not consider any effect that vehicle age might have

on the fire rates. Data are simply too sparse to attempt to evaluate this

factor. However, drawing upon the findings of the prior analyses for

passenger cars and light trucks, 1t Is reasonable to postulate that age would

have an Impact. The Impact would be to decrease the magnitude of the

difference 1n Pre and Post-standard fire rates obtained by a strict overall

comparison such as done above.

Based on the above analyses, Indications are that no difference exists 1n the

fire rate, for all accidents, between Pre-standard and Post-standard school

buses. However, due to the small frequencies of fires and total school bus

crashes, no reliable Inferences may be drawn.

2.4.2 Analysis of Fatal Accident Data

Table 2-12 summarizes the fire data for school buses In fatal crashes, as

recorded 1n the FARS files for the years 1975 through 1988. For each FARS

year, the table lists:

o the total number of school buses in fatal crashes (col. 2)

o a breakout of the total number of Involved buses by Pre-standard,

Post-standard, and unknown model year (cols. 3, 4, and 5,

respectively)

o the number and model year of the buses in which fire occurred (col.6)
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It can be seen that the absolute frequencies of fires and fatal crashes are

quite small for school buses. The overall fire rate for school buses in fatal

crashes, including buses of unknown model years is:

overall fire rate- 17/1685 = .01009

This Is about 1 fire per 100 fatal school bus crashes.

For Pre-standard and Post-standard buses, the rates are:

Pre-standard: fire rate = 7/948 = .007384

Post-standard: fire rate = 10/712 = .01404

The fire rate for Post-standard buses Is higher (by a factor of nearly 2)

than the fire rate for Pre-standard buses. However, as was the case for fire

rates In the State data, these rates are not based on a balanced sample, in

that the number of model years spanned by the Pre-standard group 1s equal to

the number of model years spanned by the Post-standard group. Balancing the

samples results 1n the following rates for Pre and Post buses:

Pre-standard: fire rate = 4/357 - 0.1120

Post-standard: fire rate - 10/681 - 0.1468
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The fire rate for the Post-standard buses is still higher, although by much

less than In the unbalanced comparison. There Is no need to test for

significance here, since for either comparison, the Z - statistic will be

negative and hence non-sign1f1cantly different from zero. As with the prior

comparisons of fire rates from State data, these comparisons do not account

for any effect due to vehicle age.

Because of the small frequencies of fires and fatal school bus crashes, these

results are not considered conclusive. Nevertheless, evidence has not been

produced that FMVSS 301 has had a positive effect in reducing fires 1n fatal

school bus crashes.

2.5 DISCUSSION OF EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS PERFORMED

To close this chapter, a few comments are made to summarize the results of

the several analyses performed to estimate the effect that FMVSS 301 has had

on reducing fires 1n motor vehicle crashes.

Passenger Cars

For passenger cars, the analyses indicate that FMVSS 301 has reduced the

overall rate of fire 1n accidents by about 14 percent. This estimate Is based

on analyses of the data from Michigan, Ohio, and Maryland. Both the methods
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Table 2-12
School Buses Involved in Fatal Crashes by Calendar

Year, Pre-Standard versus Post-Standard and Fire Occurrence

No. of Vehicles (School Buses) Involved

Calendar Total Pre-Standard Post-Standard UNK
Year Vehicles Vehicles Vehicles MY_

No. of Vehicles
with

Fire/(MY)

1988 1Q5 n 91 1 (1977)

1987

1986

1985

1984

1983

1982

1981

1980

1979

132

101

126

119

99

104

110

117

150

21

27

35

43

41

41

57

77

115

m

73

90

75

57

62

53

39

33

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

2

4 (1979,81
83,86)

2 (1985,

1986)

1 (1976)

1 (1977)

1 (1970)

1 (1979)

0

2 (1973,

1978)

2 (1973,

1976)

1978

1977

1976

1975

TOTALS

143

126

123

130

1685

115

117

120

128

948

20

8

0

0

712

8

1

3

2

25

0

1 (1965)

0

1 (1975)

17 (7 PRE,

10 POST)

Source: Fatal Accident Reporting System, NHTSA.
Calendar Years 1975 through 1988.
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of reporting vehicle fires and the magnitude of fire frequencies observed In

these States make them the preferred choice on which to base the effectiveness

estimates. The Illinois and Indiana data produced somewhat higher

effectiveness estimates, but the small frequencies of reported fires In these

States Introduces more variation in the analyses and make the results less

reliable. Also in Illinois, the very high rate of unknown codes for the fire

variable together with the more Indirect method of reporting fires are two

additional reasons why the analyses results from this State are considered

less reliable. Nhile the Indiana data did not suffer from these same two

problems, the overall fire rates were very similar to those for Illinois. The

incidence of reported fires in Michigan, Ohio, and Maryland were considerably

higher than for Illinois and Indiana, and this fact makes the data from these

more suitable for analyses. It is difficult to conceive of police officers

over-reporting vehicle fires - I.e., reporting fire when it did not occur.

Therefore, the Michigan, Ohio, and Maryland data are believed to more nearly

reflect the actual rate of fire occurrence, and that the consistently lower

rates for the other two States are likely a result of under-reporting of fires

(rather than an indication that fire rates are markedly lower 1n these two

States).

For Injury crashes, mixed results were obtained from the analyses. Analysis

of Ohio data showed a statistically significant reduction of approximately 14

percent for post-standard vehicles whereas the Michigan data showed no

significant difference between the fire rates for pre-standard and

post-standard vehicles. Maryland data on fires In injury crashes were too

sparse to support reliable statistical analyses. Although not statistically

significant, post-standard cars from Michigan did show a 10 percent lower fire

rate 1n injury crashes, compared to the 14 percent lower rate in Ohio. It
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Is therefore possible to postulate that an actual, modest, reducation in fires

in injury crashes may have resulted from FMVSS 301. For example, If a larger

sample size had been available from the State of Michigan, the 10 percent

difference might have been statistically significant. However, the 10 percent

difference 1n fire rate between pre-standard and post-standard vehicles was

not close to being significant (O(.=.20), and regardless of the magnitude or

direction of the difference, the statistical conclusion to be drawn is that

the difference is not significantly different from zero. Also, even if a

larger sample size were available, statistical significance might, or might

not be obtained. While the larger sample would be more likely to produce

significance for a given percent difference, it must be remembered that the

difference, Itself, is subject to (sampling) variation and a new sample could

produce an estimated difference lower than the 10 percent obtained in the

current sample. Ninety-five percent confidence limits on this 10 percent show

that the actual, or true, difference could lie anywhere between -5.2 percent

and + 25.6 percent. Therefore, while the results of the analyses of the Ohio

and Michigan data do provide some evidence that fire rates 1n injury crashes

may be lower for post-standard vehicles, the Information Is Inadequate to

support definitive conclusions.

The analyses of fatal crashes did not show that fire rates for Post-standard

cars differed significantly from the fire rates for Pre-standard cars.
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Light Trucks

For light trucks, the analyses did not indicate that Post-standard vehicles

experienced lower fire rates than Pre-standard vehicles - in either the all

accident category or the fatal accident category. The finding of no effect on

all accidents was supported by the analyses results of data from Michigan,

Ohio, Maryland, and also by analyses of the Indiana data, although the latter

Is considered less reliable due to the shortcomings discussed above. The

single State of Illinois did show a significantly lower fire rate for

Post-standard vehicles, but this Is considered a spurious finding likely due

to the small frequencies of fires and greater variation in these data. Four

out of five States and all three "preferred" States showed no significant

difference between Pre- and Post-standard light trucks. Fires 1n light truck

Injury crashes In State data were too sparse for analysis. Additionally,

since no effect was found In either the all accidents or the fatal accidents

analyses, no effect would reasonably be expected for Injury crashes, which

have a severity level 1n between that for all accidents (least severe) and

that for fatal accidents (most severe).

SchoolBuses

For school buses, the data were simply too sparse - even at the State level -

to permit reliable conclusions of the effect of FMVSS 301 in reducing vehicle

fires. Only simple overall comparisons <ouid be made. While not conclusive,

these analyses did not support a signif*cmtiy lower fire rate for school

buses produced subsequent to the Stands d •> promulgation.
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Consistency of Findings

Overall, the analyses and findings were generally consistent, with a few

Instances of disparateness. For passenger cars and light trucks 1n all

reported crashes, the effectiveness findings were generally consistent for the

five State data sources, and particularly so for the three States of Michigan,

Ohio, and Maryland. For passenger cars 1n injury crashes, the two States with

sufficient data for anlysis both produced estimates of a reduction In fires

for post-standard vehicles. However, one reduction was statistically

significant (State of Ohio), while the other was non-s1gn1fleant (State of

Michigan).

Findings for fatal accidents were similar for cars and for light trucks, with

no reduction In fires noted for Post-standard vehicles. It may be that the

crash force levels typically experienced In fatal crashes simply exceed those

levels which are covered by the FMVSS 301 requirements (I.e., 20 mph to 30 mph

force levels). 3 6

As to why effectiveness was found for all accidents for passenger cars, but

not for light trucks; It may be that the design and placement of fuel system

components (viz., the fuel tank) on light trucks 1s such that they are

36 More Insight Into this possibility is provided 1n
Chapter 3 which shows that fatal f1 re crashes
typically Involved more severe conditions than fatal
crashes not accompanied by fire.
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Inherently less vulnerable to crash forces than the fuel systems on passenger

cars, and therefore, the modifications made 1n response to FMVSS 301 had less

effect for trucks than did the modifications for passenger cars.

Post-crash Versus Pre-crash Fires

With respect to the State data, 1t is recalled that both pre-crash and

post-crash fires are Included. A limited check of two States (Ohio and

Maryland) which attempt to separate fires on this basis, via police reporting,

Indicated that pre-crash fires could approach 1/2 or more of the total fires

reported 1n all crashes. In the more severe set of crashes that are most

likely to produce Injury, or fatality, 1t would be expected that the majority

of the fires would have resulted from the crash.

Another estimate of the proportion of pre-crash fires In police reported data

comes from a special study of "post-crash" factors In automobile crashes In

the State of Utah In 1972 - 1973. Fire was one of the post-crash topics

of Interest In this special study which utilized a b1-level (I.e.,

supplemental) reporting form as an addition to typical police reports to flag

certain phenomena of Interest, such as fires. These fire accidents were

followed up by special accident Investigation personnel, who categorized these

37 Study of Post-Crash Factors In Automobile
Collisions," Volume 1, DOT HS-801 519, April 1975,
Final Report.
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fires as due to the crash, or other (non-collision) causes. Data were

collected in a five county area in Utah for a one-year period. While the data

cannot be considered nationally representative, 23 percent of 43 fire cases

collected were classed as non-coliision, with the remaining 67 percent being

credited as collision fires.

While reliable estimates may not be available, the fact that pre-crash fires

are Included in the data implies that the true effectiveness for FMVSS 301 for

passenger cars Is greater than the estimate of 14 percent for all accidents.

Assuming that pre-crash and post-crash fires are equally affected by vehicle

age, and 1f the proportion of pre-crash fires is denoted by P, then the actual

effectiveness estimate of the Standard would be 14/(1-P) percent. While the

Inclusion of pre-crash fires will result in underestimating percent

effectiveness, It will not affect estimates of total fire crashes or Injuries

avoided (see Chapter 4 ) .

The Effect of Age

The age factor was a consistent effect throughout the analyses. This Is

likely a reflection of the weakening of vehicle structures and components due

to age-related degradation and corrosion (I.e., rust). Other studies have

noticed this corrosion - induced weakening which can, in turn, reduce the
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00 OQ

energy absorbing qualities of the vehicle structures. , Also flexible

fuel hoses harden and become brittle with age, Increasing the chances of

failure and fuel leakage. Another aspect of the age effect could be

artifactual in nature - the underreporting of older vehicles in accident files

due to the lower economic value of older vehicles. This factor could be

Included In the State (I.e., all accident severities) data, but would not be

expected to occur with fatal accident data. For fatal accidents, the Injury

severity would be sufficient to override any likelihood of not reporting due

to old, low-value vehicles.

Age effects have been noted in other studies of motor vehicle fires, as well

as In other studies of the effects of motor vehicle safety standards.

38 "Corrosion of Motor Vehicles: Safety and Environment:
the User's View," by Marcus A. Jacobson, CEng,
FIMechE, MIProdE, M Inst C Tech. - Article published
1n: "Corrosion of Motor Vehicles." Conference
arranged by the Automotive Division of the Institution
of Mechanical Engineers and the Institution of
Corrosion Technology 1n collaboration with the Society
of Chemical Industry; London, 13-14 November, 1974,
published by Mechanical Engineers, London and New
York.

39 "Weak Points of Cars" - 1987, 1988 Ed's; AB SVENSK
BILPROVNING, the The Swedish Motor Vehicle Inspection
Company.
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The basic analytical assumption regarding age in the analyses of the

effectiveness of FMVSS 301 conducted in this chapter has been that age affects

Pre-standard and Post-standard vehicles in the same manner. This approach

seems quite reasonable in that corrosion rates and degradation trends for

vehicle components and structures should not vary as a consequence of whether

the vehicles were manufactured before, or after, FMVSS 301 took effect. Even

so, the question could still be raised as to whether this assumption could be

Investigated further. It will be noted In the earlier sections which describe

the accident data bases analyzed that among the newer vehicles, there were

relatively more Post-standard vehicles than Pre-standard vehicles.

Conversely, among the older vehicles, there were relatively more Pre-standard

vehicles than Post-standard. Could this Imbalance of vehicle age distribution

between Pre- and Post-standard samples have Influenced the results of the

effectiveness analyses performed?

In order to further explore these Issues of the possible effect of vehicle

age on fire rates, two additional sets of analyses were carried out. The

first analysis consisted of testing whether the age effects, computed

separately for Pre-standard and Post-standard vehicles, were significantly

different. The second analysis involved additional computations of the

effectiveness of FMVSS 301, but restricting the data to vehicles of the same

ages in both the Pre- and Post-standard samples.
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The additional analyses are discussed in detail in Appendix E. The results

of the analyses support the assumption that the age effect operates in the

same manner for Pre-standard vehicles as it does for Post-standard vehicles -

i.e., no significant differences were found.

Possible Effects of Other Factors

There exist certain other factors, not studied in the effectiveness analyses

described earlier, which could have some influence on crash fire rates.

These factors all concern changes in the physical structure and design of

vehicles manufactured primarily after FMVSS 301 took effect and were unrelated

to the Standard.

For example, the size and weight of passenger cars were substantially reduced

over the period encompassed by the accident data studied. It is

conceivable that smaller vehicles could be less crashworthy than larger

vehicles, and therefore more likely to experience fuel leakage and fire, given

a crash occurs. Also during the period, the type of fuel system used saw a

nearly universal switch from carburetor systems to fuel injection systems.

Fuel injection systems are typically more complex than carbureted systems, in

that more components and connection points are required. Fuel injection

40 This reduction 1n size and weight was a primary
response of the motor vehicle manufacturers to the
world-wide oil crisis of the 1970's and to the Federal
Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) requirements
which grew out of that crisis. This "down sizing" was
instituted to achieve more fuel-efficient vehicles.
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systems also operate under higher fuel pressures. Collectively, these factors

imply that the chances of failure could be higher for fuel injected systems,

as compared with carbureted systems, all else being equal.

A third item that could potentially icnrease the risk of fuel leakage and

fire involves the area of exhaust system emission controls. In the

mid-seventies, catalytic converters were added to the exhaust systems of

passenger cars to reduce tailpipe emissions. These devices, required by

Federal regulation to reduce air pollution, operate at very high temperatures

and could therefore contribute to an increase in the risk of vehicle fire.

Since all three of the above factors (decreased vehicle size, fuel Injection

systems, and catalytic converters apply primarily to vehicles produced after

FMVSS 301 took effect, it is possible that their combined influence could

serve to Increase the fire risk for Post-standard vehicles. To the extent

this may be true, it could serve to produce lower effectiveness estimates for

the Standard than might otherwise be obtained. The effect of vehicle size on

Generally, the chances of a failure, or malfunction,
in a system are proportional to the complexity of the
system - i.e., the number of components comprising the
system. However, changes in system design and changes
In materials used can offset the chances of failure
such that given increases in system complexity may
result in less than commensurate Increases in the risk
of failure. In the example discussed here, no attempt
is made to assess the relative risks of system failure
1n other than a general sense.
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fire rate Is studied in Chapter 3, where vehicle curb weight is used as a

measure of vehicle size. The results of these analyses were that fire rate

was not found to be associated with vehicle size (I.e., fire rates did not

increase for lighter vehicles).

Data were not available to evaluate the possible effects of the remaining two

factors, fuel injection systems and catalytic converters, on vehicle fire

rates. In summary, it may be stated that to the extent these two factors

increase the risk of crash fires, they could serve to decrease the magnitude

of the effectiveness estimates developed for FMVSS 301. No attempt is made

here to speculate as to whether the magnitude of any effect due to these

factors might be large enough to have significant impact of the probability of

vehicle crash fire and hence the effectiveness estimates developed in this

study for the Fuel System Integrity Standard.

Other Studies of Motor Vehicle Fires

The effectiveness results obtained in this study, for passenger cars, are

lower than the results obtained in the earlier NHTSA evaluation of the Fuel
42

System Integrity Standard, which only studied passenger cars. The earlier

study found a substantial benefit for fatal accidents, whereas no reduction in

fatal crashes was noted in this study. The earlier study was based on only 3

42 NHTSA Technical Report DOT HS 806 335, Op. Cit.
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years of data from one State. Fatal accident data were not studied.

Available data on vehicle fires at that time were quite scarce and a large

part of the effort, Including a special contractor study was involved in

searching out, and making available accident data which record vehicle fires.

That search turned up only one satisfactory State, Michigan, which began

recording vehicle fires in 1978, and only three calendar years of data, 1978

through 1980. Elapsed time since the earlier study has generated several

additional years of accident experience (including additional FARS years) that

make possible more thorough analysis, including a more thorough study of

factors such as age.

Flora, et. al., conducted one of the earlier (i.e., 1979) contract support

studies for NHTSA on FMVSS 301.43 This effort was primarily a search for

data sources on vehicle fires and focused on two type of sources, fire

department data, and police accident data. The report concluded that these

data sources were Inadequate to provide a definitive evaluation of FMVSS 301.

A followup study was done by Flora and O'Day in 1982, using, police accident

data from Michigan and Illinois. The study found: (1) no effect for the

1968 version of FMVSS 301 (passenger cars); (2) a significant reduction 1n

fires for the 1976-1977 upgrade of the standard (passenger cars); (3) no

reduction in fires for the 1977 version of FMVSS 301 for light trucks. The

latter finding for light trucks was based on limited data.

43 "An Evaluation of FMVSS 301, Fuel System Integrity,"
UM-HSRI-79-12, March 1979.

44 "Evaluation of FMVSS 301 - Fuel System Integrity -
Using Police Accident Data," DOT HS-806-362, Final
Report, March 1982.
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In 1983, the University of Michigan published an "interview summary" with

Dr. Flora entitled "Automobile Fires in Traffic Crashes."45 This was

largely a summary of the 1982 research study cited above. In addition to the

1982 report findings, Dr. Flora was quoted as saying that: <1) "I think we

have to conclude that (I.e., 301) has had no measurable effect on reducing

fatalities," and (2)". . .we cannot reach any definite conclusion regarding

the numbers of . . .injuries it (301) is preventing."

Two other contract studies were conducted for NHTSA by the Highway Safety

Research Center, University of North Carolina.46 The first study, using

police (narrative) accident data from North Carolina, only studied the 1968

version of FMVSS 301 for passenger cars. The study found no reduction in

fires due to the Standard.

The second North Carolina report studied the 1976 version of FMVSS 301 for
47passenger cars. North Carolina police (narrative) accident data were

again analyzed, together with police acccident data from Maryland. The

findings were that, "the 1976 modification of FMVSS 301 was at least

45 "Automobile Fires in Traffic Crashes," the UMTRI
Research Review, May-June 1983, Vol. 13, No. 6.

46 "A Statistical Evaluation of the Effectiveness of
FMVSS 301: Fuel System Integrity," DOT HS-805-969,
Report No. 7 of 7, June 1981, Final Report.

47 "A Statistical Evaluation of the Effectiveness of the
1976 Version of FMVSS 301: Fuel System Integrity,"
DOT HS 806-365, November 1982, Final Report.
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marginally effective 1n reducing the Incidence of post-crash fires." Neither

this report, nor the first North Carolina report attempted to evaluate the

effect of any reduction 1n fires on occupant Injury or fatality.



CHAPTER 3

THE NATURE AND MAGNITUDE OF FIRES IN MOTOR VEHICLE CRASHES

This chapter presents selected statistical data which describe the nature and

magnitude of fire 1n motor vehicle crashes. The statistics are based on the

same data sources as used in the effectiveness analyses of FMVSS 301 presented

in Chapter 2, i.e., the Fatal Accident Reporting System and selected vehicle

accident files compiled by the States. In the first section, fires In fatal

crashes are presented, while the following section contains data on fires in

all motor vehicle crashes.

3.1 FIRES IN FATAL CRASHES

Based on the data in FARS, from its inception 1n 1975 through calendar year

1988, an average of 2.6 fires per TOO fatal motor vehicle crashes have

occurred. This Is the rate for all vehicle types (passenger cars, light

trucks, heavy trucks, motorcycles, etc.). For the three vehicle types of

primary Interest In this study, the average fire rates have been:

passenger cars: 2.4 per 100 crashes
light trucks: 2.8 per 100 crashes
school buses: 1.0 per 100 crashes

Table 3-1 lists the number and rate of vehicle fires for each of these

classes for the 14 FARS years.
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Table 3-1

Fires in Fatal Motor Vehicle Accidents

Calendar
Year

1988

1987

1986

1985

1984

1983

1982

1981

1980

1979

1978

1977

1976

1975

All Vehicles

No. Rate*

1,804

1,713

1,755

1,483

1,554

1,420

1,521

1,809

1,720

1,774

1,580

1,505

1,314

1,252

2.88

2.77

2.89

2.55

2.68

2.58

2.69

2.89

2.71

2.74

2.46 '

2.49

2.34

2.25

Passenger

No.

1,017

961

972

809

847

836

863

1,031

931

978

867

832

771

744

Cars
Rate"

2.75

2.63

2.69

2.36

2.44

2.51

2.51

2.65

2.38

2.45

2.14

2.13

2.03

1.96

Light
No.

443

399

396

318

321

265

320

373

360

379

327

290

250

206

Trucks
Rate*

2.95

2.80

3.04

2.55

2.68

2.38

2.83

3.02

2.84

3.02

2.75

2.79

2.69

2.39

School
Nfli

1

4

2

1

1

1

1

0

2

2

0

1

0

1

Buses
Rate*

0.95

3.03

1.98

0.79

0.84

1.01

0.96

0.00

1.71

1.33

0.00

0.79

0.00

0.77

AVERAGE 1,586 2.64 890 2.40 332 2.78

* Rate is number o1 fires per 100 fatal vehicle crashes.

SOURCE: Fatal Accident Reporting System, NHTSA

1.21 1.01
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3.1.1 TRENDS IN FATAL FIRE CRASHES

In order to investigate the existence of overall trends in fire rates, simple

linear functions were fitted to the data in Table 3-1 with fire rate as the

dependent variable, and calendar year as the Independent variable. Analyses

were run for each of the three vehicle classes - passenger cars, light trucks,

and "other" vehicles, where other vehicle was defined as all vehicles in FARS

(I.e., column 1 of Table 3-1) less passenger cars and light trucks (I.e.,

minus columns 3 and 4 of the table). The data on school buses are too sparse

for analyses of possible trends.

Figures 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3 are the data plots for the three analyses. The

results showed that fire rates for passenger cars have Increased

significantly over the 14-year period, while no change in rates was noted for

light trucks, or for (all) other vehicles. The resulting equations were:

passenger cars: R - .02024 + .0005089 (cal. year)

light trucks: R - .02665 + .0001356 (cal. year)

other vehicles: R - .03380 - .0001144 (cal. year)

The passenger car increase 1n fire rate is about 2.5 percent per year and was

significant at the 5 percent level (t=5.92) while the changes for the other

two vehicle classes (0.5 percent Increase per year for light trucks, and

-0.3 percent decrease per year in other vehicles were not significant
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(t = 0.95; t = -0.90). The calendar year trend for passenger cars was

quite strong accounting for nearly 3/4 of the variation 1n fire rate
2

(R = . 7 4 ) . The f i t s w e r e v e r y p o o r f o r the light t r u c k and o t h e r v e h i c l e
2

models, both having R values of only .07.

Given the Increasing trend 1n fire rates for passenger cars, an ensuing

question 1s: " What could be contributing to the Increase?"

Several factors could be involved. Age of the vehicle Is a logical candidate

- It was almost universally found to be a significant factor in the

effectiveness analyses, and over the last several years, the average age of

the passenger car population has Increased. Vehicle size Is <i second

possibility. Over the period from the late seventies Into the mid-to-late

eighties, — the period generally encompassed by the FARS data — the U.S. new

car population underwent significant downsizing, the vehicle becoming both
2

smaller and significantly lighter. Smaller vehicles could be less

crashworthy and hence more likely to experience fuel system breaching 1n a

crash, leading to greater fire risk.

1 Probability of greater t for passenger cars (calendar year)
coefficient = .0001. Probability of greater t for light
trucks (calendar year) coefficient - .3623. Probability of
greater t for other vehicles (calendar year)
coefficient = .3878.

2 Actually, most of the size reduction, as measured by
vehicle curb weight, was confined to the domestically
manufactured portion of the passenger car fleet. The
average curb weight of the Imported passenger car fleet
actually Increased over the period.
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Other vehicle technology changes which took place over the study period, and

which may have altered the risks of fuel leakage (and hence fire) include such

factors as the switch from carburetor fuel systems to fuel injection systems

and the addition of air pollution emission controls. Carburetors, which a

decade or so ago were used almost exclusively to meter fuel to the vehicle's

engine, have now been almost universally replaced with fuel injection

systems. Fuel injection systems are substantially more complex than

carburetted systems, requiring more fuel lines and connections and they also

operate under higher fuel pressures. While changes in system design and in

materials utilization can serve to reduce the risk of failure or malfunction,

in general, the greater the number of components and connection points in a

system the greater the chances of a failure occurring. Given a crash-Induced

breach 1n the fuel system, higher line pressures could also result in the

discharge of more fuel and over a greater area or space. The fuel return line

feature on fuel Injected systems also results in increasing the temperature of

the fuel in the lines and in the tank.

Emission controls could also affect the chances of fuel-fed fires. Underhood

cannisters to capture gasoline vapors were installed on passenger cars in the

early seventies. These cannisters are connected to the vehicle's fuel tank

and to the fuel Intake area of the engine via vapor lines and valving. The

escape of vapors from a break in this system could Increase the opportunity

for fire. In the m1d-sevent1es catalytic converters were also added to the

vehicle's exhaust system to control exhaust emissions These converters

operate at very high temperatures and therefore may increase the risk of fire.
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Higher travel speeds over the last several years could also be a contributing

factor to more vehicle fires; higher speeds lead to more severe crash forces.

Increases 1n fuel volatility could be Involved. The average volatility of

gasoline has steadily trended upward over the last 30 years. Evaporation of

fuel (vapors) increases with higher volatility levels, thereby increasing the
3

risk of escape of vapors. Still another possibility 1s the maturity of the

FARS data. Increasing quality and completeness of the data, from the

beginning years of the data system, could have increased the degree of

reporting of certain data elements. The more rare, or unusual elements, such

as vehicle fires, could have been more likely to be affected by better quality

control and reporting procedures.

As one attempt at testing the reporting system maturity possibility, the

calendar year model was rerun, dropping the Initial two FARS years, 1975 and

1976. The calendar year effect still remained significant.4 Moreover,

since fire rates for the other two classes of vehicles (light trucks, other

vehicles) did not Increase over the same 13-year period, the possibility that

reporting system maturity has contributed to the Increase 1n passenger car

firs can be further discounted.

3 Federal Register. Vol. 52, No. 160. August 19, 1987.
Environmental Protection Agency, 40 CFR Parts 80, 86, and
600. Regulation of Fuels and Futl Additives: Volatility
Regulations for Gasoline and Alcohol Blends Sold In 1989
and Later Calendar Years and Control of Air Pollution from
New Motor Vehicles and New Motor Vtblclt Engines:
Evaporative Emissions Regulations for 1990 and Later Model
Year Gasoline - Fueled Light-Duty VtMctts, Light-Duty
Trucks, and Heavy-Duty Vehicles.

4 t = 3.85, probability of greater t - .0032.
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Age is perhaps the strongest possibility, owing to its previously

demonstrated significant and consistent effect In the effectiveness analyses.

Also, car size Is considered a reasonable possibility and since an automated

file of passenger car weights by vehicle, make, model, and model year was

readily available, a third analysis was conducted to investigate the effect of

age and vehicle weight.

A two variable model with fire rate as a function of vehicle age and weight

was fitted to the FARS data. The Individual observations were fire rates (R)

by each calendar year by model year combination (age = calendar year - model

year) and vehicle weight (wgt. = average curb weight for each calendar year by

model year cell). The data were weighted to compensate for the variation in

number of vehicles per cell.

The resulting model found age significant, but vehicle weight not

significant. Figures 3-4 and 3-5 show the fire rate as a function of age and

vehicle weight, respectively. The resulting equation was:

R . .02163 + .0005894 (age) - .0000002 (wgt.)

Age was highly significant with a t-value of 7.25. Vehicle weight was far

from being significant at a t-value of -0.16 and, In fact, the estimate for

5 Vehicle weights were the curb weights. In pounds, by
Individual make, model, and model year, as taken from the
Automotive News Annual publications for the respective
model years, 1968 through 1987.

6 Probability of greater t = .0001
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the weight effect was extremely close to zero. Of course, the statistical

conc.usion from this analysis 1s that the effect of vehicle weight on f1 re
2

rate Is, Indeed zero.' R for the model was .25.

Data to permit analyses of the effects of other potential factors (-switch to

fuel Injection, emissions controls, higher travel speeds, Increased fuel

volatility) are not available. Therefore, the summary finding of these

analyses Is that a primary reason for the Increase 1n fire rate for passenger

cars, over the last several years, 1s age. An Indication of the Increasing

age of the passenger car fleet can be seen In Table 3-2 which shows, by

calendar year: (1) the percentage of all passenger cars 1n fatal accidents

that were 10 years old, or older, at the time of the accident, and (2) the

percentage of all f1re-1nvolved passenger cars 1n fatal accidents that were 10

years, or older for the same years. The trend of an Increasingly older car

population 1s clearly evident.

The percentage of older cars 1n fatal accidents (column 2) closely follows

the percentage of older cars In the total population (I.e., total registered
Q

vehicles. Another Item of note from Table 3-2 1s the over-1nvolvement of

older cars 1n fire crashes. This trend Is noted to have begun 1n about 1980

7 Probability of greater t = .8694.

8 Data on total vehicle population fro* "MVMA Motor Vehicle
Facts and Figures" — '89 and '85 editions.
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Table 3-2

Percentage of Total Passenger Cars in Fatal Crashes, and Fire-Involved
Passenger Cars in Fatal Crashes That were Ten Years Old

or Older at the Time of the Crash

Calendar
Year

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

Percent of Cars
All Fatal Crashes

15.5%

18.1%

18.4%

19.2%

20.2%

21.4%

22.1%

24.7%

27.5%

28.7%

26.5%

28.8%

29.0%

29.8%

> 10 Years Old
Fire-Involved Fatal Crashes

13.4%

16.3%

16.8%

16.7%

19.1%

21.5%

24.7%

29.4%

30.5%

32.6%

35.2%

33.9%

33.5%

35.9%

Source: Fatal Accident Reporting System, NHTSA
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with the latter 3 to 4 years evidencing a leveling-off of the trend. The

treno appears to coincide with the general increase in the mean age of the

passenger car population which began in the late seventies (following the oil
9crisis), and has leveled off in the last 3-4 years.

3.1.2 COMPARISONS OF FIRE FATAL CRASHES AND ALL FATAL CRASHES

In this section, selected statistics are presented which compare fatal

crashes accompanied by fire with all fatal crashes.

Occupant Fatality Risk in Fire Crashes

The first comparison Involves the risk of fatality In fire crashes versus the

risk of fatality in all crashes. Comparisons are made for passenger cars and

for light trucks. The key data are the occupant fatality rates for vehicles

with fire and the occupant fatality rates for all vehicles. The data are

summarized in Tables 3-3 and 3-4.

The primary observation from the tables Is the considerably higher fatality

rate for crashes accompanied by fire. Passenger car fatal crashes, with fire,

average 66 percent more occupant fatalities than fatal car crashes without

fire. For light trucks, the difference is even more pronounced, with fire

crashes having 82 percent more occupant fatalities. The differences here are

exaggerated somewhat since the all crash category Includes pedestrian crashes

Data on mean age of passenger cars from "MVMA Motor Vehicle
Facts," Op. Cit.



Table 3-3

Passenger Cars: Occupant Fatality Rates for Fatal Crashes

with F1re and All Fatal Crashes
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Calendar

Year

1985

1984
1983
1982
1981
1980
1979
1978
1977
1976
1975

No.

Vehicles

34,277
34,648
33,298
34,334
38,864
39,059
39,999
40,544
39,038
37,206
37,897

All Crash?*
No. Occupant
Fatalities

23,212
23,620
22,979
23,330
26,645
27,449
27,808
28,153
26,782
26,166
25,929

Fatality
Rates

0.68
0.68
0.69
0.68
0.69
0.70
0.70
0.69
0.69
0.70
0.68

No.
Vehicles

809
847
836
863

1,031
931
978
867
832
771
744

Fire Crashes
No. Occupant
Fatali ties

901
971
959
994

1,138
1,073
1,155
1,033
949
937
838

Fatality
Raf ec

1.11
1.15

1.15
1.15

1.10
1.15

1.18
1.19
1.21

1.22
1.13

AVG 37,197 25,643 0.69 864 995 1.15

Source: Fatal Accident Reporting System (FARS), NHTSA
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Table 3-4

Light Trucks: Occupant Fatality Rates for Fatal Crashes
with Fire and All Fatal Crashes

Calendar
Year

1985
1984
1983
1982
1981
1980
1979
1978
1977
1976
1975

No.
Vehicles

12,464
11,973
11,118
11,317
12,331
12,680
12,544
11,898
10,400
9,300
8,636

All Crashes
No. Occupant
Fatalities

6,689
6,496
6,202
6,359
7,081
7,486
7,178
6,745
5,976
5,438
4,856

Fatality
Rates

0.54
0.54
0.56
0.56
0.57
0.59
0.57
0.57
0.57
0.58
0.56

No.
Vehicles

318
321
265
320
373
360
379
327
290
250
206

Fire Crashes
No. Occupant
Fatalities

315
316
266
320
374
382
418
339
320
273
224

Fatality
Rates

0.99
0.98
1.00
1.01
1.00
1.06
1.10
1.04
1.10
1.09
1.07

AVG 11,333 6,410 0.57 310 322 1.04

Source: Fatal Accident Reporting System (FARS), NHTSA
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which typically do not result In vehicle occupant fatalities. Adjustment

for this factor reduces the above differences to 45 percent and 62

percent for cars and light trucks, respectively - still markedly higher

fatality rates for fatal crashes with fire. These data are evidence that

the presence of fire Increases the lethality of even fatal crashes.

However, other factors may also be at play, as will be seen 1n some of

the other statistics presented In this chapter.

A secondary observation from Tables 3-3 and 3-4 is that the occupant

fatality rates, for both fire and all crashes have remained quite

consistent over the years, within the two vehicles classes.

Fatal Fire Crashes bv First Harmful Event

The next comparison, In Table 3-5, shows fire crashes and all crashes by

the "first harmful event" of the accident.

The distributions by first harmful event are reasonably similar for

passenger cars and light trucks. With respect to fire crashes compared

to all crashes, the biggest differences are that fire crashes rarely

Involve collisions with pedestrians, but are much more likely to be

single vehicle collisions (I.e., with fixed objects, or with trees).

Collectively, these data Indicate that vehicles In fatal collisions with

fire are more likely to experience greater collision forces than vehicles

in non-f1re fatal collisions. Greater Impact forces would be expected to

have grater potential for occupant Injury, as well as greater potential

for vehicle fire.



Table 3-5

Distribution of Fatal Fire Crashes and All Fatal Crashes
by First Harmful Event
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Firs t Harmful
Event

Non-coi l is ion:
Overturn

Col l is ion wi th :
Pedestrian

Rail Train

Parked Motor Vehicle

Vehicle in Transport

Fixed Object

Pedal cycle

Tree

Other

Passenger Cars
Fire Crashes

4.6%

0.8%

0.6%

1.1%

49.7%

29.7%

0.06%

11.1%

1.1%

Al l Crashes

5.6%

12.9%

1.0%

1.4%

52.8%

18.2%

1.6*

5.7*

0.8*

Liaht
Fire Crashes

8.7%

0.6%

2.1%

2.0%

50.1%

25.8%

0.0*

9.4%

1.3%

Trucks
Al l Crashes

10.6%

11.9%

1.2%

1.3%

52.2%

14.7%

2.0%

3.9%

2.4%

Data are percent of involved vehicles in each «vtnt category.

Source: Fatal Accident Reporting System (FARS), NHTSA.
Distributions based on average of six calendar years
(1975, 1977, 1979, 1981, 1983, 1985).
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Fatal Fire Crashes by Speed Limit

A third comparison of fire fatal crashes and all fatal crashes involves the

speed limit of the roads on which the crashes occurred. While speed limit

obviously does not indicate the actual traveling speed, or Impact speed of the

involved vehicles, it nonetheless should have a positive correlation with

these and thus with the impact forces sustained by the vehicles.

Table 3-6 shows the speed limits, for both passenger cars and light trucks,

for fatal crashes Involving fire and for all fatal crashes.

For both vehicle types, the likelihood for fire crashes to involve higher

speeds and, by inference, higher Impact forces, 1s clearly seen. Passenger

car fatal crashes with fire are 31 percent more likely to Involve higher

speeds (I.e., happen at speed limits of 50-55 m.p.h.) than all passenger car

fatal crashes. For light trucks, fire fatal crashes are 28 percent more

likely to occur at higher speeds than all fatal crashes.

Again, the presence of pedestrian accidents in the data (which primarily

occur at lower speeds, and rarely involve a vehicle fire) will Inflate the

above comparisons, but the data are still sufficient to show that fire fatal

crashes more often involve higher speeds than all fatal crashes.
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Table 3-6

Distribution (percent) of Fatal F1re Crashes and
All Fatal Crashes by Roadway Speed Limit

Speed Passenger Cars Light Trucks
Limit (mph) Fire Crashes All Crashes Fire Crashes All Crashes

5 - 2 5 2.80% 5.28% 1.90% 4.92%

30 - 45 23.00% 33.57% 16.58% 32.19%

50 - 55 65.93% 50.33% 74.16% 58.10%

UNK 8.27% 10.82% 7.36% 4.79%

Data are percent of involved vehicles in each speed limit.

Source: Fatal Accident Reporting System (FARS), NHTSA.
Distributions based on average of six calendar years
(1975, 1977, 1979, 1981, 1983, 1985).
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Fatal Fire Crashes bv Impact Direction

The last comparison to be made in this section on fatal crashes concerns the

direction of impact to the vehicle.

From the data in Table 3-7, one of the principal observations is the

over-involvement of passenger car fires in fatal rear end collisions. Among

collisions with fire, the probability that the vehicle sustained an impact

from the rear Is over three times as likely as for all fatal passenger car

involvements. This over-involvement rate for rear impacts does not appear for

light trucks. This may be a reflection of the different location for fuel

tanks in cars as compared with the location of tanks for many light trucks.

In cars, the tank is typically located near the rear of the vehicle whereas

for many light trucks, the tank is situated near the center of the vehicle.

Another item of note in Table 3-7 is that frontal impacts account for the

large majority of fires, for either type of vehicle, with frontal plus rear

impacts accounting for almost 3/4 of the fire crashes.

3.2 FIRES IN ALL REPORTED CRASHES

This section presents data on fire in all police reported motor vehicle

crashes based on the accident files of the States used for the effectiveness

analyses in Chapter 2.



Table 3-7

Distribution (percent) of Fatal Fire Crashes and
All Fatal Crashes by Impact Direction
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Impact
Direction

Front

Passenger Cars
Fire Crashes All Crashes

59.3% 65.0%

Light Trucks
Fire Crashes Al l Crashes

65.8% 66.3%

Right Side 9.0% 11.0% 8.4% 7.3%

Rear 14.6% 4.5% 3.8% 4.9%

Left Side 7.e 10.7% 7.3% 7.2%

Non-
Coll ision 5.3% 5.4% 8.5% 10.9%

UNK 4.2% 3.4% 6.2% 3.4%

Data are percent of involved vehicles in each Inpact d i rect ion.

Impact direction is the i n i t i a l impact point. Front-side-rear
directions are defined by the "o'clock" direct ion data contained
in the data f i l e s as follows:

front
r ight side
rear
l e f t side
non-coil ision

= 11-12-1
= 2-3-4
= 5-6-7
= 8-9-10
= non-col 1

Source: Fatal Accident Reporting System (FARS).
Distributions based on average of six c«l»«4«r years
{1975, 1977, 1979, 1981, 1983, 1985).
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Table 3 - 8

Fire Rates in A l l Police Reported Crashes
by Vehicle Class and State

1982 through 1987

S T A T E

Ohio Michigan Maryland 111 inois

Passenger Cars:
Total Vehicles
Total Fires

Fire Rate*

2,932,

10,

274

540

3.594

2,657

5

,781
,554

2.090

1,017

2
,579

,796

2.748

4,210

3

,341

,713

0.882

1,711
1
,575

,620

00.947

Light Trucks:
Total Vehicles
Total Fires

Fire Rate*

463
1
,842
,728

3.725

491,372

995

2.025

162,581
553

3.401

545,882
598

1.095

319,832

323

11.010

School Buses:
Total Vehicles
Total Fires

Fire Rate*

11,143
39

3.500

9,084
15

1.651

5,755
8

1.390

15,882
16

1.007

5,824
4

0.687

* Fire rates given in terms of f i res per 1,000 involved vehicles.

Source: Accident data f i l e s from above States for calendar years
1982 through 1987. Above data are tota ls for the 6 years.
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3.2.1 Fire Rates and Total Fires 1n Motor Vehicle Crashes

Table 3-8 lists the overall fire rates for passenger cars, light trucks, and

school buses, based on the 5 State data bases. The data represent totals,

over the six years (1982 through 1987) for each State. The difference In

rates among States was pointed out earlier 1n the effectiveness analyses. The

States of Ohio, Michigan, and Maryland were considered the preferable sources,

so these three.States will be used here as the basis for developing national

estimates of fires In all reported vehicle crashes. Combining the rates, from

Table 3-8, for these three States produces the following estimates of fire

rates for the three vehicle classes:

passenger cars: 2.86 fires per 1,000 vehicle crashes
light trucks: 2.93 fires per 1,000 vehicle crashes
school buses: 2.39 fires per 1,000 vehicle crashes

The fire rate for passenger cars and light trucks 1s about the same at 2.9

fires per 1,000 accident Involved vehicles, while the rate for school buses

somewhat lower at 2.4 fires per 1,000 Involved vehicles.

10 Although not shown 1n Table 3-8, the estimated fire
rate for all vehicle types (cars, light trucks, heavy
trucks, motorcycles, motor homes, etc.) in police
reported data Is 2.97 fires per 1,000 vehicles
Involved 1n accidents. This estimate Is based on the
data from Michigan and Ohio for the years 1982, 1984,
and 1987, and for Maryland for the years 1981, 1984,
and 1987.
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In order to project these rates to the National level, estimates of annual

totals of vehicles 1n accidents are required, for each of the three vehicle

classes. These estimates are: 8,239,000 passenger cars, 1,758,000 light

trucks, and 25,500 school buses.

Applying the above fire rates to the total number of vehicles In accidents

gives the following estimates of the total number of accident fires annually:

passenger cars:

2.86 fires

1,000 vehicles

light trucks:

2.93 fires

1,000 vehicles

school buses:

2.39 fires

(8,239,000 vehicles) = 23,564 f i res

(1,758,000 vehicles) - 5,151 f i res

(25,500 vehicles) = 61 f i res
1,000 vehicles

As was pointed out earlier 1n this report, these estimates of total fires

Include pre-crash as well as post-crash fires. While reliable separation of

pre and post-crash fires 1s not possible, available Information Indicates that

11 Annual totals of police reported passenger cars and
light trucks 1n accidents from National Accident
Sampling System (NASS), Annual Report, 1986 (A report
on traffic crashes and Injuries In the United States);
NHTSA. Total school buses In accidents are NHTSA
estimates based on prior unpublished analyses of
school bus accident data.
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pre-crash fires could account for as much as 1/2 of the total reported fires.

Also, these data indicate that the proportion of total fires that are

post-crash increases as the severity of the accident (as denoted by either

vehicle damage or occupant injury) increases (see Table 3-10a).

Given that fires are estimated to occur at the rate of about 3 fires for

every 1,000 crashes (for crashes involving either a passenger car or a light

truck), it would be of interest to see how the rate changes if the crashes are

restricted to those involving injury. Table 3-8a provides this Information.

The data are based on the overall average for the States of Michigan, Ohio,

and Maryland, and for the three calendar years 1982, 1984, and 1987. The

rates shown are the number of fires per 1,000 vehicle crashes, passenger car

or light truck, where the vehicle driver sustains injury at either the

A (serious) or the B (moderate) severity level. As would be expected, the

fire rate, ranging from 7 to 8 fires per 1,000 crashes, is higher than the

rate of 3 fires per 1,000 crashes for all reported crashes (i.e., those

involving both injury and non-injury). Also the fire rate is seen to increase

as injury severity increases. Again, this is what would be expected. A

complete picture of how fires increase as injury severity increases can be

gotten by recalling that earlier in this Chapter the fire rate for fatal

crashes involving passenger cars or light trucks ranged from 26 to 28 fires

per 1,000 crashes, several times the rate of fires in injury crashes.
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Table 3-8a

Number of Fires per 1,000 Injury* Crashes

Injury

A
B

A or B

Severity Passenaer Cars

10.6

5.4

6.8

\

Ight Trucks

12.4

6.2
7.8

Injury 1s to vehicle driver. Injury severity is typical police code A
(serious) and B (moderate).

3.2.2 Severity of F1re Crashes 1n All Reported Crashes

Next, fire crashes will be compared with all crashes on the basis of two

severity Indices - the severity of occupant Injury and the severity, or

extent, of damage sustained by the vehicle. Data are presented only for

passenger cars and light trucks, as the data on school bus fires are too

sparse for developing reliable distributions.

Fire Crashes by Injury Severity

Table 3-9 compares the distribution of driver Injury for fire crashes with

the distribution of driver Injury for ill crashes. For both classes of

vehicles, the much higher severity of injury for fire crashes is clearly

evident, particularly for more serious injurlts. The data are based on the
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Table 3-9

Percent Distribution of Injury Severity*

for Fire Crashes and for All Reported Crashes

Injury
Severity

K
A
6
C
0

Passenger

Fire
Crashes

2.64
8.18
12.20
7.79

69.19

Cars
All
Crashes

0.15
2.24
6.59
11.62
79.40

* Injury 1s to vehicle driver,
reported codes.

K
A
B
C
0

Liaht Trucks

F1re
Crashes

2.94
7.60
10.79
6.83

71.84

All
Crashes

0.14
1.86
5.32
8.10

84.63

Injury severity codes are typical police

fatality
serious
moderate Injury
minor Injury
no Injury

Table 3-10

Estimated Annual Injuries In Fire Crashes for
Passenger Cars and Light Trucks

Injury
Severity

A
B
C

Passenger
__Cars

2,892
4,313
2,754

Light
Trucks

587
834
528
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overall average of the three States (Michigan, Ohio, and Maryland) for the

years 1982, 1984, and 1987. Individual Injury distributions by each calendar

year were quite similar, so that the overall average of the three years should

provide reliable estimates.

By combining the injury rates for fire crashes in Table 3-9 with total

estimated fire crashes from Section 3.1.1, estimates of the total numbers of

fire related occupant casualties can be obtained. These estimates appear 1n

table 3-10, for all injuries below fatalities. Actual counts of fatalities,

based on FARS were given 1n Section 3.1, so these are not estimated from the

State injury data. One other adjustment is included in the injury estimates

in Table 3-10. Since the Injury distribution (Table 3-9) is based on the

vehicle driver, an adjustment is needed for injuries that occur to occupants

of other seated positions In the vehicle. This estimate 1s 0.5 injuries to
12

other vehicle occupants for each driver injury.

The final table (Table 3-10a) in this section shows the proportion of total

reported fires that are post-crash in nature (I.e., fires that result from the

crash) as a function of the Injury sustained by the vehicle driver. The data

are from only one State, Ohio, and therefore the distributions are not

necessarily considered as reliable estimates of the national situation. Also,

it is likely a difficult task for investigating police officers to be able to

12 National Accident Sampling System, 1986. Op. C1t.
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Table 3-10a

Driver Injury Severity By Type of Fire

Passenger Cars

Type of

Fire

Fire Due

to Crash

Iniurv Severity

UNK TOTAL

531 218 591 1,087 598 2,391 5,416

Other

Fires 152 7 65 298 223 4,229 4,974

TOTAL 683 225 656 1,385 821 6,620 10,390

Percent Due

to Crash 77.7% 96.91 90.IX 78.5% 72.8% 36.1% 52.1%

SOURCE: State of Ohio. Numbers are totals for 6 calendar years, 1982 through

1987.
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distinguish between crash fires and fires due to other causes, based on

available evidence and Information from the crash. Even so, the Increasing

proportion of crash fires with Increasing Injury severity certainly accords

with Intuition. For example, it seems quite reasonable to expect that most all

fires 1n vehicle crashes where an occupant is killed are fires that resulted

from the crash, rather than from some other source (i.e., pre-crash fire).

Fires Crashes by Vehicle Damage Severity

Another Indication of the severity of fire crashes, as compared to all

crashes, can be gotten from comparing variables which denote the extent of

damage to the involved vehicles. Vehicle damage indicators are available In

each of the three State data bases -- Michigan, Ohio, and Maryland. These

damage variables differ somewhat among the States, as to the number of damage

levels coded, etc. For simplification, the levels have been condensed to two

one for lower damage, and one for more severe damage. Table 3-11 summarizes

these data for passenger cars and clearly shows the more severe levels

associated with fire crashes. As with the data on Injury severity, the table

1s based on the overall average of calendar years 1982, 1984, and 1987.



Table 3-11

Percent D is t r ibu t ion of Fire Crashes and A l l Crashes
by Vehicle Damage Severity - Passenger Cars

3-33

State: Michigan

Vehicle Damage: Low to
Moderate Major

Ohio

Slight to
Moderate Major

Maryland

Minor to
Moderate Major

Fire Crashes: 54.1% 45.9% 34.0% 66.0% 8.0% 92.0%

All Crashes: 90.6% 9.4% 79.8% 20.2% 65.4% 34.6%

Table 3-12 shows the same distributions light trucks. Again, the higher vehicle
damage for fire crashes 1s evident. Generally, the vehicle damage codes are to
indicate damage due to impact forces and not due to the presence of fire.

Table 3-12

Percent Distribution of F1re Crashes and All Crashes
by Vehicle Damage Severity - Light Trucks

State: Michigan

Vehicle Damage: Low to
Moderate Major

Ohio Marvl and

Slight to Minor to
Moderate Major Moderate Major

Fire Crashes: 58.2% 41.8% 38.7% 62.3% 6.3% 93.7%

All Crashes: 92.0% 8.0% 84. Ot 16.0% 70.6% 29.4%
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Fire 1n All Crashes by Direction of Impact

Tables 3-13 and 3-14 compare fire crashes and all crashes by the direction

(or point of) Impact to the vehicle. Separate tables are shown for the States

of Michigan and Maryland, since the category definitions differ somewhat

between the States, and since the distributions differ between the two States,

especially for the category of "other/unknown," for fire crashes, which Is

unusally large for Maryland. The large proportion of other/unknown here may

Imply that vehicles with fire are more apt to experience complex crashes —

I.e., Impacts from more than one direction — or to have severe enough damage

that a single Impact direction can not be discerned. To facilitate

comparisons of the data, the distributions for fire crashes have been

recomputed, deleting the other/unknown category. The adjusted distributions

are shown 1n parentheses.

Examination of the distributions leads to the following observations:

o the distributions by Impact are generally similar for cars and trucks.

o the over-representation of fire In rear Impact crashes for cars does

not appear for all crashes as it did for fatal crashes. Rather for

fire crashes, rear Impacts are somewhat under-represented while

frontal Impacts are over-represented.

o although small 1n number, rollovers or top Impacts are

over-represented 1n fire crashes.
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o frontal impacts account for the majority of fires, as was the case

for fatal crashes.

3.3 FUEL LEAKAGE IN MOTOR VEHICLE CRASHES

Fuel leakage data were not analyzed in the effectiveness calculations for

FMVSS 301 for the reasons stated earlier. However, since the prevention of

fuel-fed fires is the purpose of the Standard, summary data on fuel leakage

are included in this section from the one State which recorded these data in

its accident files.

Table 3-15 summarizes the fuel leak rates for passenger cars and light

trucks, as taken from the Michigan accident files for calendar years 1982

through 1987.

Overall, the incidence of fuel leakage is seen to average about 9.7 per 1,000

vehicles, for passenger cars, and about 11.7 per 1,000 vehicles for light

trucks. Thus, based on these data, fuel leaks are estimated to occur 4 to 5

times as often as vehicle fires. A second observation is the very strong age

(or model year) trend in the data. Although not statistically fitted, it is

obvious the relationship is quite robust and likely even stronger than th^ age

effects noted earlier for fire rates.
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Table 3-13

Distribution (percent) of Fire Crashes and All Crashes
by Direction of Impact

State of Michigan

Impact
Direction

None/
Rollover

Front

Right Side

Rear

Left Side

Other/
Unknown

Passenaer

F1re
Crashes

4.7% ( 6.6%)

50.1% (64.5%)

4.6% ( 6.3%)

15.3% (17.9%)

3.8% ( 4.8%)

21.6%

Cars

All
Crashes

1.6%

58.9%

6.6%

23.9%

7.0%

2.0%

Liaht

Fire
Crashes

7.7% ( 9.5%)

49.8% (61.4%)

4.6% ( 5.7%)

14.8% (18.2%)

4.2% ( 5.2%)

18.6%

Trucks

All
Crashes

3.7%

56.2%

6.3%

24.9%

6.5%

2.4%

Data represent percent of vehicles Involved by each Impact direction.
Numbers 1n parentheses are based on deletion of other/unknown category.
Front = left front + center front + right front
Rear = left rear + center rear + right rear
Other/Unknown - other Impact + "front & rear" + unknown

Source: Motor Vehicle Accident files from State of Michigan.
Distributions based on average for calendar years
1982, 1984, and 1987.
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Table 3-14

Distribution (percent) of F1re Crashes and All Crashes
by Direction of Impact

State of Maryland

Point of
Impact

Top

Front

Right Side

Rear

Left Side

Other/
Unknown

Passenaer

F1re
Crashes

0.4% ( 1.2%)

24.9% (70.8%)

0.9% ( 2.7%)

8.0% (22.6%)

0.9% ( 2.7%)

64.5%

Cars

All
Crashes

0.2%

58.0%

6.4%

28.0%

4.9%

2.5%

Liaht

Fire
Crashes

0.8% ( 2.2%)

27.2% (78.0%)

1.2% ( 3.3%)

5.0% (14.3%)

0.8% ( 2.2%)

65.1%

Trucks

All
Crashes

0.3%

56.9%

5.9%

27.9%

5.3%

3.7%

Data represent percent of vehicles Involved by point of Impact.
Numbers 1n paratheses are based on deletion of other/unknown category.

Front - left front + center front + right front
Rear - left rear + center rear + right rear
Other/Unknown - other + undercarriage + none/unknown

Source: Motor Vehicle Accident files from State of Maryland.
Distributions based on average for calendar years
1982, 1984, and 1987.
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Table 3-15
Fuel Leakage Rates for Cars and Light Trucks

by Vehicle Model Year

Model
Year
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

AVG 9.7 11.7

Fuel
Passenger Car

26.1
23.9
23.0
24.4
22.5
20.3
18.0
16.5
14.5
12.4
11.5
9.3
8.6
7.4
6.9
6.0
5.1
5.0
4.7
5.0
4.7
5.1

Leak Rate
Light Trucks

30.8
28.5
27.0
35.3
31.4
25.8
27.4
20.4
19.7
19.8
17.4
14.3
11.2
10.4
8.3
8.1
6.1
6.4
6.5
5.2
5.1
6.2

Rates are fuel leaks per 1,000 vehicles.
Fuel leakage Is sum of Michigan codts "01," "02," "03".

SOURCE: Michigan State files for 1982 through 1987.
Total counts of fuel leakage: pisstngtr cars-22,948; light trucks-5,565.



Chapter 4

THE BENEFITS AND COSTS OF FMVSS 301

Drawing upon the results of the effectiveness analyses discussed In Chapter 2

and selected statistical data from Chapter 3, this chapter develops estimates

of the safety benefits of FMVSS 301. The costs of vehicle modifications

resulting from FMVSS 301 are also developed, along with a detailed discussion

of the various types of modifications made for each of the 3 vehicle classes

studied 1n this report, passenger cars, light trucks, and school buses.

4.1 THE BENEFITS OF FMVSS 301

Of the three classes of vehicles studied in this report, statistically

significant effectiveness, for FMVSS 301, was found only for passenger cars

(Chapter 2). For light trucks, no significant difference - hence, no

effectiveness - was found between the fire rates of vehicles manufactured

before FMVSS 301, as compared to the fire rates for trucks produced subsequent

to the Standard. Data were too sparse for school buses to permit reliable

conclusions concerning the Standard's effectiveness. Preliminary indications,

however, were that no difference existed between the fire rates Pre-standard

and Post-standard buses. Therefore, estimates of safety benefits are

applicable only for passenger cars.
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4.1.1 BENEFITS FOR PASSENGER CARS

In Chapter 2, it was estimated that FMVSS 301 could be credited with a 14.2

percent reduction in passenger car fires 1n all police reported accidents.

This estimate was based on analysis of the data from the three States of

Michigan, Ohio, and Maryland, which were considered to have the most complete

police reported accident data on vehicle fires. Also, the analyses of FARS

data Indicated that the Standard was not effective In reducing fires in fatal

passenger car crashes.

Therefore, the task 1s to estimate the safety benefit of the 14.2 percent

reduction in passenger car fires. Ideally, benefit estimates are in terms of

numbers of crashes, and injuries avoided, 1f such detail can be developed from

available data.

In Chapter 3, 1t was estimated that the total annual passenger car fires, as

reported by investigating police officers 1n State accident files was

approximately 23,600. Applying the reduction estimate, due to the Standard,

of 14.2 percent yields:

Reduction: , 23.6JJO, _ 23,600
= 23,600 (1—-i

- 23,600 (.1655)

- 3,906
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This is the estimated reduction in vehicle fires, annually, once the entire

passenger car population conforms to FMVSS 301 modifications. Currently, it

is estimated that about 85 percent of the fleet consists of Model Year 1976

and newer vehicles.

One benefit of this reduction could be said to be the dollar value of the

property damage to passenger cars of the fires avoided, apart from the value

of property damage caused by crash impact forces. Data do not exist with

which to estimate this value.

The next step is to consider the reduction in occupant injury due to the 14.2

percent reduction in fires. Since no effectiveness was found for fatal

passenger car crashes, no reduction 1n fire associated fatalities can be

expected. The next most serious injuries are police-reported A and B. In

Chapter 2, the analyses of fire rates in Injury (A + B) crashes gave

inconsistent results with respect to whether or not these rates decreased for

cars produced after FMVSS 301 took effect. For the 2 States, Ohio and

Michigan, which had sufficient data for analyses, one (Ohio) showed a

statistically significant reduction, estimated at 14.1 percent, in the fire

rate for post-standard vehicle crashes while the other State (Michigan)

produced a non-significant result. Although not statistically significant,

the estimated difference in fire rate between pre and post-standard vehicles

in the Michigan data was in the positive (I.e., the right direction for a

beneficial effect of the Standard) direction with post-standard vehicles

showing an estimated 10 percent lower fire rate than pre-standard vehicles.
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It could be argued that since both States showed lower fire rates in injury

crashes for post-standard vehicles (14 percent lower for Ohio and 10 percent

lower for Michigan) that there is reasonable evidence that the Standard has

had a real effect, say in the 10 to 14 percent range. However, the 10 percent

estimate from the State of Michigan was not really close to being significant

(oc=.20) and regardless of the actual percent estimate, the proper statistical

conclusion to be drawn, is that there was no. effect ~ i.e., the 10 percent

difference in fire rate is not statistically significant from zero. Since:

(1) only 2 States had sufficient injury data for analyses, and (2) these 2

States gave statistically Inconsistent results, it 1s not possible to say

whether or not FMVSS 301 has been effective in reducing fires in passenger car

Injury crashes. Although some evidence has been produced that fire rates in

Injury crashes may be lower for post-standard cars, the information is

Insufficient for definitive conclusions to be developed.

Therefore, no estimate of burn Injuries prevented can be made. Even if the

analyses had shown an overall, statistically significant reduction In fires in

Injury crashes, It would still not be possible to convert that reduction into

an estimate of the number of burn injuries prevented. This Is because

available accident data do not provide sufficient Information to separate the

role of the fire vis-a-vis the role of crash forces In causing the injury.

For example, of the estimated total Injuries in fire crashes (i.e., 2,900 A

Injuries and 4,300 B injuries) developed in Chapter 3, it is not possible to

say what proportions of these injuries are burn injuries as opposed to

injuries resulting from crash forces. It is reasonable to assume that all of

the Injuries do not result from fire.
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While not definitive, 3 sources do provide some Insight Into the role of fire

as the Injury-producing agent In motor vehicle crashes. The first source

comes from a study done by Cooley In the State of Michigan.1 Using data

from various sources (police reports, policeman's confidential reports,

certificates of death, pathologist's reports, etc.), Cooley made a study of 81

"fire fatalities" In Michigan which occurred over a 4-year period from

1968-1971. Acknowledging that subjectivety and uncertainties were Involved,

he estimated that 70 percent of the deaths were either a result of the fire,

or were ensured by the fire. A second source of Information deals with fire

In Injury crashes. In 1988, an NHTSA sponsored contract study using data from

the agency's National Accident Sampling System estimated that less than 10

percent of the most serious Injuries occurring In passenger car crashes

accompanied by fire were burn injuries. This estimate was based on a very

small sample and the study did not break out burns as a percent of each
2

severity level (I.e., A,B). The last source of information on burn

injuries comes from accident data files from the State of Indiana. Under a

variable called "Nature of Injury," Indiana files contain burn injuries along

with several other types of Injuries sustained by motor vehicle drivers 1n

crashes. The Injuries are the most severe Injury sustained and Include the

following categories: severed, Internal, minor burn, severe burn, abrasion,

1 "Fire in Motor Vehicle Accidents," MIT LAB Reports,
Highway Safety Research Institute, UnWersity of Michigan,
September 1974, Vol. 5, No. 1.

2 NHTSA Docket No. 73-20, "Study of Motor v t M d t Fires,"
February 1988.
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minor bleeding, severe bleeding, fracture/dislocation, and contusion/bruise.

Of all the Injury types reported, burns (minor and severe) represented

approximately eight tenths of one percent (.82 percent). These data are for

all types of motor vehicle crashes, not just car crashes, and all reported

crashes, not just those Involving fires.

Based on the above three sources of information, It appears that the bulk of

the fire hazard for vehicle occupants involved In fire crashes Is focused at

the upper end of the severity spectrum — I.e., the risk of serious Injury or

fatality. Since these crashes typically Involve high levels of crash or

Impact severity, It is possible that these levels typically exceed the 20 to

30 mile per hour threshhold set by FMVSS 301. Data developed In Chapter 3

Indicate that most fatal crashes Involving fire occur at speeds higher than

these.

The estimates of benefits for passenger cars in this study are lower than

those estimated In the 1983 NHTSA study of FMVSS 301. The primary difference

Is that 1n the earlier study, a substantial reduction In fatalities was

estimated. As was discussed In Chapter 2, the reason for this difference in

findings Is due to the limited amount of accident data on fires available at

the time the earlier study was conducted. Only three years of data from one

3 NHTSA, National Center for Statistics and Analysis,
Univariate frequency tables of automated motor vehicle
accident data from the State of Indiana, calendar years
1982, 1983, 1989.
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State was available which was not sufficient to support a thorough analysis of

the effect of vehicle age on fire rates. Also only a few years of FARS data

existed at that time and these were not analyzed as the primary emphasis was

placed on locating State data which recorded the presence of vehicle fire in

their motor vehicle accident files.

This concludes the estimates of safety benefits for FMVSS 301 since no

effectiveness In fire reduction was found for light trucks or school buses.

4.2 THE IMPLEMENTATION COSTS FOR FMVSS 301

In order to estimate costs for a particular motor vehicle safety standard,

it is first necessary to know what vehicle modifications were Introduced in

response to the standard. In the past, NHTSA has often obtained Information

on costs and vehicle modifications attributable to Its standards through

contractor conducted vehicle "tear-down" studies. The methodology used in

these studies has been to disassemble component parts of vehicles which were

affected by a given safety standard, to describe the modifications made, and

to derive the weight differentials of these parts for vehicles produced before

and after the standard went into effect. Based on the types of changes made

and the resultant Increase In vehicle weight, cost estimates of the

modifications were developed. From these Individual cost estimates, overall

fleet costs were projected, based on sales-weighted data for the various

vehicle make model lines represented in the tear-down studies.
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FMVSS 301, unlike many other standards whose effectiveness has been analyzed

In prior agency studies, did not lend Itself readily to cost estimation via

tear-down studies. One reason for this Is that vehicle modifications made In

response to the Standard were not very weight sensitive. While some

modifications did produce weight Increases, many of the changes required no,

or negligible weight Increases. In certain, few Instances, no modifications

of any nature were made since the manufacturer had determined that the

vehicle design which existed prior to the Issuance of FMVSS 301 was sufficient

to satisfy the requirements of the standard. Finally, in certain other

Instances, although rare, modifications for FMVSS 301 resulted In the deletion

of i preexisting vehicle component. Such cases would typically produce

weight and cost savings, rather than weight and cost Increases.

A second reason why FMVSS 301 costs are not amenable to estimation by vehicle

tear-down studies is that while the Standard specifically addresses the

vehicle's fuel system, many of the resulting modifications involved vehicle

components which were not a part of the fuel system. In such instances, a

tear-down study approach, comparing fuel system components of Pre-301 vehicles

with Post-301 vehicles, would fall to Isolate component modifications (and any

resultant weight and cost Increases) since many changes did not involve the

fuel system. Only by prior knowledge of "what to look for" would the

tear-down approach produce valid results, and this prior knowledge did not

exist, except within the vehicle manufacturing companies.

A final, additional factor which complicates the cost estimation of FMVSS 301

via the vehicle tear-down approach Is that the specific types of modifications

varied widely among the different vehicle manufacturers, the various
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make-model lines within manufacturers, and among body styles (I.e. sedan,

station wagon) within make-model lines. This wide variation of 301

modifications within the vehicle fleet not only means that the selection of a

representative sample of vehicles for a tear-down study approach would be very

difficult, but also cost-prohibitive due to the unusually large number of

vehicles (sample size) that would be required to be disassembled.

For the above stated reasons, the primary basis for estimating the costs of

FMVSS 301 has been to solicit information from the motor vehicle

manufacturers. Specific questionnaires were sent to selected manufacturers

requesting, by make-model line of vehicle:

(1) The types of modifications made to vehicles in response to

FMVSS 301,

(2) estimates of weight Increases due to the modifications,

(3) estimates of costs Incurred due to the modifications,

(4) the date(s) such modifications were made.

Copies of specimen manufacturer questionnaires are contained 1n Appendix D.

Separate questionnaires were sent for: (1) 301 modifications made for

passenger cars; and for (2) 301 modifications made for light trucks,

multipurpose passenger vehicles, and school buses.

Responses were received from all manufacturers. However, the degree of detail

provided on 301 modifications varied considerably among manufacturers. Some

companies provided a complete breakout by make-model of the specific type,
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weight and cost of modifications made. Others provided only summary

Information. In one instance, the manufacturer was not able to furnish any

useful Information on the type, weight, or cost of modifications. Among the

factors affecting the manufacturer responses were: the extent of company

records kept on 301 modifications; the availability of personnel who were with

the company at the time FMVSS 301 took effect and were familiar with the

modifications made for the Standard; and the time that had elapsed between the

the Issuance of the Standard and the time the manufacturers were surveyed.

Some of the manufacturers requested confidential treatment for the Information

they provided on the basis that the information was proprietary 1n nature.

For this reason, the information in this section of the report has been

summarized Into general categories relating to the changes made for passenger

cars, light trucks, and school buses. Specific data relating changes to

Individual manufacturers have been omitted, along with manufacturer names.

The Information 1n the following sections concerning FMVSS 301 modifications,

weight, and cost for passenger cars has been adapted from the Agency's 1983

report, the Initial evaluation of the Standard as It applied to passenger
4

cars. The Information was developed from data supplied by the motor

vehicle manufacturers In response to a "special order" request from the

NHTSA. The Information In the following Stctions concerning 301

modifications, weight, and cost for trucks. MPV's and buses

4 "Evaluation of Federal Motor Vehicle Uftty Standard 301 -
75, Fuel System Integrity: Passenger Ctr%", Op C1t.
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1s also based on manufacturer furnished data. These data were obtained In

a special, more recent request, which was conducted 1n support of this

second evaluation study of FMVSS 301. Manufacturers did not request

confidential treatment for the data on light trucks, MPV's and buses.

4.2.1 THE NATURE OF VEHICLE MODIFICATIONS MADE FOR FMVSS

The purpose of FMVSS 301 is to reduce the likelihood of fuel spillage,

given crashes Involving frontal, side, or rear impacts, or crashes in

which the vehicle rolls over. Of course, the less likely fuel spillage 1s

to occur, the less likely a fire is to occur. Consequently, the vehicle

modifications instituted in response to the Standard were aimed at

providing greater protection to the vehicle's fuel system during a crash

situation. Table 4-1 lists the various components of the fuel system.

The primary components are the fuel tank, fuel lines, fuel pump,

carburetor or Injection pump, and fuel filter.

Although not specifically a part of the basic fuel system, the fuel vapor

(evaporation control) system is also Included here since 1t is connected

to primary fuel system components (fuel tank, carburetor) via fuel vapor

lines. Therefore, It is conceivable that modifications made as a result

of FMVSS 301 could Involve the evaporation control system, as well as the

basic fuel system. The purpose of the evaporation control system is to

capture fuel vapors which can be emitted from the fuel system, In order to

control environmental emissions. Figure 4-1 Illustrates a typical layout

of the fuel system for passenger cars.
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TABLE 4-1
FUEL SYSTEM COMPONENTS

1. Fuel tank

fuel filler neck
fuel filler (gas) cap
fill vent tube, vapor tubes
tank mounting straps

tank mounting bolts, anchors
fuel gage sensor/sending unit
fuel tank skid plates/pads

2. Fuel lines

supply, return lines
connecting hoses, clamps
line clips/retainers

3. Fuel pump

mounting bolts
line fittings

4. Fuel evaporation (emissions) control system

vapor storage canister, air filter
vapor lines
connecting hoses, clamps
purge valve

5. Carburetor, Injection pump, Injectors

6. Fuel filter

connecting hoses/housing, clamps
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Table 4-2 summarizes the various modifications made to passenger cars in

response to FMVSS 301, and is based on the information provided by the

vehicle manufacturers.

It is important to note that Table 4-2 is an exhaustive listing of all the

types of modifications made to passenger cars by all manufacturers. The

specific modification(s) made to a given vehicle, varied widely among the

different vehicle manufacturers and also among vehicle lines (make/models)

within manufacturers. Some vehicles received only a single, minor

modification, such as redesign of the sealing ring of the filler pipe cap (gas

cap). In contrast, other vehicles required several changes, entailing not

only the redesign of certain existing components, but the addition of new

components, such as a fuel tank shield, as well.

As Table 4-2 shows, many of the modifications Involved the fuel system itself,

primarily the fuel tank. In general, the various modifications made were to

strengthen the fuel system components against damage due to a vehicle crash.

More specifically, the changes were Intended to reduce the chances of fuel

system components being contacted by other vehicle components, and to minimize

the chances of fuel system component puncture or dislodgment, given a crash.

5 Adapted from "Evaluation of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety
Standard 301-75, Fuel System Integrity: Passenger Cars, DOT
HS-806-335, NHTSA Technical Report, January 1983.
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Table 4-2 - SUMMARY OF TYPES* OF VEHICLE
MODIFICATIONS MADE TO PASSENGER CARS IN

RESPONSE TO FEDERAL MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY STANDARD 301

Vehicle Components Affected

Fuel System Components

Fuel Tank

Fuel Lines

Fuel Evaporation Control System

Fuel Pump

Modifications Made 1n Response to FMVSS 301

- Increase gauge of tank material
- Add protective shield
- Recontour to minimize contact/puncture by

other adjacent vehicle components.
- Strengthen/shield filler neck
- Increase strength of solder/weld seams
- Strengthen mounting by adding brackets,

revising mounting bolts, Increasing
torque of mounting straps.

- Strengthen filler cap seal, improve
Impact resistance.

- Strengthen mounting of fuel gage sensor

- Recontour

- Recontour, revise vapor lines; revise
clamps

- Provide shield

Other Vehicle Components

Rear Floor Pan/Support
Rails/Wheel Housing

Rear Suspension (Springs,
Shock Absorbers)

Rear Axle Assembly

- Revise, add supports

Change support brackets, revise mounting
bolts, revise mounting procedure, add
shield

changes in contour of lines, screw
. counting clips; recontour vent

c <*> v t r
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Table 4-2 (continued)

Vehicle Components Affected (cont.)

Other Vehicle Components (cont.) Modifications Made In Response to FMVSS 301

Tailgate (station wagon) - Revise hinge assembly

Seat Belt Brackets - Revise anchorage

Engine Mount - Slight revision

Power Steering Pump Bracket - Slight revision

This table 1s an exhaustive listing of all the types
of vehicle modifications listed by the automotive
manufacturers. The table should not be interpreted
as changes that were made to all vehicles. Actual
modifications varied widely among manufacturers and
also among the makes, models, and body styles within
manfacturers. Some vehicles received several
changes, some received few changes, and others
received minor changes or no changes at all. Also,
some manufacturers were not able to provide
Information as to the types of modifications made to
their vehicles In response to FMVSS 301.
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While many changes involved the fuel systems, the table also shows that

several modifications for 301 involved other vehicle components as well.

Among these were the vehicles' rear floor pan and support rails, rear

suspension system, rear axle, engine mounts, and power steering pump. Similar

to the modifications made to the fuel system components, however, all changes

made to these other vehicle components had the same objective - to minimize

the chances of dislodgment or puncture of fuel system components, given a

crash. For example, the changes to the rear axle assembly (contour of lines,

screwheads, mounting clips) were primarily intended to reduce the chances of

fuel tank or fuel line puncture, given a rear end impact.

4.2.1.2 Modifications Made to Light Trucks and Buses

Table 4-3 is similar to Table 4-2 and summarizes the types of modifications

made to light trucks, multipurpose passenger vehicles, and buses in response

to FMVSS 301. As can be seen, the vehicle components affected are

essentially the same for trucks as they were for passenger cars. The fuel

tank, as expected, was the subject of a rather large number of modifications.

As noted previously for passenger cars, the modifications listed in Table 4-3

are not to be Interpreted as having been made to all truck or bus fuel tanks.

While changes varied rather widely between vehicle make models and

manufacturers, most vehicles were subjected to only a few types of changes.

In rare instances, vehicles received rather extensive modifications.

Light trucks, multipurpose passenger vehicles, and buses
are defined as having Gross Vehicle Weight Ratings (GVWR)
of 10,000 pounds, or less. FMVSS 301 also applies to
school buses with GVWR greater than 10,000 pounds.
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Table 4-3

SUMMARY OF TYPES* OF VEHICLE MODIFICATIONS MADE TO TRUCKS,
MULTIPURPOSE PASSENGER VEHICLES, AND BUSES

IN RESPONSE TO FEDERAL MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY STANDARD 301

Vehicle Components Affected

Fuel System Components

Fuel tank

Modifications Made In Response to
FMVSS No. 301

o redesign of fuel tank
o reinforcement of fuel filler neck
o redesign of fuel filler neck
o Increased length of fuel filler hose
o redesign of fuel cap
o revised fuel tank straps
o added fuel tank straps
o revised fuel tank mountings
o revised skid plates
o revised pads between fuel tank and skid

plates
o Increased clearance between fuel tank and

vehicle under-body
o addition of rollover valve
o revised liquid check valve
o revised technique for forming flanges
o upgraded solder joints
o added Inspection for cleanliness,

Integrity of solder connections (to
ensure good hose seals),

o revised fill vent tube and vapor tubes
o upgraded pressure testing of tank

assemblies
o modified or eliminated tank baffles
o revised fuel gage assembly and connectors

(auxiliary fuel tanks)
o elimination of auxiliary fuel tank
o reinforcements of tank at mounting points
o Increased clearance between fill pipe and

adjacent vehicle outer body sheet metal
o Increased gage of tank sheet metal
o revised tank molding technique to assure

more uniform wall thickness
o relocation of fill pipe opening
o added fill pipe housing/retainer
o deleted fill pipe housing
o added sleeve for vent hose support
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Table 4-3 (continued)

VghiriP Components Affected

Fuel System Components

Fuel lines

Fuel pump,
Injection pump

Fuel Evaporation
(I.e., fuel emissions)
Control System

Modifications Made 1n Response to
FMVSS No. 3_Qj

o revised fuel lines
o added check valve In fuel return line
o rerouted fuel lines
o upgraded armoring of fuel lines
o Increased number of line clips
o upgraded torque requirements for fuel

system connectors with controlled
clamping load

o replaced spring-type hose clamps with
screw-type hose clamps

o added gravity valve to fuel pump
o added pump blocker to Injection pump

(diesel engines)

o relocated vapor tubes on underbody
crossmember

o revised vapor lines

Bodv/Underbodv Frame Components o reinforcement of rear frame
o reinforcement of rear body mountings
o changes 1n rear body/frame
o elimination of pintle hook
o elimination of rear step bumper
o redesigned draw bar
o redesigned bumperetto mountings
o Increased size of body mount bolts,

washers
o reshaped outer body sheet metal (to

accommodate recessed fuel filler cap)
o revised left rear quarter panel
o revised mounting of spare tire
o addition of metal cage around fuel tank*
o slight modification In body skirt and

skirt supports*
o addition of plastic shield for rear of

fuel tank
o addition of protector for fuel tank
o reinforcement of outer body sheet metal

at f111 pipe opening
o reinforcements to B-p1llars at points of

fuel tank attachment
o towing packages restricted to certain

vehicle models
o towing packages redesigned for

availability on all vehicle models
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Table 4-3 (continued)

Vehicle Components Affected Modifications Made 1n Response to
FMVSS No. 301

Body/Underbodv Frame Components
Rear Suspension o upgraded rear spring center bolts

Other Vehicle Components

Alternator Mounting Bracket o modified alternator mounting bracket

* This table 1s an exhaustive listing of all the types of vehicle
modifications listed by the automotive manufacturers. The
table should not be Interpreted as changes that were made to
all vehicles. Actual modifications varied widely among
manufacturers and also among the makes, models, and body styles
within manufacturers, some vehicles received several changes,
some received few changes, and others received minor changes or
no changes at all. Also, some manufacturers were not able to
provide Information as to the types of modifications made to
their vehicles in response to FMVSS 301.

** Only applies to large school buses, I.e., buses with GVHR
>10,000 pounds.
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The table Is an exhaustive listing of all types of modifications made, across

all manufacturers and make/model lines, based on the Information received from

the special request to manufacturers.

For trucks, a rather large number of 301 modifications Involved body,

underbody, and frame components. As noted In Table 4-3, changes were made to

rear sheet metal, rear bumpers, the mounting of spare tires, trailer towing

packages, and the vehicle's B-p1llars. The changes to B-pillars Involved

certain pickup truck lines with metal fuel tanks located in the truck cab,

behind the seat. These changes were to strengthen the points at which the

tanks were attached to the B-pillar supports.

One unusual typp of vehicle modification for 301 is noted in the

body/underbody/frame category — the elimination of certain components which

were part of the Pre-301 vehicle design. Two specific examples of this are

the elimination of a rear step bumper and the elimination of a pintle hook.

These examples of the deletion of certain components 1n response to FMVSS 301

requirements represent very rare cases. In fact, these are the only known

Instances of component elimination. The vast majority of modifications for

301 Involved either changes to existing vehicle components or the addition of

new components. While component modification and addition of new components

are potential areas of weight and cost Increases, component deletion produces

just the opposite — a decrease In vehicle weight and cost.

Another modification in Table 4-3 which falls, at least partially, in the

category of component elimination is the "restriction of trailer-towing

packages to certain vehicle models." While trailer-towing packages were
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optional equipment, on certain truck models, as compared to step bumpers and

pintle hooks, which were standard equipment, the deletion of the towing

package option nonetheless resulted in a reduction in both vehicle weight and

cost.7

4.2.1.3 Modifications Made to Large School Buses

One other modification to be noted 1n Table 4-3, under body/frame changes, is

the addition of a metal cage around the fuel tank. This type of modification

was peculiar to large school buses (I.e., buses with Gross Vehicle Weight

Rating (GVWR) above 10,000 pounds). Large school buses (also referred to as

conventional or transit coach school buses) are constructed using a frame-rail

chasis. Fuel tanks for these vehicle are typically mounted on the right,

outside frame rail, slightly rear of the passenger entrance door, and just

The normal Interpretation of the cost of a vehicle safety
standard, according to NHTSA's established methodology for
conducting effectiveness evaluations, Is the cost to the
consumer. The vehicle manufacturer Incurs a cost for
vehicle modifications made 1n response to the standard, and
this cost 1s typically passed on to the consumer (vehicle
purchaser) via the car dealer. These modifications
typically Involve changes to existing vehicle components,
or the addition of new components.

In the rare cases where components are deleted for the
purpose of complying with a safety standard, 1t 1s possible
to argue that there is a cost, to the manufacturer, In the
form of foregone profit. Such an argument is perhaps more
tenable if the deleted Items were extra cost options (such
as trailer-towing packages).
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behind the bus body skirt. The only Pre-301 vehicle structure affording

protection to the tank, from side impact, was the bus body skirt which consisted

of sheet metal. In order to comply with FMVSS 301, large school buses were

modified to Incorporate a heavy gage steel cage around the fuel tank (Figure

4-2).

Most large school buses are constructed In a two-phase process. School bus

companies purchase cab-chass1s (Including engine) which are built by one of the

major truck companies (I.e., Navistar International, Chevrolet, or Ford). Stage

one of the school bus construction 1s the production of the cab chassis. Stage

two of the construction is the mounting of the school bus body onto the

cab-chassis. In general, it is the responsibility of the cab chassis

manufacturer to provide fuel system protection which complies with FMVSS 301.

Some school bus companies do build a limited number of large buses in which they

not only construct the bus body, but the chassis as well. (The engine-drive

train components are still furnished by a major motor vehicle manufacturer.)

These buses are typically referred to as "transit coach" type buses, and are the

largest school buses produced, having passenger capacities as high as 70 to 90.

In these cases, the school bus manufacturer, since he builds the chassis as well

as the bus body, has responsibility for certifying that the bus complies with

FMVSS 301 and therefore Installs the steel cage around the fuel tank. At least

one manufacturer of the large transit coach bus goes a step further in

protecting the fuel tank from crash damage. In addition to placing the s :eel

cage around the tank, the manufacturer also locates the tank Inboard, between

the frame rails, rather than outboard on the right side frame rail. The large

frame rails, on either side, provide an additional measure of crash protection

for the fuel tank.
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In concluding this section on fuel system integrity modifications to large

school buses, It should be noted that the NHTSA Is currently engaged In

rulemaking action that could result in more stringent requirements for school

buses.

4.2.2 THE WEIGHT AND COST OF VEHICLE MODIFICATIONS MADE FOR FMVSS 301

As stated previously 1n Section 4.2, the data for estimating the costs and

weight of FMVSS 301 were obtained from a special request of the motor vehicle

manufacturers concerning cost and weight of modifications by vehicle

make/model. Separate requests were made for passenger cars, and for light

trucks and buses.

Generally, the data received on passenger cars were more detailed than the

data received on trucks and buses. Several manufacturers furnished both cost

and weight estimates for passenger cars by Individual car line or make/model

series. For trucks and buses, less detailed data were supplied by the

manufacturers. The cost and weight Information for these vehicles was

typically In the form of average figures for a manufacturer's entire light

truck and bus line. No detail was provided as to cost and weight changes to

Individual make/models. However, manufacturers did provide specific estimates

of the cost and weight of 301 modifications made to large school buses (i.e.,

buses with GVWR 2 10,000 pounds).

8 Preliminary Regulatory Evaluation, ANPftM to Upgrade FMVSS
No. 301 Fuel System Integrity, Office of Regulatory
Analysis, Plans and Policy, National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration, December 1988.
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The cost and weight data received from the manufacturers has been combined

with vehicle sales data to produce sales-weighted averages of the entire fleet

of vehicles, both domestic and Import, for the particular years in which the

versions of Ff"VSS 301 became effective. Estimates are developed for three

classes of vehicles: passenger cars, light trucks, and school buses. The

light truck category Includes pickup trucks, vans, multipurpose passenger

vehicles, and buses, all with gross vehicle weight ratings (GVWR) equal to or

less than 10,000 pounds. For school buses, estimates are made for both large

buses (I.e., GVWR greater than 10,000 pounds), and small buses (GVWR equal to

or less than 10,000 pounds).

It 1s noted that the sample of weight and cost data upon which the

sales-weighted fleet estimates are based do not constitute a representative

(I.e., random) sample in a statistical sense. While all major domestic

manufacturers and a sample of foreign manufacturers were surveyed, not all

were able to provide data on cost and weight of FMVSS 301 modifications.

Also, 1n several Instances, the Individual cost and weight data received were

manufacturer estimates, rather than actual figures, based on company records.

In most of these Instances, specific cost and weight data were not available

within the company. In one instance (for light trucks), a major manufacturer

was not able to provide any estimates of cost or weight, and 1n certain other

instances (again for light trucks), manufacturers could only provide general

aggregate estimates of 301 costs and weight, over all truck lines. Overall,

the data were more detailed for passenger cars than for trucks; cost and

weight estimates for cars were typically provided by individual make/model

series.
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4.2.2.1 Cost and Height of FMVSS 301 for Passenger Cars

Cost and weight estimates of FMVSS 301 for passenger cars were developed as
Q

part of the initial evaluation study of the standard. These estimates are

the average (I.e., sales or production weighted) Incremental Increases, per

vehicle for 1977 Model Year cars, as compared to 1976 Model Year cars.

These estimates are:

Average cost Increase: $3.10 per vehicle.

Average weight Increase: 3.07 lbs. per vehicles.

The cost is the cost to the consumer (vehicle buyer), in 1977 dollars, for

FMVSS 301. It Includes the variable cost to the manufacturer, the fixed cost

to the manufacturer, and an allowance for dealer markup. Updating the

1977 figure to current (1988) economics yields:

Average cost Increase: $5.63 per vehicle (1988 dollars).

"Evaluation of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard
301-15, Fuel System Integrity: Passenger Cars", Op. C1t.

The earlier evaluation study gave the consumer cost of
FMVSS 301 as $4.60 per vehicle. This was in terms of
1982 economics, which was consistent with the date of
publication of the earlier study.
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4.2.2.2 Cost and Weight of FMVSS 301 for Light Trucks

Cost and weight estimates of FMVSS 301 for light trucks were developed from

manufacturer data solicited as part of this evaluation study. The truck

estimates are the sales-weighted averages, per vehicle, for 1978 Model Year
12trucks as compared to 1977 Model Year trucks. Included In the light truck

category are all trucks in the two weight categories (GVWR < 6,000 pounds; and

6,000 pounds < GVWR < 10,000 pounds) of the following types: pickups,

multipurpose passenger vehicles, vans, and buses.

The estimates for light trucks are:

Average cost Increase: $11.76 per vehicle

Average weight increase: 7.76 lbs. per vehicle.

The consumer cost of $11.76 Is 1n 1978 dollars. Updating this to 1988

economics gives:

Average cost Increase: $19.94 per vehicle <1988 dollars)

'1 See manufacturer questionnaire, Appendix D.
12 Statistical data on sales, number of production units

taken from: (1) "Wards Automotive Reports," Vol. 53,
No. 7, February 13, 1978; Vol. 53, No. 2, January 9,
1978; Vol. 53, No. 3, January 16, 1978; Vol. 54, No. 2,
January 8, 1979; Vol. 54, No. 3, January 15, 1979; Vol.
53, No. 9, February 27, 1978; Vol. 54, No. 9, February
26, 1979. (2) "Automotive News, 1978 Market Data Book
Issue," April 26, 1978.
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4.2.2.3 Cost and Weight of FMVSS 301 for School Buses

Cost and weight estimates of FMVSS 301 for school buses were developed from

the manufacturer data requested as part of this study (see Appendix D). The

data covered both trucks and school buses. Estimates of cost and weight

increases are produced for both small school buses and large school buses.

Small buses are defined as having GVW ratings less than 10,000 pounds and

large buses as having GVW ratings greater than 10,000 pounds. It will be

recalled that FMVSS 301 only applies explicitly to large buses. However,

school buses in the 10,000 pound or less category are covered, implicitly, by

the Standard in the sections that apply to "vehicles with GVWR of 6,000 pounds

or less, and vehicles with GVWR of more than 6,000 pounds but not more than

10,000 pounds. Many small school buses are built on a van chassis, sometimes

referred to as a van, "front section," or a van, "cut-away chassis."

The type of 301 modification made to large buses — a steel cage around the

fuel tank — was described in the preceding section. The modifications made

to small school buses are among those types listed in Table 4-3 (excluding

steel cages around the fuel tank).

For large school buses, the cost and weight estimates of 301 modifications are:

Cost Increase, per vehicle = $100.00 [1978 dollars]

= $169.53 [1988 dollars]
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13Weight increase, per vehicle = 140.5 pounds

For small school buses, the cost and weight estimates of 301 modifications are

14the same as for light trucks, i.e.,

Cost increase, per vehicle = $11.76 [1978 dollars]

= $19.94 [1988 dollars]

Weight increase, per vehicle = 7.76 pounds

4.2.3 The Overall Cost of Standard 301

In the preceding section, the per vehicle weight and cost estimates for

FMVSS 301 modifications have been developed. The cost estimate is the

incremental increase in the (new) vehicle purchase cost borne by the vehicle

13 The estimates of 140.5 pounds, per vehicle, assumes
the standard 60, 65 gallon fuel tank for the large
(Type I) school bus. Some large school buses are
equipped with smaller 22 and 35 gallon tanks, which
require smaller protective steel cages weighing about
100 pounds, or some 42.5 pounds less than the average
estimated cage weight for large buses. While no
estimate 1s available for the proportion of large
buses with 22, 35 gallon fuel tanks, It is assumed
their number would be small as compared to the number
with 60, 65 gallon tanks.

14 As noted above, small buses art often built on a van
chassis. Manufacturer submitted data was typically
aggregate 1n form, and therefore did not permit
separation of weight and cost changes by specific type
of tru:k within the light truck
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buyer. In order to arrive at the total, or overall cost to the consumer, It

1s customary, 1n the Agency's evaluation studies, to also consider the

additional fuel required to transport the increase In vehicle weight due to

the modifications. This fuel cost would be an operational cost, over the

lifetime of the vehicle, also to be borne by the original buyer and any

subsequent owners. Adding this fuel cost to the vehicle purchase cost gives a

total, vehicle lifetime estimate of the cost of FMVSS 301.

4.2.3.1 Fuel Costs of FMVSS 301

For purposes of estimating fuel costs for FMVSS 301, the following data and

assumptions have been used:

Average total miles, per vehicle • 100,000

(vehicle lifetime mileage for passenger car, light truck or school bus)

Average on-road miles per gallon:

Passenger car = 15.2 miles per gallon

Light truck (pickup, van, MPV) - 13.2 miles per gallcn

Small (Type II) school bus = 9.5 miles per gallon

Large (Type I) school bus => 7.5 miles per gallon

15 Miles per gallon for passenger cars and light trucks
taken from: "Fuel Economy and Annual Travel for
Passenger Cars and Light Trucks: National On-Road
Survey," NHTSA Technical Report, DOT HS 806 971, May
1986. Miles per gallon for school buses are
estimates.
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16Average, on-road gross vehicle weight:

Passenger car - 3,500 pounds

Light truck - 4,000 pounds

Type I school bus - 20,000 pounds

Type II school bus - 10,000 pounds

Average lifetime fuel consumption, per pound of additional weight due to

17
FMVSS 301:

16 Weight estimates are for vehicles of 1976-1977 model
year vintage - the period when the Fuel System
Integrity Standard became effective.

17 Fuel consumption estimates are based on the
assumption that fuel usage bears an essentially linear
relationship to vehicle weight. This follows from the
linear relationship between a vehicle's weight and Its
resistance to motion ("Fuel Economy Trends and
Catalytic Devices," SAE Paper by Robert C. Stempel and
Stuart W. Marters, General Motors Corporation,
published 1n "Automotive Fuel Economy," Selected SAE
Papers 1965-1975). Fuel consumption 1s In terms of
gallons/mile, or the reciprocal of miles per gallon.
The form of the relationship is: ,

1 - Npost301 / 1
MPGpOst301

 wPre301 I Mf3GPre301

where MPG 1s miles per gallon, W is vehicle weight, In
pounds, and subscripts Pre 301 and Post 301 denote,
respectively, vehicles produced before and after FMVSS
301 took effect.
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Passenger car - 1.8795 gal/lb.

Light truck - 1.8875 gal/lb.

Type I school bus - 0.6648 gal/lb.

Type II school bus - 1.0567 gal/lb.

The additional lifetime fuel costs due to the 301 modifications can now be

estimated for the four vehicle types. The following formula Is used:

LC - WF ) f.CiD1

1 = 1

where, LC = lifetime fuel cost, 1n 1988 dollars,

W = weight of Standard 301 modifications, 1n pounds,

F = lifetime fuel consumption, In gallons/pound,

f, = the fraction of total lifetime vehicle miles travelled 1n year

1 of the n-year, total vehicle lifespan.

C, = fuel cost for year 1, 1n 1988 dollars/gallon,

D. - discount rate.

For purposes of estimation, 1t 1s assumed that the average vehicle lifespan Is

15 years, and that the lifetime mileage of 100,000 1s distributed over the 15

years according to the data given 1n Table 4-4. This distribution of miles

travelled by vehicle age Incorporates a vehicle survivability factor which Is

defined as the probability that a vehicle will survive (I.e., still be "on the
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road") at "1" years of age. Vehicle travel by vehicle age are only available

for passenger cars and light trucks. Therefore, in estimating fuel penalty

costs for school buses, the travel distribution for light trucks will be used.

Fuel price estimates are for gasoline for the years 1989-2003 and are listed in

Table 4-5. A discount rate of 10 percent (Table 4-6) has been used to estimate

the present value of fuel consumed in the 14 years beyond 1989.

Substituting Into the above formula, the lifetime fuel cost for FMVSS 301, for

passenger cars, can now be estimated:

LFC - 3.07 1b. (1.8795 gal./Ma.) \ fi ci D1

/ /

1 = 1

Using the appropriate data from Tables 4-4, 4-5, and 4-6, the summation factor

1s computed to be $0.70/gallon, the present value per gallon of future fuel

consumed. The fuel cost of the standard is therefore:

LFC = 3.07 lbs. (1.8795 gal./lb.) ($0.70/gal.) = $4.04
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Performing the same computations for light trucks, Type I (large) school buses,

and Type II (small) school buses gives the following fuel cost estimates:

Light trucks

LFC = 7.76 lbs (1.88747 gal./lb.) ($0.68469/gal.) = $10.03

Type I school buses

LFC - 140.5 lbs (0.6648 gal./lb.) ($0.68469/gal.) = $63.95

Type II school buses

LFC - 7.76 lbs (1.0567 gal./lb.) ($0.68469/gal.) = $5.61
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Table 4-4

Estimated Proportion of Vehicle Miles Travelled
Per Calendar Year, Passenger Cars and Light Trucks*

Calendar Proportion Vehicle Miles Travelled
Year Passenger Cars Light Tr-ucks

1989 .183 .181
1990 .163 .154
1991 .155 .144
1992 .124 .104
1993 .103 .079
1994 .088 .063
1995 .043 .052
1996 .034 .043
1997 .026 .032
1998 .020 .027
1999 .015 .023
2000 .011 .020
2001 .009 .016
2002 .007 .014
2003 .017 .047

Estimates of proportion of miles travelled Include both estimates of miles
travelled, by vehicle age, and vehicle surv1vabH1ty factors (I.e.,
probability that a given vehicle will survive to age 1,2,3,...15 years).
Vehicle mile and survivability estimates are taken from "Fuel Economy and
Annual Travel for Passenger Cars and Light Trucks: National On-Road
Survey," DOT HS 806 971, NHTSA Technical Report, May 1988. Primary source
for survival data: "Scrappage and Survival Rates of Passenger Cars and
Trucks 1n 1970-1982," P. Hu, Transportation Energy Group, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, August 10, 1983. Report DOT HS 806 971 assumed a
20-yGar vehicle life; therefore, vehicle miles occurring within the 16-20
year span are assumed to occur In year 15, for purposes of this study.
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TABLE 4-5

Estimated Fuel Prices for Lifetime
Fuel Penalty Costs

Estimated Cost*
Year of Gasoline

1989 $0,824
1990 0.864
1991 0.898
1992 0.929
1993 0.983
1994 1.039
1995 1.093
1996 1.147
1997 1.203
1998 1.256
1999 1.289
2000 1.319
2001 1.374
2002 1.427
2003 1.475

* Price projections are 1n 1988 dollars. Projections for Individual years,
1989-2000 are from the U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information
Administration "1989 Annual Energy Outlook, Long Term Projections." DOE
projections for "dollars per million BTU" were converted to dollars per
gallon using 125,071 BTU's per gallon of gasoline (derived from DOE/EIA
"Monthly Energy Review," November 1988. Fuel prices for years 2001-2003
were calculated using Implicit GNP Price Deflator and gasoline price
deflator forecasts, DRI Forecast Trend 25YR0189, Long Term Review (Hinter
1988-89).

NOTE: The above price projections do not Include the effect of the rise 1n
prices at the pump which occurred In late Spring, 1989. This Increase
was rather substantial and, If sustained, would mean that the fuel price
projections used In this study would be underestimated.
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Table 4-6

Discount Factors for Estimating Present Value of
Future Fuel Consumption

Year of Discount
Consumption Factor

1989 1.0000
1990 .9091
1991 .8264
1992 .7513
1993 .6830
1994 .6209
1995 .5645
1996 .5132
1997 .4665
1998 .4241
1999 .3855
2000 .3505
2001 .3186
2002 .2897
2003 .2633

For discount rate = 10 percent per OMB Circular No. A-94, March 27, 1972
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4.2.3.2 Total Costs of FMVSS 301

The total consumer costs of the fuel system integrity standard can now be

computed as the sum of: (1) the cost of the actual hardware modifications made

to the vehicle, and (2) the cost of the additional fuel required to transport

the weight of those modifications. On a per vehicle basis, these costs 1n

1988 dollars, for the 4 vehicle types are:

Passenger car: $5.63 (modification cost) + $4.04 (fuel cost) = $9.67

Light truck: $19.94 (modification cost) + $10.03 (fuel cost) = $29.97

Type I school bus: $169.53 (modification cost) + $63.95 (fuel cost) -

$233.48

Type II school bus: $19.94 (modification cost) + $5.61 (fuel cost) -

$25.55

It may be recalled that in the effectiveness analysis, large and small buses

could not be broken out, and hence the effectiveness estimates applied to the

entire national school bus fleet. Therefore, a cost estimate for the entire

fleet is also given.

Type I school buses account for about 85 percent of the total school bus

fleet, with Type II buses comprising the remaining 15 percent. An average
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cost of the 301 Standard for the entire school bus fleet would therefore be:

.85 ($233.48) + .15 ($25.55) = $202.29, or

approximately $200.

The average weight of the FMVSS 301 modifications corresponding to this

overall average fleet cost Is:

.85 (140.5 lbs.) + .15 (7.76 lbs.) = 120,6 lbs.

A few observations can be made concerning the overall costs of the fuel system

Integrity standard:

o Fuel costs represent a substantial portion of total cost, ranging

from 22 percent, for small school buses, to a high of 42 percent for

passenger cars. Furthermore, it Is possible that the fuel cost may

be underestimated. This 1s because the latest available gasoline

cost data (I.e., Table 4-5) from the Department of Energy do not

Include the effect of the rathtr substantial rise 1n "pr1ce-at-the

pump" which occurred In late Spring of 1989. This rise was

approximately $0.25/gallon or 30 percent higher than the 1989 per

gallon price listed 1n Table 4-.5.1* While It Is admittedly a

18 Per Lundberg Survey of gasolint pHcti, U.S.
average price was $1.07 per gallon <p#r July 1989
article In "USA Today").
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difficult exercise to try to project the effect of this 30 percent

Increase Into the 15 year future, It Is nonetheless considered Hkely

that It win result 1n higher pump prices In the near future (I.e.,

Initial 2-3 years) than those given In Table 4-5. Since fuel costs

of FMVSS 301 are concentrated In the early years of vehicle life —

owing to the concentration of vehicle miles driven during these same

years — this would constitute yet a second reason to suspect that

the fuel cost (and hence total cost) of 301 may be underestimated 1n

this study.

o Modification costs are greater for larger, heavier vehicles, ranging

from $5.63 for passenger cars to $169.53 for large school buses.

o With respect to the accuracy of the overall cost estimates

(modification plus fuel), 1t Is acknowledged that uncertainty

exists. The manufacturer-supplied data on vehicle modifications for

FMVSS 301 varied widely with some companies providing quite detailed

data while others provided only general data, or no data at all. In

this latter Instance, the manufacturer stated that It was not

possible to develop cost data specific to FMVSS 301.

On the fuel cost side, estimates are subject to uncertainties as

well, as evidenced by a review of historical, multi-year gasoline

price projections as contrasted with the actual prices which occurred

for those periods. For examplt. in the early 1980's, gasoline prices

were projected to climb stadily ovtr the next decade and beyond. In

actuality, prices fell In the mid-eighties. On the other hand,
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projections for the late eighties had prices considerably lower than

actually occurred (i.e., the gasoline price rise in early 1989).
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Appendix A

Federal Motor Vehicle Standard 301;

Fuel System Integrity

(49 Code of Federal Regulations,
Parts 400 to 999, October 1,1984)
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84. Dt/tniUon. "Fuel spUlafe"
raeana the fall flow, or run of fuel
from the vehicle but does not Include
wetneaa roulUn** from capillary
action.

65. Oeneral requirement*.
85.1 Pattenffer can. Each paaten-

Ier ear manufactured from September
1. 1076, to Auffuit 31, 1070, (hall meet
the requirement* of SO. 1 In a perpen-
dicular impact only, and 86.4. Each
passenger ear manufactured on or
after September 1,1076, shall meet all
the requirements of 86, except 86,5.

85.3 Vehicle* with QVWR 0/ A000
pounds or Uu. Each multipurpose pas-
senyer vehicle, truck, and bus with a
OVWR of 6,000 pounds or less manu-
factured from September 1, 1076, to
Aumst II. 1077, shall meet all th« re-
quirements of 86.1 m a perpendicular
Impact only, 86.2, and 86.4. Each of
these types of vehicles manufactured
on or after September 1, 1077, shall
meet all the requirements of Se\,
except 86 J.

85.3 Vehicles with QVWR 0/ mart
than 9,000 pounds but not more than
10,000 pounds. Each multipurpose pas-
sencer vehicle, truck, and bus with a
OVWR of more than 6,000 pounds but
not more than 10,000 pounds manufac*
tured from September 1, 1076, to
August SI. 1077, shall meet the re-
quirements of 66.1 In a perpendicular
impact only. Each vehicle manufac-
tured on or after September 1, 1077,
shall meet all the requirements of 86.,
except 86J.

65.4 SchooUntses with a OVWR
mater than 10,000 pounds. Each
schoolbus with a OVWR greater than
10,000 pounds manufactured on or
after April 1,1077, shall meet the re-
quirements of 66 J .

65J tut* spiOaov Barrier crash.
Fuel spillage n any fixed or moving
barrier crash test shall not exceed 1
ounce by weight from Impact unto,
saotion of the vehicle has ceased, and
shall not exceed a total of 6 ounces by
weight in the 5-minute period follow-
ing cessation of motion. For the subse-
quent as-minute period (for vehicles
SMaufaetured before September 1,
tfTf, other than school buses with a
OVWR greater than 10,000 pounds:

went 10-mlnute period), fuel
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•pillage durlnt any 1-minute Interval
•hall not exceed 1 ounce by weight

85.6 Fuel spillage- Rollover. Fuel
spillage In any rollover teat, from the
onset of rotational motion, thall not
exceed a total of 5 ounces by weight
for the first S minutes of testing at
each successive 90' increment. For the
remaining testing period, at each In-
crement of 90' fuel spillage during any
1-minute interval shall not exceed 1
ounce by weight.

86. Test requirement*. Each vehicle
with a OVWR of 10,000 pounds or less
shall be capable of meeting the re-
quirements of any applicable barrier
crash test followed by a static rollover,
without alteration of the vehicle
during the test sequence. A particular
vehicle need not meet further require-
ments after having been subjected to a
single barrier crash test and a static
rollover test.

56.1 Frontal barrier crash. When
the vehicle traveling longitudinally
forward at any speed up to and includ-
ing 30 mph impacts a fixed collision
barrier that is perpendicular to the
line of travel of the vehicle, or at any
angle up to 30' in either direction
from the perpendicular to the line of
travel of the vehicle, with SOth-per-
oentlle test dummies as specified in
Part 872 of this chapter at each front
outboard designated seating position
and at any other position whose pro-
tection system Is required to be tested
by a dummy under the provisions of
Standard No. 208, under the applica-
ble conditions of 87., fuel spillage shall
not exceed the limits of 86.8.

80.2 Rear moving barrier crash.
When the vehicle Is impacted from the
rear by a barrier moving at 30 mph.
with teat dummies a* specified in Part
872 of this chapter at each front out-
board designated seating position,
under the applicable conditions of 87.,
fuel spillage shall not exceed the
limits of 88^. . .

M J Lateral moving barrier crash.
When the vehicle it Impacted laterally
on either aide by a barrier moving at
20 mph with SOth-percentUe test dum-
mies as specified In Part 872 of this
chapter at positions required for tost*
lng to Standard No. 208, under the ap-
plicable conditions of 87., fuel spUla««
shall not exceed the limits of 88 J.

THfci 4«—Transportation

88.4 Static rollover. When the vehi-
cle is rotated on its longitudinal sxis
to each successive increment of 90',
following an impact crash of 80.1,
66.2, or 86.3, fuel spillage shall not
exceed the limits of 85.6.

86.5 Moving contoured barrier
crash. When the moving contoured
barrier assembly traveling longitudi-
nally forward at any speed up to and
Including 30 mph Impacts the test ve-
hicle (schoolbus with a OVWR exceed-
ing 10,000 pounds) at any point and
angle, under the applicable conditions
of 87.1 and 87.5, fuel spillage shall not
exceed the limit* of 85.5.

87. Test conditions. The require-
ments of 85. and 86. shall be met
under the following conditions. Where
a range of conditions Is specified, the
vehicle must be capable of meeting the
requirements at all points within the
range.

87.1 General test conditions. The
following conditions apply to all tests.

87.1.1 The fuel tank is filled to any
level from 90 to 99 percent of capacity
with Stoddard solvent, having the
physical and chemical properties of
type 1 solvent. Table I ASTM Stand-
ard D484-71. "Standard Specifications
for Hydrocarbon Dry Cleaning Sol-
vents."

87.1.2 The fuel system other than
the fuel tank is filled with 8toddard
solvent to its normal operating leveL

67.1.3 In meeting the requirement!
of 66.1 through 86.3, if the vehicle hai
an electrically driven fuel pump that
normally runs when the vehicle's elec-
trical system Is activated, it is operat-
ing at the time of the barrier crash.

87.1.4 The parking brake is disen-
gaged and the transmission is in neu-
tral, except that in meeting the re-
quirement* of S6.6 the parking brake
is set.

87.1.5 Tires are Inflated to manu-
facturer's specifications.

57.1.6 The vehicle, including test
devices and instrumentation, is loaded
as follows: — . ,

(a) Except a* specified in 87.1.1. a
passenger car is loaded to Its unloaded
vehicle weight plus its rated cargo and
luggage capacity weight, secured^ in
the luggage area, plus the necessary
test dummies as specified In 86, re-
strained only by means that are *•
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•tailed in the vehicle for protection at
its seating position.

(b) Except as specified In 87.1.1. a
multipurpose passenger vehicle, truck,
or bus with a GVWR of 10,000 pounds
or less Is loaded to Its unloaded vehicle
weight, plus the necessary test dum-
mies, as specified In 86., plus 300
pounds or its rated cargo and luggage
capacity weight, whichever is less, se-
cured to the vehicle and distributed so
that the weight on each axle as meas-
ured at the tire-ground interface Is In
proportion to its OAWR. If the weight
on any axle, when the vehicle Is
loaded to unloaded vehicle weight plus
dummy weight, exceeds the axle's pro-
portional share of the test weight, the
remaining weight shall be placed so
that the weight on that axle remains
the same. Each dummy shall be re-
strained only by means that are in-
stalled In the vehicle for protection at
Its seating position.

(c) Except as specified in 87.1.1, a
schoolbus with a OVWR greater than
10,000 pounds is loaded to its unloaded
vehicle weight, plus 120 pounds of un-
secured weight at each designated
seating position.

87.2 Lateral moving barrier cnuh
teat condition* The lateral moving
barrier crash teat conditions are those
specified in 88.2 of Standard No. 208,
49 CPR 671.208.

87.3 Rear moving barrier teat con-
dition*. The rear moving barrier test
conditions are those specified In 88.2
of Standard Mo. 208, 49 CFR 571.208.
except for the positioning of the bar-
rier and the vehicle. The barrier and
test vehicle a n positioned so that at
"wrrt

(a) The vehicle to at test to it*
normal attitude:

(b> The barrier to traveling at 30
mph with Its face perpendicular to the
longitudinal centerilne of the vehicle;

<e) A vertical plane through the geo-
metric center of the barrier Impact
•urface and perpendicular to that sur-
face coincides with the longitudinal
centerline of the vehicle.

87.4 Static rollover test conditions.
The vehicle Is rotated about It* longi-
tudinal axis, with the axis kept hori-
zontal, to each successive Increment of
M. 180*. and 270' at a uniform rate.

with 90' of rotation taxing place In
any time Interval from 1 to 3 w'nnti«
After reaching each 90' Increment the
vehicle Is held in that position for 5
minutes.

87.S Moving contoured barrier teat
conditions. The following conditions
apply to the moving contoured barrier
crash test

87.5.1 The moving barrier, which is
mounted on a carriage as specified In
figure 1, is of rigid construction, sym-
metrical about a vertical longitudinal
plane. The contoured impact surface,
which Is 24.7S inches high and 78
inches wide, conforms to the dimen-
sions shown in figure 2. and to at-
tached to the carriage as shown m
that figure. The ground clearance to
the lower edge of the impact surface to
6.28 ± 0.5 inches. The wheelbase to 120
± 2 inches.

87.6.2 The moving contoured bar-
rier, Including the impact surface, sup-
porting structure, and carriage, weighs
4.000 ± 60 pounds with the weight dis-
tributed so that 900 ± 28 pounds to at
each rear wheel and 1100 ± 26 pounds
to at each front wheeL The center of
gravity to located 64.0 ± 1.6 Inches
rearward of the front wheel axis, in
the vertical longitudinal plane of sym-
metry, 16.8 inches above the ground.
The moment of inertia about the
center of gravity to:

x;-l71±ll.Sthisn.'

87.8.3 The moving contoured bar-
rier has a solid nonsteerable front axle
and fixed rear axle attached directly
to the frame rails with no spring or
other type of suspension system on
any wheel. (The moving barrier assem-
bly to equipped with a braking device
capable of stopping it* motion.)

67.6.4 The moving barrier assembly
to equipped with O78-15 pneumatic
tires with a tread width of 6.0 ± 1
Inch, inflated to 24 pst

87.5.6 The concrete surface upon
which the vehicle to tested to level.
rigid, and of uniform construction,
with a skid number of 75 when meas-
ured in accordance with American So-
ciety of Testing and Materials Method
E-274-86T at 40 mph. omitting water
delivery as specified in paragraph 7.1
of that method.
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87.5.6 The barrier assembly If re- Immediately prior to bsDact with the
leased from the guidance mechanism vehicle.
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State and FARS Report Forms
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Appendix C

Frequency Counts of Fires and Motor Vehicle

Crashes
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Table C-l

Counts of Vehicle Fires and Total Accident-Involved Passenger Cars
by Vehicle Model Year

States of Michigan, Ohio, Maryland
Calendar Years 1982 - 1987

Vehicle
Model
Year

1987
1986
1985
1984
1983
1982
1981
1980
1979
1978
1977
1976
1975
1974
1973
1972
1971
1970
1969
1968
1967
1966

M1
Fi res

56
142
219
269
247
267
330
400
445
529
500
410
297
329
316
254
165
99
65
43
31
19

chiqan
Vehicles

38,585
103,274
160,467
195,298
158,620
168,774
194,501
208,851
236,391
235,440
223,984
168,825
111,654
104,112
94,520
70,664
42,126
29,292
19,705
14,857
9,496
6,481

Fin

54
218
284
415
301
391
488
638
819
915
935
835
702
785
666
552
332
252
172
154
74
52

Ohio
;s Vehicles

32,913
85,398
152,450
171,949
143,877
161,844
194,371
215,992
255,927
265,801
248,648
204,047
139,723
147,308
128,837
98,541
60,770
48,718
32,470
24,815
16,702
12,673

Fin

16
29
41
81
76
100
129
158
206
203
217
214
208
247
203
167
121
104
98
53
42
18

Maryland
!S Vehicles

15,597
33,978
49,948
68,620
61,950
66,998
73,166
75,797
84,591
79,861
72,159
60,130
41,498
44,695
44,723
36,023
25,307
20,272
14,411
10,702
7,310
5,393



Table C-Z
Counts of Vehicle Fires and Total Accident-Involved Passenger Cars

by Vehicle Model Year

States of Illinois and Indiana
Calendar Years 1982 - 1987

Vehicle Illinois Indiana
Model Year Fire Vehicles Fires Vehicles

1987
1986
1985
1984
1983
1982
1981
1980
1979
1978
1977
1976
1975
1974
1973
1972
1971
1970
1969
1968
1967
1966

Fire

23
92
128
185
168
208
232
261
330
316
332
261
195
217
226
119
96
67
48
37
27
17

Vehicles

60,160
133,489
201,270
265,289
235,060
255,572
277,211
292,888
368,303
338,447
321,736
283,088
189,829
185,323
167,203
123,204
73,841
53,645
35,506
25,746
17,620
12,929

9
30
37
58
37
45
75
72
106
122
108
88
78
84
89
87
56
57
29
18
10
16

18,389
45,202
64,950
82,582
68,321
76,144
92,766
98,497
121,839
126,172
120,018
97,139
66,952
69,939
68,481
52,739
32,586
26,339
18,508
14,029
9,713
8.001
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Table C - 2a
:ounts of Vehicle Fires and Total Passenger Cars
involved in Injury Crashes by Vehicle Model Year

States of Michigan, Ohio, and Maryland
Calendar Years 1982-1987

Vehicle
Model Year

1987
1986
1985
1984
1983
1982
1981
1980
1979
1978
1977
1976
1975
1974
1973
1972
1971
1970
1969
1968
1967
1966
1965

Ml
Fires

10
32
40
61
40
44
61
85
104
106
98
103
63
64
66
56
41
20
17
8
12
5
6

chiqan
Vehicles

2,251
6,011
9,252
12,270
10,277
12,151
14,100
15,559
16,260
15,976
14,393
11,407
7,708
7,814
6,815
5,189
3,148
2,211
1,432
1,168
785
555
433

Ohi
Fires

13
54
53
72
65
76
85
120
173
189
162
154
132
163
128
118
60
50
45
35
25
13
12

0
Vehicles

2,391
6,657
10,099
13,635
11,790
14,188
17,530
19,704
22,634
22,553
20,134
17,586
12,279
13,479
11,432
8,855
5,651
4,621
3,098
2,320
1,720
1,322
962

Maryland
Fires

8
4
13
12
7
8
14
25
24
16
26
24
17
17
18
19
9
7
8
6
3
1
4

Vehicles

2,017
4,242
5,910
7,965
7,142
7,864
8,593
8,718
8,784
8,088
7,482
5,718
3,869
4,505
4,116
3,406
2,643
2,057
1,430
1,092
834
642
406

Table entries are: (1) the number of vehicles in crashes where the vehicle
catches fire and the driver sustains injury at either the A or the B severity
level; (2) the total number of vehicles in crashes where the driver sustains
Injury at either the A or B severity level
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Table C - 3
Counts of Vehicle Fires and Total Accident-Involved Light Trucks

by Vehicle Model Year
States of Michigan, Ohio, and Maryland

Vehicle
Model Year

1987
1986
1985
1984
1983
1982
1981
1980
1979
1978
1977
1976
1975
1974
1973
1972
1971
1970
1969
1968
1967
1966

M1<
Fires

23
34
48
69
56
43
40
35
119
95
85
69
54
49
39
45
27
12
14
12
4
3

:hiaan
Vehicles

11,595
28,335
38,558
39,681
31,372
26,383
23,965
23,326
51,304
46,173
40,124
29,374
17,603
16,604
14,689
11,089
6,857
5,286
4,878
3,589
2,489
1,592

Ohio
Fires Vehicles

21
47
77
82
84
60
76
70
169
206
150
120
100
99
73
49
38
45
35
27
20
11

8,954
21,857
29,353
30,534
24,999
23,821
23,257
22,682
46,146
45,932
37,404
27,303
17,431
19,819
15,243
11,432
7,830
6,501
6,057
4,254
3,357
2,261

Maryland
Fires .Vehicles

4
18
16
26
24
23
21
31
66
50
50
30
27
30
29
18
24
13
11
14
5
6

3,949
9,498
12,190
14,147
11,426
10,144
9,743
9,254
14,585
11,805
10,347
7,862
5,367
6,182
5,115
4,109
2,868
2,459
2,147
1,461
1,180
910

Source: State accident files from Michigan, Ohio, and Maryland (converted to
SAS format by NHTSA for analysis). Data include calendar years 1982
through 1987.
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Table C - 4
Counts of Vehicle Fires and Total Accident-Involved Light Trucks

by Vehicle Model Year
States of Illinois and Indiana

IndianaVehicle
Model
Year

1987
1986
1985
1984
1983
1982
1981
1980
1979
1978
1977
1976
1975
1974
1973
1972
1971
1970
1969
1968
1967
1966

111

Fires

9
23
31
36
20
32
29
34
66
67
46
44
35
32
18
19
12
8
5
8
2
2

inois

Vehicles

10,665
25,083
35,429
38,208
33,176
29,668
26,075
32,090
59,947
47,546
41,493
31,332
19,390
19,766
14,436
10,796
7,131
5,741
5,369
3,661
2,947
2,079

ires

1
6
6
11
20
12
9
5

27
21
28
20
13
9
7
18
10
6
9
3
4
2

Vehicles

5,108
12,073
15,664
15,844
13,611
12,712
11,557
11,545
25,450
24,564
20,758
15,444
9,784
11,133
9,631
7,595
5,055
4,404
4,781
3,269
2,815
2.091

Source: State accident files from Illinois and Indiana (converted to SAS
format by NHTSA for analysis). Data Include calendar years 1982
through 1987.
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The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration is engaged in an
evaluation of the safety benefits, and attendant costs, of its Federal
Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 301-75, Fuel System Integrity. The
study will consist of the first assessment of the standard as it applies
to multipurpose passenger vehicles, trucks, buses and school buses, in
addition to an update of an earlier (1983) evaluation of the Standard as
it applies to passenger cars.

In order to complete this evaluation, the agency needs certain information
from the motor vehicle manufacturers. The information needed pertains
only to the latter three vehicle categories listed above; similar
information for passenger cars, obtained in a prior request to
manufacturers and used in the earlier evaluation, will be updated for use
in the current study.

It would be most helpful if you could provide us with answers to the
following questions:

1. Did your company make any changes in its vehicles with GVWR of 6,000
pounds or less (i.e., multipurpose passenger vehicles, trucks, or
buses) as a result of the test requirements set forth in S6.1 (frontal
crash, perpendicular), S6.2 (rear crash), and S6.4 (static rollover),
which applied to Model Year 1977 vehicles; or as a result of the test
requirements set forth in S6.1 (frontal crash, perpendicular and
oblique), S6.2 (rear crash), S6.3 (side crash), and S6.4 (static
rollover), which applied to Model Year 1978, and later vehicles?

2. If the answer to question No. 1 is affirmative, please provide the
following additional information:

a. A description or listing of the vehicle modifications made,
by make, model and model year in which the changes were
effective. (Please provide descriptive information on the
type, or nature of the modifications or structural changes
made. It is not expected that you supply detailed
engineering drawings, or blueprints.)

b. For each model in each model year listed in your response to
a., above, an estimate of the total vehicle weight, if any,
attributable to the modifications described.
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c. For each model and model year listed in your response to a.,
above, an estimate of the total amount, per vehicle, of any
increase in manufacturer variable costs (including all costs
for material, labor, supervision and variable burden that
were directly related to the manufacturing, production
volume, and assembly of the vehicle) attributable to the
modifications described.

3. Did your company make any changes in its vehicles with a GVWR of more
than 6,000 pounds, but not more than 10,000 pounds (i.e., multipurpose
passenger vehicles, trucks, or buses) as a result of the test
requirements set forth in S6.1 (frontal, perpendicular crash), which
applied to Model Year 1977 vehicles; or as a result of the test
requirements set forth in S6.1 (frontal crash, perpendicular and
oblique), S6.2 (rear crash), S6.3 (side crash), and S6.4 (static
rollover), which applied to Model Year 1978 and later vehicles?

4. If the answer to question No. 3 is affirmative, please provide the
information as listed in the subelements of question No. 2.

5. Did your company make any changes in its truck engine-chassis with a
GVWR of more than 10,000 pounds as a result of the test requirements
set forth in S6.5 (moving contoured barrier crash), which applied to
Model Year 1978 and later vehicles? (This would involve truck
engine-chassis ordered by school bus manufacturers who would perform
final vehicle assembly via the addition of school bus bodies to the
chassis provided by your company.)

6. If the answer to question No. 5 is affirmative, please provide the
information as listed in the subelements of question No. 2.
Additionally, if question No. 5 is answered affirmatively, were the
changes confined to only those chassis ordered by school bus
manufacturers or did such changes apply to the entire production
volume of engine-chassis of that GVWR rating, regardless of the final
type of truck body that was ultimately installed on the chassis?

The information submitted in response to this request is intended for use
only in general summaries consisting of Information received from all
manufacturers. However, should you desire confidential treatment for any
of the information submitted, the agency has procedures for handling this.

I would appreciate it if you could provide this information by October 24,
1986. Should you require further information concerning this request,
please contact Mr. Glenn Parsons ((202) 366-2562)) of my office.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Adele Spielbe^er
Associate Administrator for

Plans and Poltcy
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The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration is engaged in am
evaluation of the safety benefits, and attendant costs, of its Federal
Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 301-75, Fuel System Integrity. The
study will consist of the first assessment of the standard as it applies
to multipurpose passenger vehicles, trucks, buses and school buses, in
addition to an update of an earlier (1983) evaluation of the Standard as
it applies to passenger cars.

In order to complete this evaluation, the agency needs certain information
from the motor vehicle manufacturers. The information needed pertains
only to the latter three vehicle categories listed above; similar
information for passenger cars, obtained in a prior request to
manufacturers and used in the earlier evaluation, will be updated for use
in the current study.

It would be most helpful if you could provide us with answers to the
following questions:

1. Did your company make any changes in its vehicles with GVWR of 6,000
pounds or less (i.e., multipurpose passenger vehicles, trucks, or
buses) as a result of the test requirements set forth in S6.1 (frontal
crash, perpendicular), S6.2 (rear crash), and S6.4 (static rollover),
which applied to Model Year 1977 vehicles; or as a result of the test
requirements set forth in S6.1 (frontal crash, perpendicular and
oblique), S6.2 (rear crash), S6.3 (side crash), and S6.4 (static
rollover), which applied to Model Year 1978, and later vehicles?

2. If the answer to question No. 1 is affirmative, please provide the
following additional information:

a. A description or listing of the vehicle modifications made,
by make, model and model year in which the changes were
effective. (Please provide descriptive information on the
type, or nature of the modifications or structural changes
made. It is not expected tnat you supply detailed
engineering drawings, or blueprints.)

b. For each model in each model ytar listed in your response to
a., above, an estimate of tn« total vehicle weight, if any,
attributable to the modifications described.
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c. For each model and model year listed in your response to a
above, an estimate of the total amount, per vehicle, of any'
increase in manufacturer variable costs (including all costs
for material, labor, supervision and variable burden that
were directly related to the manufacturing, production
volume, and assembly of the vehicle) attributable to the
modifications described.

3. Did your company make any changes in its vehicles with a GVWR of more
than 6,000 pounds, but not more than 10,000 pounds (i.e., multiDurDose
passenger vehicles, trucks, or buses) as a result of the test
requirements set forth in S6.1 (frontal, perpendicular crash) which
applied to Model Year 1977 vehicles; or as a result of the test
requirements set forth in S6.1 (frontal crash, perpendicular and
oblique), S6.2 (rear crash), S6.3 (side crash), and S6.4 (static
rollover), which applied to Model Year 1978 and later vehicles?

4. If the answer to question No. 3 is affirmative, please provide the
information as listed in the subelements of question No. 2.

The information submitted in response to this request is intended for use
only in general summaries consisting of information received from all
manufacturers. However, should you desire confidential treatment for any
of the information submitted, the agency has procedures for handling this.

I would appreciate it if you could provide this information by October 24
1986. Should you require further information concerning this request
please contact Mr. Glenn Parsons ((202) 366-2562)) of my office.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Adele Spielberger
Associate Administrator for

Plans and Policy
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The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration is engaged in an
evaluation of the safety benefits, and attendant costs, of its Federal
Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 301-75, Fuel System Integrity. The
study will consist of the first assessment of the standard as it applies
to multipurpose passenger vehicles, trucks, buses and school buses, in
addition to an update of an earlier (1983) evaluation of the Standard as
it applies to passenger cars.

In order to complete this evaluation, the agency needs certain information
from the motor vehicle manufacturers. The information needed pertains
only to the latter three vehicle categories listed above; similar
information for passenger cars, obtained in a prior request to
manufacturers and used in the earlier evaluation, will be updated for use
in the current study.

It would be most helpful if you could provide us with answers to the
following questions:

1. Did your company make any changes in its school buses as a result of
the test requirements set forth in: (a) S6.1 (frontal, perpendicular
crash), which applied to Model Year 1977 vehicles (under 10,000
pounds, GVWR); or (b) 56.1 (frontal crash, perpendicular and oblique),
S6.2 (rear crash, S6.3 (side crash), and S6.4 (static rollover), which
applied to Model Year 1978 and later vehicles (under 10,000 pounds,
GVWR); or (c) S6.5 (moving contoured barrier crash), which applied to
Model Year 1978 and later vehicles (over 10,000 pounds GVWR)?

2. If the answer to question No. 1 is affirmative, please provide the
following additional information:

a. A description or listing of the vehicle modifications made,
by bus modf: and model year in which the changes were
effective. (Please provide descriptive information on the
type, or nature of the modifications or structural changes
made. It is not expected that you supply detailed
engineering drawings, or blueprints.) •

b. For each model in each model year listed in your response to
a., above, an estimate of the total vehicle weight, if any,
attributable to the modifications described.
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c. For each model and model year listed in your response to a.,
above, an estimate of the total amount, per vehicle, of any
increase in manufacturer variable costs (including all costs
for material, labor, supervision and variable burden that
were directly related to the manufacturing, production
volume, and assembly of the vehicle) attributable to the
modifications described.

The information submitted in response to this request is intended for use
only in general summaries consisting of information received from all
manufacturers. However, should you desire confidential treatment for any
of the information submitted, the agency has procedures for handling this.

I would appreciate it if you could provide this information by October 24,
1986. Should you require further information concerning this request,
please contact Mr. Glenn Parsons ((202) 366-2562)) of my office.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Adele Spielberger
Associate Administrator for

Plans and Policy
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Appendix E

Additional Analyses of the Effect of Vehicle Age

on Fire Rates



Additional Analyses of the Effect of Vehicle

Age on Fire Rates

The analyses described in Chapter 2 to estimate the effectiveness of Federal

Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 301 were carried out under the assumption that

the effect of vehicle age on fire rates did not differ between vehicles

manufactured before the Standard went into effect and vehicles manufactured

after the Standard went into effect. This assumption appears reasonable on

the basis that age - induced degradation and weakening of motor vehicle

structures (and therefore increased likelihood of fuel system breaching and

fire) would be expected to occur at the same rate, irrespective of whether the

vehicle were produced before or after the Standard were issued.

Nevertheless, the question could be asked as to whether this assumption of a

constant age effect between Pre and Post-standard vehicles can be further

investigated. It 1s noted, for example, that among the newer vehicles in the

data files analyzed In Chapter 2, there are relatively more Post-standard

vehicles than there are Pre-standard vehicles. Conversely, among the older
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vehicles, there are relatively fewer Post-standard vehicles and relatively

more Pre-standard vehicles. This produces somewhat of an imbalance in the

data samples for the Pre and Post-standard periods insofar as the age

distribution of vehicles within each period. Is it possible that a

predominance of Pre-standard vehicles in the older age ranges could contribute

to a steeper slope (I.e., greater age effect) for the age factor, and thus

affect the estimates of FMVSS 301 effectiveness found in the Chapter 2

analyses?

There are two ways to investigate this isssue. First, age effects can be

estimated separately, for Pre-standard and Post-standard vehicles, and then

tested to ascertain whether they are significantly different, statistically.

Secondly, equations of the Standard's effectiveness can be recomputed,

according to the procedures used in Chapter 2, but restricting the accident

data to vehicles of the same age in the Pre-standard and Post-standard samples.

Comparison of Age Effects Between Pre and Post-standard Vehicles

Simple linear least squares analyses were performed to estinate the age

effect (Independent variable) on vehicle fire rate (dependent variable),

separately, for Pre-standard and Post-standard vehicles. Computations were

made for the two vehicle types, passenger cars and light trucks; for the two

data sets, State data and FARS data; for vehicles of equal age and for

The State data used were the combined data sets from the
States of Michigan, Ohio, and Maryland as described In
Chapter 2.
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all available data; and for both weighted and unweighted data observations.
c 4

This gave a total of 2 » 32 separate analyses, or 2 II = 16 separate

comparisons of age effects between Pre and Post-standard samples. The

preferred test here Is between equal age samples; however, comparisons using

all available (age) data are also Included 1n order to provide a more

comprehensive view of the age effect.

The analyses were run using the General Linear Models statistical subroutine

of the SAS system for data analysis, the same as used In the analyses

described in Chapter 2 of .the report. The result of these analyses are shown

In Tables E-1 and E-2, for passenger cars and light trucks, respectively.

It can be shown that the age effects for Pre and Post-standard samples can be
2

tested for significant difference by the following formula:

where,

(TSSi - RSSp + ( T S S2 - RSS2>

+ N2 - 4

r— 2

RSSi

2 —

RSS2

b • age coefficient estimated from model,
TSS - total sum of squares for model,
RSS - sum of squares component for age variable (I.e., due

to regression),
N - sample size (no. of observations),

and subscripts 1,2 refer to Pre-standard and Post-standard
samples, respectively.

Duncan, Acheson J., Quality Control and Industrial
Statistics, Revised Edition, 1959.
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Table E-l
Statistical Comparison of the Effect of Age on Fire Rates

in Accident Data — Passenger Cars

Equal Aoe Data All Available Data

i

Pre-Std Post-Std t-value t-Dist. Signi- * Pre-Std Post-Std t-value t-Dist. Signi- "

Vehicles Vehicles df Calc. Value ficance Vehicles Vehicles df Calc. Value ficance

State Accident Data

No. of
Observations 45

Age Range
(Years) 7-11

Age Coeff.
(Unwgtd Model) 1463xlO"7

Age Coeff.
(Wgtd. Model) 1676xlO~7

Fatal Accident Data

No. of
Observations 91

Age Range
(Years) 0-12

Age Coeff.
(Unwgtd Model) 3791x10

Age Coeff.
(Wgtd. Model) 3837x10

-7

-7

45

7-11

3906x10~7 86

3540x10~7 86

91

0-12

7013xl0~7 188

6533x10~7 188

180

7-21

171

0-11

-1.43 ±1.99 NS 210xl0"7 2655xlO~7 347 -5.35 +1.96 S

-1.06 +1.99 NS 961xlO"7 2437xlO~7 347 -3.75 +1.96 S

210

0-27

91

0-12

- 1 . 5 6 +1 .96 NS 6 5 x l O " 7 7 0 1 3 x l 0 ~ 7 297 -2.28 +1.96 S

-1.39 +1.96 NS 4228xlO~7 6533x lO~ 7 297 - 1 . 4 5 +1.96 NS

S: Statistically significant

NS: Not statistically significant

Significance levelo( = 5% (two-tailed)



Table E-2
Statistical Comparison of the Effect of Age on Fire Rates

in Accident Data — Light Trucks

Equal Age Data All Available Data
Pre-Std Post-Std t-value t-Dist. S.igni- * Pre-Std Post-Std t-value t-Oist. Signi- *

Vehicles Vehicles df Calc. Value ficance Vehicles Vehicles df Calc. Value ficance

State Accident Data

No. of
Observations 45

Age Range

(Years) 6-10

Age Coeff.

(Unwgtd Model) 3394xlO"7

Age Coeff.

(Wgtd. Model) 3840x10~7

45

6-10

3467x10~7 86

1288xlQ-7 86

198

6-21

153

0-10

-0.27 ±1.99 NS 1641xl0~7 3372xlO~7 347 -2.51 +1.96 S

1.00 MS 1992xlO-7 2463xlO"7 347 -0.78 +1.96 NS

f«UI 0«U

No ot

Age ftdnye

(Years)

Age Coeff.

(Unwgtd Model)

Age Coeff.

(Watd. Modpl)

90

0-11

2398x10~7

3789x10"7

78

0-11

1685xlO~7 164

1773xlO"7 164

223

0-27

78

0-11

1.17 +1.96 NS 5319xlO~7 1685xlO~7 297 1.08 +1.96 NS

1.81 +1.96 NS 6656xlO~7 1773xlO~7 297 2.94 +1.96 S

* S: Stat ist ical ly significant
NS: Not s ta t is t ica l ly significant

Significance levelcX= 5% (two-tailed)



The above formula is equivalent to testing for the difference between the

slopes of two fitted simple regression lines with slope coefficients b, and

b 2, respectively. The basis for significance testing is the comparison of the

calculated t-value with the value of the tabled.t-Distribution for degrees of

freedom (df) » 1^ + ^ - 4. All tests were run to determine whether the age

coefficient (slope) differed between the Pre-standard and Post-standard

vehicles, without Interest In knowing whether the effect was higher, or lower,

for Pre-standard versus Post-standard vehicles. Thus, the critical region for

rejection of the (null) hypothesis of equivalent slopes was a calculated

t-value which was greater than, or less than, the corresponding tabled values

of the t-Distribution. All tests were made at the o<_- .05 (i.e., 5%) level

of significance.

Referring to tables E-l and E-2 for the equal age categories, It Is seen that

none of the age comparisons is statistically significant. This includes the

comparisons for both passenger cars and light trucks, and for both weighted

and unweighted estimates. The preferred bases for comparison are those using

equal age data, since this provides the "purest" test for age effect

difference between Pre and Post-vehicles. Also, the weighted analyses are

favored over the unweighted analyses, due to the considerable variation among

In the Individual observations (I.e., numbers of fires and accident-Involved

vehicles). The Inference drawn from these analyses Is that the effect of

vehicle age behaves In the same manner for both Pre and Post-standard vehicles.

Turning to the comparisons for the all available data category, Tables E-l and

E-2 show that the age effects for Pre- and Post-standard vehicles are

significantly different in 3 out of 4 Instances (unweighted data). For the
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weighted comparisons, 2 are significantly different while the remaining two

are not. These latter comparisons are preferred due to the variation among

the individual observations as stated above. Statistically, the results of

the age effect comparisons in the all data category are mixed, with 2 of the

(weighted) tests showing significance, while the remaining 2 are not

significant. One possible reason for the two significant results Is the

larger sample sizes (and hence decreased error variances) for the all data

category comparisons, as opposed to the equal age comparisons. A second

possibility for the two significant results Is the difference in the age

range distributions between the Pre-standard and Post-standard samples. The

difference may be due to the age effect varying somewhat, depending on the

actual ages studied, rather than reflecting a difference between Pre and

Post-standard vehicles. In fact, this 1s the most likely possibility In view

of the finding of no significant differences In the age effect comparisons for

the situation where vehicle ages are held constant for Pre-standard and

Post-standard vehicles.

The summary conclusion based on the additional analyses conducted In this

section 1s that the age effect on fire rates does not differ between

Pre-standard and Post-standard vehicles.

Comparison of Effectiveness Analyses Based on Equal Aae Vehicles

The second method of further Investigating the possible difference In age

effect for Pre and Post-standard vehicles, and Its possible effect on

estimated FMVSS 301 effectiveness, 1s to rerun the effectiveness analyses that
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were carried out in Chapter 2. In these additional analyses, the age of the

accident-involved vehicles will be restricted so that the ages of the

Pre-standard vehicles are the same as the ages of the Post-standard vehicles.

The analyses take the same form as those used in Chapter 2 to estimate the

effectiveness of the 301 Standard. Regression models incorporating fire rate

as a function of vehicle age and Standard 301 are computed for each vehicle

type, passenger cars and light trucks, and for each primary data set, State

data and fatal accident data (I.e., FARS). The State data were the same as

used 1n the analyses above and as used in the principal analyses of Chapter 2

-- I.e., the combined data from the States of Michigan, Ohio, and Maryland.

Also as in Chapter 2, the data were weighted and balanced to include the same

number of model years, Pre and Post, within each calendar year.

The results of the four analyses are shown in Table E-3. The principal item

of Interest 1n this Table is whether or not the coefficient for the Standard

variable (i.e., FMVSS 301) Is significant, thereby indicating positive

effectiveness. The table shows that In one Instance, passenger cars In the

State data set, the Standard coefficient Is significant. In the remaining

three cases (passenger cars - fatal accident data, light trucks - State data,

and light trucks - fatal accident data), the results are not significant.

Overall, these results are In essential agreement with the effectiveness

analyses performed In Chapter 2 where effectiveness was found only for

passenger cars In the State data (I.e., all accidents) set.
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Table E-3

Summary of Effectiveness Analyses, Restricting Accident Data

to Vehicles of Equal Age for Pre-standard and Post-standard Samples

Standard Variable Age Variable

Vehicle Data Vehicle Age t-Oist. Signi- * t -Dist . Signi- *

Type Set Range (Yrs) N df Coefficient t-value Value ficance Coefficient t-value Value ficance

Passenger

Cars

Passenger

Cars

n Light
^ Trucks
o

Light

Trucks

State

Data

FARS

Data

State

Data

FARS '

Data

7-11

0-12

6-10

0-11

90 87 -6225xl<r7 -2.58 -1.66 2739x10-7 3.14 1.66

133 130 -1815xlO~7 -0.24 -1.65 NS 6723xlO~7 6.62 1.65

90 87 -834xl0~7 -0.23 -1.66 NS 2346xl0~7 1.86 1.66 NS

114 111 - 1 4 9 5 3 x l O ~ 7 - 1 . 1 3 - 1 . 6 6 MS 727xlO-7 0.41 1.66 NS

N = No observations

* S: statistically significant
NS: not statistically significant

Significance leveiofc; 5% (one-tail)



Summary

The additional analyses described In this appendix were performed to further

Investigate the effect of age on vehicle f1 re rates, and to further explore

whether the different distribution of vehicle ages between Pre-standard and

Post-standard vehicles could have affected the effectiveness estimates of

FMVSS 301 developed 1n Chapter 2. The overall results of these additional

analyses are In basic agreement with the effectiveness results obtained in

Chapter 2.

Furthermore, as stated earlier, from a purely physical standpoint, there is no

reason to suspect that age effects would be manifest differently, depending

upon whether a vehicle were manufactured before, or after, FMVSS 301 took

effect. In ordsr for such a difference to be expected, the types of vehicle

modifications made in response to the Standard would have had to alter the way

in which the various vehicle structures and components are affected by

corrosion and other degradation processes that occur over the lifetime of the

vehicle. This would Include not only components of the fuel system, but also

other vehicle components and structures whose corrosion and weakening over

time could also Increase the chances of fuel leakage (and fire), by providing

less energy absorption and other crashworthiness protection for the fuel

system. Such degradation resistant changes In vehicle components and

structures did not occur coincident with the Issuance of Federal Motor Vehicle

Safety Standard 301.
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